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ABSTRACT

GRAIN BOUNDARIES AS DISLOCATION

SOURCES

By

T. F. Malis
An

investigation

uias conduc'ted''in-ts,' t.he.'ro,l.ê' of

grain boundaries as sources of lattice dislocations during
yielding. An extensi-ve review of the literature was conducted
in order to establish a firn base for the study of this
relativ-e1y, nerv field. This included gtain boundary structural
nodels, the defect structure associated with the boundary,
previous experimental confirmation o.f grain boundary source
operatj-on, and the proposed models for such sources, including
the stress required. and the means of enhancing the applied
stress to ih:-s va1ue.
An electron microscope examination rvas then conducted
on several materials which possessed. microstructures conducive
t,o boundary sources and which had been strained to points well

to the yield point. Two techniques were developed
' to aid. the thin foil examinatíon. One 1ec1 to a reductíon in thin
f,oi1 deforrnation d.ue to foí1 handling, and the other u¡as a thin
foil rnapping technique to provide comparative data on the
densities and distributions of lattice defects pertinent to the
below and up

11

y]-erd_ process.

The experinental results indicatecl that the great

ority of boundary sources were nonregenerative in nature,
and involved the nucleation and emission of both perfect and
partial dislocations from grain boundary ledges. These dis
locations were nucleated at low stresses and many were retained
attheboundary.Emissionoccurredpreferentia11yfromtriple
points in the early stages of yíelding. The proportion of
strain contributed by boundary sources was negligible in high
*,..^;
+.1
T.
purr-ty
At.
rn
high purity Cu, the most extensively studieci
^
material, it was significant in only the first stage of what
appeared to be a two-stage yielding process common to aLI the
materials. In the second. stage graín interior sources were
predominant. In nedium purity Ni, boundary sources were
present in substantially larger numbers, and in Cu - 1 wt % Sn,
they were present in sufficient numbers to control the major
portion of the entire yield process. A number of factors,
such as stacking fault energy or elastic anisotropy, appeared
to influence boundary source characteristics or their operation,
but the most inportant were the initial states of the boundarie-s
and the distribution of solute or inpurity atoms within the
naterial.
With the experimental observations in mind, a
detailed model of boundary sources was constructed. It
maj
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proposes dislocation nucleation from groups of sma1l boundary

ledges, with the ledge geometry provid-ing the naj or portion
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of the neces sary stress concentration f or this nucleation.
Additional stress concentration is supplied by interaction
of the stress fíelds from the led.ges within each group. The
variation in the number, size and spacing of ledges within
a1ong with
EcL\-¡l
^ô ^L ËrwuP,
d.LwlIB
wrL-rl
in rrr.Lr-Lvr\rL]a-L
rlr
individual rrledge
theLIIç variaticn
v4LLd Lr\-rr
geometry, account for the observed non-homogeneous distribution
of boundary sources. Several specific aspects of this nodel
are then discussed, as well as its inplications for other
important facets of mechanical behavior.
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INTRODUCTiON

,fur oyerwhelmì-ng

majority of engineering naterials are used

jn'the polycrystalline state,
con.sidered

1 :_1;

hence grain bounciaries have always been

to play an important role in plastíc deformation. This role

their abiliti to act as obstacles to the movement
of dislocations. Thus, the classical concept has long been one of yield
initiation via dislocation generation in grain interiors and subsequent

has centered. around

dislocation pileups against the boundaries causing source activation

in the next grain. However, during the past decade, an increasing
amount of eviclence has established that grain boundaries can also act
as dislocation sources, particularLy in the eatl-.y stages of yieldi.ng.
This region is generally referred to as the prenacroyield strain region,
and it extends froin the first substantial movement of dislocations to
the point where massive dislocatíon movement and multiplication is
required to maintain the plastic straín rate imposed by the testing

nachine. It thus separates the microyield region (plastic strain of
zero

to

around.

fxfO-4; from the

rnacroyiel.cl

region (yie1d point)

of grain boundary sources in the premacroyield
region would have a m¡nber of consequences:
'rI r+
â+€ect either the type, CharaCtef Or number peï SOUTCe
llrrBrrL 4rl
IL ñiñl,r
L)
The operation

of dislocations generated,
?\ l't would affect the work hardening behavior of naterials in
cross-slip,

and hence

which

tangling, is relatively easy. Thís behavior

would be affected by the changed location

of these talgles from

the grain interior to the grain peri-rneter

when boundary sources

Predoninate,

',.:.-:.":

'. ..t...'.t:..,

3)

The work hardening behavior

hindering dislocation

with respect to solute atoÍts or particles

movement would

be also affected, sjnce solute

levels and <listribution at the grain boundary can be different from
hose

. , , , ,.:

i..,:i:.
¡ :1"',:

of the grain interior in many materials.
In addition, the possibility of grain boundaries acting as

d.islocation sources may have implications for mechanical properties
above the

yield point,

-1,.-+:'tì+-,
^ç uuuLrrLv/
vr

'

@
^

such as creep and

fatigue strengths, or the anrount

material possesses.

Although the concept of grain boundary dislocation sources
has been formulated

for

some

time, relatively little detailed

experimen-

:

t-al rvork has been condrrcted on their oneration or their influence

on

the yielding process. Therefore this study was directed towards the
followírrg obj ectives
::

:::,.:::

1)

tì : t.:-:.-.
:. :,-i.i.::.::

:

To examine and correlate the man1.

theoretical models for grai¡

boundary structure and grain boundary

:., .:;:

lattice defects, dislocation

.:.:.....-..
r. i..:

.

at, and generation from these boundaries, the stresses
required for operation of boundary sourcæ and the mears of obtain-

nucleation

..

ìnn
-LrlB
.:. :.: . : ..j

,,.,,

2)

-,,.,,

fhaca
LrrçJç

<flêqqêq

verify that grain bor.rrdary dislocation generation can occur in
the premacroyield region of a pure FCC metal (Cu) in which it had

To

not previously been gbserved, by designing a microstructure conducive
.

+^
uv

crrnh
Juv¡r

canor.afinn

óv¡¡v

3)

To deyelop a nethod
mìr-r^ccnn^

...j......:

.. i

thin foil exarnination) concerning

4l
')

To use

this

rnethod

tributións:- in
.

r: .:l

:,1

5)

:, :l
,

Cu

for

measuring

relative source densities

at various'strains in the premacroyield region,.

of the paraneters, such as solute content, stacking

r^"1+

^1^^+;^ ^--':^rtropy and

:

a

,,

initial

boundary defect density,

should. j¡rfluence bound.ary source operation, by exarnining

selected materials (Cu-lwt%Sn, Ni,

,

and dis-

To study sorne

that

"''i:"'i'":'

,
i

boundary source opera-

tiOn,

:.1.r,';,:',t.,,

.r .

of extracting quantitative data [via electron

Al) in a similar microstructural

state to that of the cu,

ó)

in any rnaterial,
fnr rhe nr,{poSe of establishing a boundary source model which will
ãccount for these characteristics and those determined in 4) and 5).

To examine the characteristics
vJu4uIrJ¡Mr6

of individual
4

Uvqrs@rI

sources

¿VSLçV

¡¡IVUV¿

rrr¡-

2

GRAIN BOUNDARY STRUCTURE AND ASSOCIATED CRYSTAL DEFECTS

A grain boundary may be defined as the contact
region between two crystals d,iffering only in orientation (1).
This definition, although relatively stïaightforward, sheds
little light on the nature'of this region, either on the
scale of the individual atoms or the larger scale of the
various d.efects present among the arrays of atoms. It is

essential to realize that the strength of polycrystals
indicates the presence of strong interatomic forces across
this region. Thus it is' not a "space" between tr¡Io crys tal1:+^f ^^
^.C+,
r:-tes
otten
represented in drawings) but a transi_tion
tas
zone or a special lattice between the two misoriented crystal Iattices. It accordingly possesses its olvn special
characteristics, particularly with regard to the interaction of different types of dislocations. The character
is also highly variable, and must change as the misorientation
changes. This zone is spatially more ïestricted. than our
common notion of a lattice, being essential-1-y a twodimensional filn curved so as to surround the grains in
three dimensions. This latter point is particularly easy
to forget since we are accustoned. to observing "ribbons"
of grain boundary in transmission electron micrographs.
2.I

GRAIN BOUNDARY PARAMETERS

Before studying the various models which have
¡

been postulated to describe the stlucture of boundaries,

it would be valuable to describe how a boundary is defined
with respect to the crys talLites it separates. If the
crystallites are infinitely large, three angular parameters
define their misorientation; one a rotation about an axis
normal do the mirror plane separating them (twist component)
and. two about mutually perpendicular axes within this
plane (tilt components). This mirror plane is normally
the boundary plane (symmetric boundary), but does not
necessarily have to be (e.g. in an asymnetric boundary).
For the more normal case of a boundary in a thin foil, two
additional parameters describe the orientation of the
boundary plane to the foil (2). As shown in figur€ 1, these
are O, denoting the inclination of the boundary to the foil
surface, and 0, denoting the angle between the boundary
foil intersection and O, the nisorientation of a common
crystallographic direction. This latter parameter' encompasses
the three angular parameters described above. This normally
suffices to accurately reference the boundary, but with the
ad.vent of increasingly sophísticated models, Chalmers (3)
has recently proposed that an additional three orthogonal
inrotational translations aTe required to describe the
relaxation of individual atoms at the boundary. However
necessary these may be theoret :rcaL|y, they are as yet of

Figure 1. Geometrical conventions for charactet:-zing a grain
boundary (ABCD) in a thin foil of finite thickness,t

[after Murr et ãL,

2)

.

þù-*--)
(hktlB

'ncnf el'lv- thus
1-irnitod rrrry'uItâIICe
ìmno
irst
the fI1r5f
u¡ru-i tne
eXpeTJ-lrrcrLvøLLJ,
r-r-.irr-Lrr

f ive
rr

païameters are considered sufficient foi most boundary
r-.

.i;. .1-

.--..

-

:, i.:::

descriptions. It should be pointed out that the above
synbols are somevlhat confusing in that a great many authors
use the lower case theta (O) to denote the misorientation
angle
(")
and the lower case
to tlenote the inclination
-o\'-/
- alpha
-*r^^-en
4¡ró¿vo1 c-

.: .-!-,: - --_,

of
the horrn,lnrw wi th tire foil
v!

.surf ace.

,

2.2

MODELS OF GRAIN BOUNDARY STRUCTURE

There are two'basic approaches to considering
nìodels for grain boundaries (4).

In one approach the
boundary is viewed as a smooth, homogeneous layer purely
for thermodynami-c puïposes. In the other, the basic
structure of this layer is describecl. This study deals
with the latter. Gifkin states (4) that a model must
satisfy the following criteria to be completely acceptable:
a) it must result in a boundary width of three to
four atom diameters to correlate with experimental
, observations.
b) it must produce a reasonable value of grain boundary
energy and the orientation and temperature dependence thereof.

c) it must account for the change ín orientation
between the two grains while stil1 taking into

account individual atom interactions.

d) it nust be able to explain, to at least some
degree, a host of properties such as boundary
sliding, nigration, segregation, corrosion, nrelting
and 1ow temperature mechanical behaviour.
; .:',.

.,

':t"t

:;::.,.:,.,;:,
i:':'::::

,
',

..:..-:.'.:..1:
'l.:

-.: ..

This last requirement is the most diff icult to
,c-.1f;11
fulf i11. The main diff iculty to date appears to be that a
given model rnay elegantly account for the behaviour of one
or two boundary properties, yet break down completely when
the others are considered. For this reason, plus the fact
that some nodels have not yet been evaluated with respect
to even the first three criteria, ít is impossible to
rigorously assess their shortcomings and merits. Thus
they will be presented only brief Iy, with perhaps some
indication of current popularity, in order to establish a
T1-

r"J

-

.'

to most nodels is that they
r^rere. originally constructed to explain the structure of
siinple "special" boundaries, such as 1ow angle pure tilt or
One problem endemic

twist boundaries or coincidence boundaries. Ultimately,
however, they should be able to give at least an approximate
picture of that most common of boundaries in normal naterials,
the random, high angle (high e) grain boundary.
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AMORPHOUS MODEL

This mode1, developed by Rosenhain and co-workers (5,,
hlas the first real attempt to account foq boundary properties.

6)

Inessence,itconSideredtheboundaryaSanamorphous,
liquid, i.e. pdssessing no long range periodic
Structure.Althoughthiscou1dqua1itative1yexp1ainsuc]r
phenomena as grain bound.ary sliding and brittleness at high
and 1ow temperatures, respectively, it has been generally
discounted for a number of reasons (1). A calculation of
the excess internal ener'gy based on this mod.el leads to
calculated values of boundary thickness much larger than
observed experimentally. A1so, it seems inherently unreasonable that so thin a region would not be influenced
at all by the periodic crystal structures on either side
of it. Most important, such a model completely fails to
account for the variation in nany boundary properties with
both orientation and/or inclinaticn.
The concept on which the nodel is based has
some yalue with regard to such matters as calculation of
grain boundary eneïgy. A1so, as Mclean comments (7), the
boundary layer bears some sinii.atity to an amorphous layer
in that both are regions in which the perfect crystal
structure is forbidden, thus ternpering somewhat the comparison
of this region to a special lattice. Aaron and Bolling (8)
und.ercooled.

:

10

have considered grain boundary energy using somewhat of an

that is, the boundary structure with the
lowest free volume possesses the lowest energy boundary.
They conclude that high angle boundaries are most 1ike1y
constructed. according to a "structureless" model built
on the random close-packing of atoms. As we sha1l soon
see, however, there is a good chance that this could.
correspond to a structured nodel which allows ind.ivid.ual
atom relaxation into the lowest energy configuration
amorphous model,
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DISLOCATION MODELS

grain boundaries as planar
arrays of dislocations. It is well established that low
angle boundaries (9, 10), i.e. low 0 values, are composed
of arrays of lattice edge dislocations for a pure tilt
misorientation, screl,\r clislocations for a pure twist mis
orientation, or, as is most often the case, dislocation
of nixed character for a mixed orientation. This is
illu.strated in figure 2, with the twist segment on top,
the tilt segments on the sides and a mixed segment denoted
These models consider

ti,,...,,'

1,,.,

",.';,:;,1';,:¡,;;l¿
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. ... ..1...î.:.:
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DCH.
dislocations decreases with increasing misorientation according to d = b/o
(b = Burgers vector, d = spacing), hence the boundary
The spacing of these lattice

.,'':

11

-. .r.'

Figure 2. Illustrating symmetric ti1t, twist and mixed 1ow
angle grain boundäries for the case of one grain
entirely surrounded by another grain, with both
'
sharing a common <001> axi-s (Bishop and Chalmers, 35).
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energy increases with more dislocations per unit length.
Up to approximately 150 of misorientation (hence the term

the boundary energy can be accurately
calculated from dislocation theory based on linear
elasticity.
Beyond. this póint, the dislocation cores become
too close to retain their physical identity. The nodel can
be extended on a geometric basis, however (11). This is
illustrated in figure 3. The low energy of the 53o tilt
boundary of figure 3(a) arises because of the unifornt
clislocation spacing (one per lattice plane). The higher
energy ó0o boundary of figure 3 (b) may be regard.ed as a
55o boundary with a 70 low angle boundary superirnposed on
it. Again, this is only geometrically true, since the tl^/o
cornponents will interact with regard to the boundary energy.
This interaction is almost impossible to calculate because
of the physical closeness of the dislocations. More recent
nodels have also discussed boundary structure in terrns of
dislocations but, because they utilize other concepts as
we11, they will be pïesented. 1ater.
1ow angle boundary),

2.2.3 ISLAND MODEL
This model was first proposed by Mott (Lz) and
later expanded by .Gifkins (13) and, as seen in figure 4,
ít views a grain boundary as consisting of "islands" of

T3

: -ji- ,'_ -: :.:.: i::
'::j _-r.1.'.-....,:,

Figure 4. Representation of island nodel of grain boundaries
fwith
\ -- -- -_- the channels of bad fit

shown dashedl

(a) viewed along the boundary plane
b) viewed normal to the boun.lâTr¡ nl rna rci

f\",,
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1

Fígure 5. Coincidence lattice (double circles) resulting from
the interpenetration of two crystal lattices (large
and small circles). Coinciclence lattice unit cel1 is
AOBC

and the crystal lattice rotation is shown at

right (Fletcher, 29).
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good atomic fit

which are surrounded in the plane of the

boundary by "channels" of bad fit.

These regions have been

estinated. (13) as. varying in size from five to fifty

atom

diameters (roughly 10 - 100 R) and thus should. be, for the
most part, invisible in the electron microscope. They have

apparently been seen, in the form of facets, by the field
ion microscope (74, 15) . Because of the small atomic
mismatch across the islands of good fit,

short range elastic
strains exist which vary in magnitud.e with the misorientation
and account for a minorr' but nonetheless significant, portion
of the grain boundary energy. Gifkins has stated that
these regions of good fit would tend to be oriented so as
to perrnit continuity of slip across them, although this
would be very difficult for sma11 island. sizes.
The channels of bad fit are essentially relaxed.
vacancies and can be identified with the ledges on the
edges of microfacets, hence the resemblance, âs we sha1l
see later, betr.\reen these regions and grain boundary dislocations associated with ledges. The elastic strains
would be much more severe in these channels and despite
their smaller area relative to the islands, they are
thought to contribute the major portion (roughly 60e") of
the total grain boundary energy. The special coincidence
boundaries (discussed next) are seen as special cases of this
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model r^rhere the islands are very 1arge, occupying the

entire boundary in the linit of a coherent twin boundary.
'
Overa11, the island model appears to be regarded
as a good physical picture of boundary structure, but it
has been largely supplanted. by more specific models.
2. 2. 4 COINCIDENCE
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This rnodel hinges on the concept of a coincidence
lattice (16, 77), which sinply states that when two
misoriented crystal lattices are allowed to interpenetrate
I

,

..

MODEL

IJ

other, some of the lattice points will coinci-de,
e.g. 0, A, B, C in figure 5. These points form a lattice
1^,^^s
^f
vr
r@rósa
'pacing than either of the original ones, which
is caIled the coincidence lattice for that þarticular
"ach

I, the reciprocal of the f raction of shared sites, €. g
I = 1 indicates that aLI sites of the two lattices are
shared. (coherent twin bound.ary). F.or most rand.om orientations
abou.t a given axis of rotation, it can be seen that r is
very large and the concept of coincidence loses much of
-i+r L) "+;1ì+.'
LrLrrr-

L.)i,

.

En¡
oin
For ¡azf
certain

n¡io-f.o'l-in¡c
orientat

j-ons, L^r^rô1rô?
¡¡v,,v v vr

,

+La

fraction of shared sites becones very 1arge, and grain
bound.aries oriented so as to lie along planes of this lattice
which possess a high density of shared sites are expected
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to have low boundary energies (16). This is due to the
absence of long-range elastic strains (nucir the same as
for the "islands" of the previous section. Balluffi and
Tan (18) indicate that boundaries with r. < 20 should laIL
into this category of a "spocial" boundary. Although a
greai- deal of experimental work has demonstrated that some
amount of energy decrease is achieve<L for these orientations
(roughly I0%), recent work by Dinon and Aust (19) indicates
that it can be much larger (30e"), while occurring over a
veïy naïïow range of orientation. Marked changes in the
properties of these boundaries from t-hose of random
boundaries was first established by Kronberg and Wilson (20)
and has since been well-documented (2L). It was further
d,iscovered. experin'rental1y (22) that deviation of the boundary
plane from this 1ow energy plane of the coincidence lattice
1ed to a stepped boundary in order to naximize the amount
of boundary lying along the 1ow energy plane. In this
fashion, changes in direction of the boundary can be brought
about by the proper combination of steps of varying
orientations and spacings (figure 6). It should be noted
that a sinilar tendency has recently been demonstrated to
occur on a much larger sca1e, i.e. for large grain boundary
facets (23).
For small deviations fron the exact coincidence

:

':. ..::ti

L7

Figure 6. Grain boundary curvature effected by variation in
step orientation ånd dimensions. TP = boundary triple
point, K = boundary kink (Murr et âI, 2).

Figure 7. Illustrating

the creation of boundary dislocations
due to orientation deviation from exact coincidence.
(a) 55o ti1t boundary about |0011 - low r
(b) creation of a [310] boundary dislocation due to
1n
30 deviation inirirop and Chalners, 35)
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orientation (a few degrees), the boundary rnay be returned
to the low energy orientation by imposing a d.islocation
network on the boundary which amounts to a sub-boundary
of the coincidence lattice (22, 24). An example of such
adis1ocationisshowninfigure71orasimp1eti1t
boundary.TheBurgersvectorsofthesedis1ocations(as
for all bound.ary dislocations) nay be derived from the
DSClatticeofBo11mann(L7).This1atticeconSistsofa11
possible translations of one crystal lattice with respect
to another. Thus, unlike, the coincidence lattice which
deals only with shared sites, the DSC lattice deals with
all sites. Figure B illustrates this for a sirnple 36.9o
tilt boundary about <001>. The two interpenetrating
lattices are shown (one open circles, one solid) and a ce11
of the coincidence lattice, ABCD. The primitive or base
vectors of the DSC lattice, 61, 82,6, indicate that a
translation of the solid circles with respect to the open
circles by any of these amounts (or multiples thereof)
results,in an identical configuration. In this sense, 6.,
b? and b< represent'the smallest possible Burgers vecroru
for perfect grain boundary dislocations. The DSC lattice
is sinply constructed by drawing an orthogonal network
through all lattice sites. The base vectors are then the
shortest translations between sites in the three orthogonal
directions. The DSC lattice is derived, in turn, from
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coincidence lattice for a j6.90 tilt
boundary about [001]

Figure 8.

DSC and.

{äJ viewed. paralle1 to the rotation axis
(b) showing the three base vectors of the DSC
lattice (Bal1uffi et ã1, 47).

Figure 9. Illustrating

the 0 - lattice, similar to the
coincidence lattice (AOBC), but supplemented by
additional non - lattice points (such as O') about
which the two interpenetrating lattices may be rotated
with respect to each other (Fletcher, 29).
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Bollmanrs generalized 0 - lattice

(figure g).

Although it somewhat resenbles a coincid.ence

lattice, the 0 - lattice is far nore flexible as it permits
crystal lattice translations about points in its lattice
which are not crystal lattice sites, €.g. 0' in figure g.
This occurs when the translation of one crystal lattice
with respect to another is by a non - DSC vector (2s).
This would result in the breakdown of the coincidence mod.el,
but, as stated, the 0 - lattice merely shifts its lattice
points off those of the a,rystal lattice. The significance
of this is that virtualLy any boundary can be geometrically
characterized even though its detaired physical structure
is unknown.
ry ð"islocations have been expeïirnentally
observed (26, 27, 28) but only with difficulty, and for
smal1 deviations from coincidence. This is caused by two
factors. First, the spacing of the dislocations is very
sensitive to d.eviation from coincid.ence due to the relatively
smal1 values of Burgers vectors. These Burgers vectoïs
decrease with increasing z (29), i.e. as the coincidence
lattice becomes larger. Thus the dislocatíons are very
close together even for orientations only a d.egree or so
from exact coincidence. second., the red.uced. Burgers vector
results in poor electron microscope contrast due to the
reduced strain field.
Thus, Balluffi and Tan (1g) have
These

bound.a
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recently proposed that such networks may be present over
the entire misorientation range, only tltey cannot possibly
be,resolved. In such a case , it woulc1 be dif f icult to
consid.er then in the normal physical sense of a clislocation

,1,.1,,

network

Onefina1pointofimportanceisthat,whi1e],
coincid.ence boundaries can account for a substantial fraction
of all poss ible misorientations (24) , there is no particular
reason that they have to. Tirat is, grain orientations are
set either from nucleation in the melt or recrystall ízation
nuclei, and not from energetic considerations which would
only be realized when they begin to meet and form grain
boundaries. Thus, Loberg et aL (15) found no particular
preference for exact coincidence orientations in a review
of field ion microscope orientation deterninations. One
factor that could modify this randomness in the direction of
more coincid.ence boundaries is that of texture, since this
will at least orient grains so as to possess a common pole
of low crystallographic index, which is essential to high
degrees of coincidence. Also, it bears ernphasis that, for
a given orientation, the grain boundary will tend, through
boundary migration and/or annealing twin formation, to lie
along the lowest energy plane of the coincidence lattice
for that orientation. The d.ifference for different
orientatj-ons is purely one of degree, since the reduction in
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energy r^/i11 be greatest for the high coincidence orientations

2.2.5 STRUCTURAL UNIT MODEL AND OTHERS
One of the major weaknesses in the coincidence
model is that the geometric'requirements of lattice coincidence
are quite rigid, i.e. the density of coincident sites drops
precipitously when the rnisorientation moves even slightly
away from exact coincidence. 0n the other hand, the change
in properties which is characteristic of these boundaries
often persists up to seve'ral degrees from exact coincidence (1).
This led Bishop and Chalmers (30) to propose their "coincidence
ledge - dislocation" nodel of boundary structure which has
subsequently evolved into the well-known structural unit
nodel (1, 3I, 32). The critical difference in this model
is that it stresses bound.ary coincidence, i.e. sharing of
atoms along the boundary p1ane, rather than lattice
coincidence. As summar izeð. by figure I0, an exact coincidence
bound.ary (figure 10a) may thus be viewed as constructed. of
microledges of equal width (figure 10b). It may also be
viewed as a "shared atomrr configuration (figure 10c) or,
alternatively, às a "translated" one (figure l0e). The
array formed by the shared atoms of figure 10(c) is shown
in figure 10 (d) , and the variation in the make-up of the
structural units with misorientation is shown in f igure 10(itt).

i::-:.:::i
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Figure 10. Coincidence - ledge - dislocation representation of
(a)-(f) 28.Io exact coincid,ence tilt boundary about [001]
(e)-(f) Zg.40 off - coincidence tilt boundary about t0011
(tn), (n) structural units for 1ow ¡ boundaries (Bishop
and Chalmers, 30)
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The units are designated in terms of the ledge lengths ex-

pressed as multiples of a/2 <110> (for this case), €.g.

rt3rr

for the 36.90 structural unit of figure lC(n). Deviations
from exact coincidence are simply achieved. by a mixtuie of
the units from the two nearest exact coincid.ence orientations.
Thus, for a 29.40 boundary, shown in figure 10(g-1), this
results in four - "4" units followed by one rt3rr unit, i:".
a straight proportional mixture. For higher misorientations,
the boundaries are mixtures of ttztt ledges and an increasing
number of rrlrr ledges (which are essentially regions of single
crystal). These are shown in figure 10 (n) . In this fashion
the boundary coincidence is high even though the lattice
coincidence is 1ow. Extra deviations (ti1t or twist) result
in ad.d.itional ledges (f igure 10g, h). The concept of the
model in terms of dislocations arises from viewing any rov/
of atoms ending at the boundary as the extra half plane of
a dislocation, e.g. figure 10(e) or 10(k). It can be
seen that the perturbations resulting -from off-coincidence
orientations (figure 10j) can be regarded in the same light
as the coincidence lattice sub-boundary networks. These
perturbations (dislocations) have the important effect of
creating a long-range stress field at the boundary, with
the extent being comparable to the distance between the
perturbations (30). There is even a limited resemblance to
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the island model in that the minority structural units of
an off -coincidence bound.ary may be regarcJ.ecl as the bad. f it
regions (high strain) around the regions of good fit (low
strain), although the two concepts are dinensionally different,
one linear and the other, âil area.
In recent years, this nodel has undergone further
development by consideration of the structural units in
terms of free energy as well as geometry. Thus Chalners and
co-workers (31, 32) have considered individual atomic displacements through comput:er calculations. (It should be
noted that a sinilar consideration vras undertaken by Baroux
and co-workers (33, 34), but only in the geometric sense).
The rationale leading to this consideration arises from the
strength of grain boundaries. Since substantial numbers
of dislocations can pile up against boundaries without
penetrating through then, their strength should at least
be of the same order as that of the perfect crystal (1),
yet the shared fraction of atoms is relatively sma1l, even
for unrelaxed models. This localized relaxation results
inanovera1lenergy'decrease(figure11-whereE(a)'E(b)>
E(c)), even though a trade-off is involved because of the
ad.dition of long-range elastic clistortion. It is essential
to realize that such relaxation will destroy all coincidence
at the boundary. In this mode1, asynmetrical boundaries are

26
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Figure 11. (a) 38o tilt boundary - rigid structural unit model
(b) same bound.ary allowing crystal translation for
energy reduction
(c)
same bound.ary allowing ind,ivid.ual atom relax
a -,

ation for energy reduction (G1eiter, 1).

Figure 72. Asynnetrical 2go tilt bound,ary about [001] ,
composed of symmetrical segments DE, EF and FG
(Chalners and Gleiter, 32) .

(b)

(a)

(c)
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simply constructed by stepped segments of symmetrical
boundaries, each with its own mixture (if need be) of

structural units (f igure

LZ)

.
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lviention should be made of two very recent grain

boundarymod.e1swhich,1ike.thestructura1unitnrode1'attenpt
a multi- f aceted. approach at describing the structure. In
'
the planar matching mod.e L (36, 37), the basic premise is
'
that families of atomic planes which meet at the boundary
so that their traces aïe only slightly mismatched, will give
rise to boundary dislocations similar to inte.rfacial dislocations between two phases which are partraL1-y coherent (37)'
Another way of viewing these is to consider the slight
mismatch of equi-spaced grids as producing a trloirá pattern
in which the Moirá lines are lines of relatively bad atomic
fit, i.e. dislocations (3ó). These dislocations would be
somewhat d-ifferent from the off-coincidence networks discussed earl ier, especially in the lact that their spacing
would be nuch less sensitive to deviation from a symmetric
orientation (where the planes natched perfectly) and that
their Burgers vectors would always lie in the boundary
plane (37). Although the theory experimentally has been seen
to account for some boundaries (38, 39) , there is some
question whether it can account for all boundaries (40), as
a general model should. In addition, the model works best
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the natching planes are of 1ow index, i.e. atomicaLLy
smooth (37), and itrcould be questioned whether this is a
reasonable assumption for random high angle boundaries
Theothermode1ofMarci''¡9g5¡iandco-workers
is a coincidence-dislocation approach to boundary structure (4f). ,The najor premise is that all bounclaries can be regarded aS
I
being composed of dislocations, said d.islocations being
regarded. as various combinations of crystal lattice dislocations. For exact coincidence orientations, these lattice
dislocations are visual.iied as coming from the primary slip
planes of both grains, and the coincidence site lattice
(denoted the prinary coincidence lattice) is identical to
that discussed prevrously. For off-coincidence orientations ,
lattice dislocations are visua]-ized to come into the
boundary from secondary slip planes also. It is shown that
a nehr, larger coincidence lattice results (denoted the
The nodel takes issue with
secondary coincidence lattice).
the Bollmann formulation for grain boundaries G7) in
stating that boundaries can only be constructed in discrete
fashion, i.e. as integral functions of the number of lattice
dislocations use.d and the spacings of the slip planes used,
and not in a continuous manner as the 0 - lattice approach

when

a11ows. Hence the generation of specific coincidence
lattices, pïina¡y and secondary. The model has been formulated
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for both synmetric (42) and asyrnmetric (43) tilt boundaries,
and for twist boundaries (44), in both ordered and disordered
simple cubic lattices.
In addition it has been extended
for the above cases to the body-centered. cubic lattice (a5)
andeXperinenta1observationsofboundarydis1ocation
networks have been conducted on a FeCo alloy with this
structure (a6) . Much as in the planar matching model, this
mod.el thus furnishes a possible explanation for suih networks
which are very regular and spread over the entire boundary,
lzêf
rlni nû fto ha
tha
rf nrampnf
i nnaá
r,- hrr¡a f er^ too great a ,spacing
^ be the aforernentioned
off-coincidence sub-boundaries. However, as with the earlier,
simpler dislocation models, there stil1 remains the f.act
11ìô
+ 1.r'
o'r r4rEçt
vtLa-L,
uy 4rrLl
large, these
L.lrçJç
boundary dislocations can only be
considered geometrically and not physically. Thus, while
these recent models are being assessed (and like1y refined),
the revised structúra1 unit model appears currently to be
the most acceptable for generating the best overall picture
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oftheactua1structureoftheboundary'energeticaILy,
geometrically and physically. This picture appears to be
moderately clear for relatively simple boundaries and is
furnishing at least a d.in outline of even the most rand.om
boundary. It would be appropriate at this point to consider
the crystal defects associated with this basic structure.
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2.3

GRAIN BOUNDARY DEFECTS

2.3.T TERMINOLOGY
,
As with arL,/ field which experi'ences a sudden surge
of interest and new growth, there has been a proliferation
in the terminol-ogy pertaining to grain boundaries which
reflects the increasing sophis tLcation with which this region
has been studied.. Unfortunately, the evolution of this
terninology has been anything but orderly.
The topography of grain boundaries is moderately
c1ear. Triple points ge,nerally ref er to the intersections
of three grain boundaries (f igure 6, p.I7 ) but can be used
to describe twin boundary - grain boundary intersections.
Large, relatively sharp changes in boundary curvature have
been sometimes called kinks (k in figure 6) and are generally
a consequence of linited grain growth. Snall scale boundary
curvature, such as shown in figure 6 , is brought about by
steps and/or ledges. The ledge is normally considered to
be the longer of the th¡o but, as is apparent by now , marry
authors use the two interchangeably. At the same time,
thes'e features are general-1-y larger than the steps/ledges
evident on even the most planar portions of boundary, e.g.
figure 10 (p23). No real distinction appears to have been
made between the two, so henceforth the latter will be
termed. microsteps or microled.ges

The one boundary defect which has a counterpart in

the grain interior is the grain boundary dislocation (GBD)
and it is here that the terninology has run rampant. Brandon
et aL (22) referred to off-coincidence boundary dislocations
as a dislocation sub-boundary. Schober and Balluffi (26, 27)
havereferred.tothemasintrinsicGBD,sandMcLean(7)has
cal1ed them structural dislocations. To Bishop and Chalners (35)
they were secondary intrinsic GBD's (prinâry intrinsic GBD's
were those forning exact coincidence boundaries). Brandon (24)
discussed step dislocations, i.e. those associated with
boundary steps, whereas. Ishida et aT (48) sirnply call these
grain boundary dislocations, a term which they also apply
to those making up the boundary structure and any lattice
dislocations which have impinged upon the boundary (49).
Sinilar "blanket" definitions have also been used by Bel1
and Langdon (50) and Ashby (51). Gleiter et aL (52) used
GBD only to denote boundary dislocations generated within
the boundary. These and any other clislocations superfluous
to the boundary structure were referred to by Schober and
Balluffi first as extraneous GBD's (53), then as extrinsic
GBD's (47). Mclean (7) mentions intergrain dislocations
in much the same context. Malis et a1 (54) have subdivided
extrinsic dislocations into prinary extrinsics (referring to
those resulting from lattice dislocation - intrinsic GBD
interactions) and secondary extrinsiçs (referring to those
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produced in the boundary).

Marcinkowski (55) has defined the dislocations

reSulting from lattice d.islocations cutting through the
boundary as virtual grain bound,ary rJislocations (VGBD's) ,
meaning that they possess a'stress field but no definable
Burgers vector, ãIthough he has since reconsidered this
assignation (57). Some authors have regarded boundary
dislocations and steps as essentially equivalent (Z) but
there are important differences. As Ashby notes (51) ,
movement of a true step produces bound.ary migration without
relative displacement of the tr,üo grains, whereas GBD movement does. A step is a poor source or sink of vacancies
while a GBD can be a good one. Furthermore, a GBD can
interact strongly with solute stoms whereas a step generally
does not (having a much weaker strain field).
Final1y,
Mclean (7) has proposed two overall structures for the grain
boundary region - the general structure (that which brings
about the misorientation between the two grains) and the
defect structure (consisting of everything else associated
with the boundary).' This is a useful division for, as sha1l
be seen shortly, it is the defect,structure which appears
to play the major role in dislocation generation from grain
boundaries.
The confusion in terminology has been at least
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partiaLly cleared up by Hirth and Balluffi (56). They have
proposed that any dislocation lying in a bounclary be denoted
a GBD. The one major exception to this blanket defínition
is for those dislocations forrnlng the intrinsic structure of
the boundary, i..e. those which bring about the misorientation.
These are denoted intrinsic GBD's (IGBD's). As shown in
figure 13, the Burgers vector of a GBD may be determined
from a Frank circuit, the farniliar circuit based on a
lattice surrounding the defect in question. In the case of
a GBD this is the coincid,ence lattice. Figure T3 illustrates
this for a coherent twin boundary in the FCC lattice (for
simplicity). Figure 14 illustrates what Hirth and Balluffi
call a Read circuit, which can be based either on individual
crystal lattices or suitably rotated DSC lattices. The
closure failure in either case repïesents the total IGBD
Burgers vector content of that portion of the boundary
within the circuit, although this total may be decornposed
in different ways, e.g. figure 14a where FrF, can be decomposed in two ways. This may sound confusitg, but it
must'be remembered (as emphasized earlier) that these are
in
geometric equivalents only, hence the flexibility
partitioning the total Burgers vector content. When a GBD
is present (figure 14 b or c), the closure failure gives
the IGBD content plus the GBD Burgers vector. In such
cases the IGBD content of a boundary can only be determined
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Figure 73. (a) Coherent twin boundary in the FCC structure
(b) containing a Shockley twinning dislocation
(c) containing a pure ledge
(d) containing a GBD with Burgers vector normal

to the boundary.
The Frank circuits are d.enoted S'F'FZSZ and two
ce1ls of the coincidence lattice are shown, as well
the DSC - lattice (Hirth and Balluf f i, 56) .
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Figure L4. As figure 13 except that rotated DSC - lattices
for each graín are shown, and Read circiuts based
on the DSC - Tattices (solid lines) and crystal
lattices (dashed lines) are also indicated.
(a) Demonstrates how the total Burgers vector content
(F,F.,)
may be regarded as four a [111] IFBD's
,I
3
(spacingt 1rt the common DSC - lattice normal to
r's (spacing,
the bounclary) òt six
[112 ] IGBD

?
6
along the individual rotated
(Hirth and Balluffi, 56).

DSC

- lattices)
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by constructing both Frank and Read circuits and taking
the difference.
,
The second rnajor classification of Hirth and
Balluffi was to denote boundary d.islocations as either
primary or seconclary, where.primary refers to lattice
Burgers vectors and secondary to arry other Burgers Vectors
of the DSC - lattice. Thus the twin boundary dislocations

of figure 13(b) and (d), IGBD's of low angle boundaries
and some GBD's resulting from lattice dislocations irnpinging
upon boundaries (53) are iclassified as primary'
It has become an established experinental fact
that boundary steps can have GBD's associated with them
(22,48), e.g. when the step height is not an integral
nultiple of the coincídence lattice spacing (figure 15).
Hirth and Balluffi have extensively categorl-zed this situation.
They f irst <1ef ine a monatomic clinb ledge (c - ledge)
associated with a GBD whose Burgers \rector is normal to the
bou4dary. As shown in figure 16(c) and (d'), the ledge
character of the GBD (actually the extra half plane) arises
because íts climb al-ong the boundary either expands or contracts the volume of the grain it lies upon. Glide ledges
(G - ledges), also nonatomic, are those associated with
are parallel to the boundary'
The glide character arises because of the fact that the
ledge movement (figure 16 ( e) and (f) ) takes place merely
GBD's whose Burgers Vectors

¡

by

?Q

Figure 15. (a) C - ledge with Burgers vector normal to the
boundary
:

(b) G - ledge with Burgers vector para11el to the
boundary

:

Note that the step height is not an integral multiple..,'' -

of the coincidence lattice unit ce11 (1arge squares)
(Darinskii and Fedorov, 58).

Figure 16. (a), (b) Construction of a reference bicrystal
containing a defect - free grain boundary.
(c), (d) Introduction of a GBD with C - ledge
character.

(e), (f) Introduction of either a pure ledge or a
GBD with G - ledge character (Hirth and Balluffi,56).
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transferance of atoms fron dne crystal to the other. A
pure ledge results (figure 16 f) when no displacement
between the matching ledges occuïs (no associated. Burgers

vector). A pure GBD may occur for the case of figure 16(b)
when a localized d.isplaceneint paral1e1 to the bound,ary
occuïs that has no accompanying ledge characteristics.
Thus figure 15 (a) would be a GBD with c-1edge character and
f igure 15 (b) would be a GBD with G- led.ge character . A
summary of the d.efects defined by Hirth and Balluffi is
given in Table 1.
,
In addition, we will define a GBD-macroledge as
an association of any GBD with a step of greater than
monatomic height (such as if the G-ledge of figure 15(b)
moved to the step, A). This distinguishrnent must be made
since the GBD-nacroledge would be nuch less mobile than
either the c-1edge or G-ledge, even at elevated tempeïatures.
!

2.3.2 DIFFRACTION CONTRAST AND OTHER ASPECTS
: The diffraction contrast of GBD's is rather
complex, since the strain field extends into both grains,
and no univers arry acceptable means of Burgers vector
deterrnination has evolved to date. some contrast effects
can be used to distinguish between various bound.ary d.efects.

Gleiter (59) observed that pure steps

showed

very

weak
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TABLË

1

GRAri\i ilOuÌ'IDARY LIì'tE DEFËc]'s ANÐ

TirElif

FOR REVEALri.tc

(after I-lirtir and Balluffi ,5ó)

Ei\iT I TY

Grain bo.rnciary dislocation.
(Glì

j))

Climb 1e<lge (C-lecige)

Glide ledge (G-ledge)
Pure ledge
boundary
Jntrinsic grain
dislocation
(IGBD)

Frank circuit
Read

criìcurj's

circuit

DESCRIPTION

Any <iislocation lying ilt a grain
boundary. Its l3urgers vectoi is a

vector of tire DSC-lattice.
A grain bounclary ledge associatecl ,
with a GtsD wirich requires clinb
to move in the boundary plane
A ledge associated witir a GBD
wìrich rnay glide in tire boundary plane.
A ledge with no associated GBD.
A GBll whicir is part of the bounciary
structure and tirerefore cloes nor
possess a long-range stress fielcj.
t'lodif ied Burgers - type circuit

revealing

GBDts

f or

ied Burgers - type circuit f or
revealing botir GtsD's ancl IGBD's .

ivtociif

Note: It j-s importaît to remember that the C- and G- ciesignatio¡
refer to tire <iislocation movernen.l in the bounclary plane only.
Tirus they shoulcl not be confused. r.vith tne <lislocationf s novement in the grain interior, i. e. a c- led.ge will glicle into the
grain interior,but t1!mb in tite bounclary plane.
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contrast (due to their sma11 strain field), a contrast
which did not cha.nge noticeably with tilting.
GBD's, on
the other hand, can be made to disappear quite readily and
their contrast can be quite stïong, depending on the
nagnitude of their Burgers.vector" Ishida and HendersonBror,vn (49) noted that GBD's showed a contrast reversal from
black to white when tilted from a strong operating reflection
to its negative. They further maintained that this would
also apply to dislocations adjacent to the boundary, pr€surnably because their st,rain field would. extend into the
adjacent grain. Thus there is likely to be a definite zone
around the boundary proper in which lattice dislocations
will be indistinguishable from GBDls. With regard. to the
contrast reveïsal, McDonald and. Ard.e11 (60) have discovered
that it does not occur when the strongly diffracting grain
is on the lower side of the boundary plane in a thin foil
(this would be the left-hand grain in figure 1), thus the
above criterion should be used cautiously in separating
GBDfs from lattice dislocations. McDonald and Arde1l also
note that an indicator of the strong two beam condition in
only one grain is aî attenuation. in the boundary fringes
toward the thick end of the boundary wedge, i.e. if the
two beam cond.ition was operating in the left-hand grain
of figure I, the fringes would disappear towards AB.
Deviation frorn such a condition would result in the normal

AA
+L

boundary contrast with fringing at both top and botton and

attenuation in the center. The importance of this lies
in the f.act that high contrast micrographs of GBD's for
stud.ying f ine d.etails, are best obtained in the dark f ield
of the strong tr^io beam case, e. g. (46) .
IGBD Burgers vectors are generally smal1 and their
contrast quite weak (26, 27) , but Ishida and. Mclean (61)
have recently suggested that the Burgers vectors of IGBD's
in random high angle boundaries should approach lattice
Burgers vectors. They calculated the three base vectors
of the DSC- lattice (f igure 8b, p.19) f or various FCC and
BCC grain misorientations. They found that, âS I increased
( i.e. tend,ing toward more rand.om orientations), Þi anð, \,
decreased whi1. ÞS approached the interplanar spacing of
the planes normal to the misorientation axis. Thus, for
symmetrical boundaries, the IGBD Burgers vector would 1ie
in the plane of the boundary, as in the planar matching
mode1. This works quite well for low index misorientation
axes, but would not seem to be of rnuch significance for
high index ones. Visual confirnation of this hypothesis
would be difficult because of the close spacing for IGBD's.
Nevertheless it is difficult to believe that these IGBD's
would be those seen in "normal polycrystalline specimens",
as Ishlda and Mclean suggest. If that were the case,
boundaries even in annealed material would be expected to
'i
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very high GBD density. There is field ion microscope evidence that IGBD's with lattice Burgers vectors
exlst, e.g. ä.111t IGBDTS in BCC tungsten (62), but it
is to be remembered that boundaries in such specimens are
highly textured and are not totally repïesentative of
normal polycrystals.
If , in some cases, IGBD's and GBDr s can ind.ivid.ually
show sinilar contïast, the same would apply to the GBDmacroledge configuration. One therefore has to examine
both the shape and d.ensi,ty of the defects. Figure IT shows
what this author believes to be reasonably clear examples
of these defects (in agreement with the authors of the
studies). Thus strong contrast, irregular spacing and
curvature indicate the defects of figure 17 (a) are 1ike1y
pure GBDrs. The boundary dislocations of figure 17(b) are
more regularly spaced, but stil1 relati'uely f.ar apart. This
separation plus the stïong contrast and. curvature, favor
them to be GBD's. The faint network of background defects
(fine lines running almost verticatly) is almost certainly
of IGBD's because of their close and veïy regular spacing
and weak contrast. In figure 17(c) the large fringe shifts,
straightness of the defects and seni-regular spacing indicate a pure l.edge character, the strong (in part) contrast
and spacing variation in different boundary segments rule
out rGBD's, hence the conclusion that they are GBD-macroledges.
show a
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Figure L7. (a) Pure GBD's in a grain boundary of 0.zC-Nb
steel (Buzzichelli and Mascanzoni, 63).
(b) GBDis and IGBD's in an A1 bicrystal boundary
(Kc.oo êf e1
*^,''''.64 ì
(c) GBD-macroledges in a grain boundary of
Fe-0.75Mn (Ishida et ãI, 48).
(d) Pure ledges in Fe-0.75Mn (48).
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For figure 17(d), the complete lack of contrast and. pronounced fringe shifts easily identify the clefects as pure
ledges. unfortunately, cases such as these aïe the
exception rather than the rulé and a good. deal of thought
should generally go into trie identification

of a boundary

defect. For example, the fact that both c-ledges and Gledges have step characteristics gives rise to the possibility
of their creating sma11 fringe displacements (Gleiter
has calculated (5g) that a 38 step can, under certain
extreme cond.itions, prod.uce a fringe displacement of oveï
ô
100 Ã). Tliis displacement would be very sinilar to those
from monatomic pure ledges. rn ad.dition, the fact that
both the c-ledge and the G-ledge have steps of sinilar
dimensions renders them practically identical for pure

t . : :.'.'
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contrast purposes. I{e shall later see that this may well
have occurred in the literature.
A summary of contrast
characteristics is given in Table Z.
As with their d,iffraction contrast, the interacti.ons bethreen boundary defects are being increasingly
observed. anð. discussed. Ashby (s1) has suggested that
supersteps (the equivalent of GBD-rnacroledges) could
forrn by the combination of several smaller GBD-macroled.ges,
resulting in an energy reduction. rn the same wãy, rshid.a
and Mclean (61) propose that a pure GBD with a Burgers vector

i.t',t,ìt
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TABLE

2

DIFFRACTiOÌ{ COÌ.¡TRAST EFFECTS FOIì
DEFECT

pure ledge

BOUhJDARY DEFECTS

CTiAIì.ACTE]ìI ST i CS

-sma11 (and occasionally undetectable)
to ve.Ty large boundary fringe ciisplacements
-very weak ccntrast
:..'

-seni-regular spacing for gïoups of leclge's
,
- general ly l inear
pure GBD
-no fringe displacement under any cond.itions
-genetally strong contrast
generally curvilinear
IGBD
-generally very weak contrast
-very srna11, regular spacing
array covers eirtire boundary
-generally linear
GBD-macrolecige - fringe displacement as pure 1ec1ge
-contrast as pure GBD
-semi-regular spacing for groups
- general ly l inear
C- ledge, G- ledge
- smal1 (and normally undetectable) f ringe
displacement
-varying contrast
,
- generally curvilinear
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that is a nultiple of the DSC-lattice base vector could
be more energeticaTly favorable than a GBD-ledge defect,
even though the Burgers vector associatecl with the latter
might be slightly sma11er. BOth of these thoughts suggest
that the najority of GBD-1e'dge configuratíons would
eventually disappear in a prolonged anneal. There should
be no reason why GBDts could not interact with the IGBD
network for near-coincidence orientations, as Schober
and Balluffi propose (53). However, when the spacing of
this network becomes so fine that the IGBD's lose their
physical identity, it would seem reasonable to regard
any such interaction as unlikely. 0n the other hand,
Pumþhrey and Gleiter (65) have observed GBD's "smearingout" in the boundary plane in the electron microscope
and eventually d,isappearing. One would think that this
multiple dissociation would certainly involve the IGBD
network. Fron Punphrey and Gleiter's observations, it
would appear that temperature is the critical factor
through its effects on the kinetics of dislocation reactions
and possible non-conservative d.islocation'motion necessary
for such reactions. Thus the "smearing-out" phenomenon
was a moderately high temperature one.
Finally, Ashby (51) has nade some interesting
comments on the nature of aîy boundary dislocations which
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stands apart from other boundary defects so as to possess
a separate identity. First, outside the clisrocation core,

.

they should behave ident icarLy to lattice d.islocations as
f.ar as their long-range elastic strain fields are concerned,
i.e. with regard to interaitions, line tension, etc.
Second, for the core itself , he proposed, that it would be

elongated in the plane of the boundary and. shortened normal
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toitinord.ertotakead.vantageofthead.d.itiona1atomic
relaxation available therein. As Ashby puts it, this
"reflects a balance betw'een the elastic energy stored in
the thro half-crystals and the nisfit or distortion energy
associated with the disturbed atom positions in the
boundary". He estinated. that this would. lead. to a core
energy approximately one-ha1f that of a lattice dislocation,
creating, in effect, a bind.ing energy for the GBD to the
boundary.

2.4

:'1

GRAIN BOUNDARY SEGREGATION

It would be appropriate, at this point, to briefly
discuss boundary segregation, i.e. 1ocal variation in
composition at the boundary, since one solid solution will
be studied and even the pure metals to be examined will
possess varying numbers of irnpurity atoms. This will be
done with reference to their relation to boundary structure,
so that both may later be used to facilitate the understanding
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of dislocation generation from boundaries. This area of
grain boundary research is somewhat better established
than others because of such aspects as grain boundary
embrittlernent furnishing powerful commercial incentives
for its study. In addition, it can be d.etected, to at
least some degree, by relatively simple techniques. Thus
several excellent revi-ews have been written which combine
the theoretical models with a substantial amount of
experinental data on all aspects of the models. Among
these are Gleiter and chälmer's relatively recent review
of equilibriun segregation eÐ and }lestbrookrs reviews on
non-equilibrium segregation (66, 67).

.

2.4.I EQUILIBRIUM SEGREGATION
At o' near grain boundaries, a 1ocal variation
in composition rnay exist in equilibrium with the matrix.
This is by far the most common segr.egation encountered,
but unfortunately it is rather difficult to quantify oï,
occasio'nally, even to detect at all. This rnay be understood from figure 18 (a) which illustrates that the solute
concentTation at the boundary can be very large, but
confined to a region extrenely close to the boundary. rn
the past it has been detected by such means as microhardness,
chemical etching, autoradiography and \attice paraneter

1
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Figure 18. schematic representation of the sorute profiles
at grain boundaries for various bulk solute levels
(BSL) for

[a) equilibriun segregation
(b) non-equilibriun segregation due to vacancy migration
(c) non-equilibriun segregation due to boundary nigration
(boundary movement indicated by arrow).
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variation, but more recent and sophisticated nethods such
as field ion nicroscopy and auger electron spectroscopy
have been able to quantify it with greater accuracy (27).
The driving force for this segregatíon nay be
examined from two different viewpoints. One is that any
solute which causes a reduction in the grain boundary
energy will tend to segregate to the boundary to lower
the energy of the polycrystal as a whole. Such reductions
are by no means minor, ê.9. Hondros and Seah (68) have
shown that as little
as '0.5 wt. % Sn reduces the grain
boundary energy of Fe by a factor of two.
The second viewpoint, that of elastic interaction,
simply states that oversized inpurity atoms will rnigrate
to regions of tensile strain (e.g. open spaces) in the
grain boundary, while unders izeð, atoms migrate to regions
of compressive strain (e.g. overlapping atorns). This
approach thus utilizes the structural concept of grain
bound.aries and the f.act that equilibrium segregation of
irnnulity atoms of various sizes exists is verification of
the basic physicaL picture of boundary structure, i.e. a
region containing both (*) and (=) strains. Further proof
is provided by the fact that non-coincidence (high energy)
boundaries show substantially more segregation than
coincidence boundaries (2L)
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In view of the above, it is apparent that, for
a given solute, the two critical factors.for this segregation
are time and tenperature, i.e. sufficieljt tine at a high
will result in an equilibrium amount
of the solute being partitioned to the grain bound.ary. rn
add.ition, both theory (zr) and experiment (6g) show that
the equilibrium level increases with d.ecreasing temperature.
Thus most quantitative work on this phenomenon involves
rapid cooling from the equilibration tenperature, because
slow cooling would resul,t in levels greater than the
equilibrium concentration corresponding to this tenperature.
Although equilibrium segregation is normally on
a monorayet scale, segregation of a broader nature has
been observed in irid.ium (70) and in Fe - sn alloys (Tr)
at the higher base solute levels (4 wt. %) . In general,
the amount of segregation becomes increasingly less
sensitive to base solute 1eve1 at concentrations of these
rnagnitud.es. with regard to the d.egree of enhancenent
(boundary solute content/bulk solute content), it has been
demonstrated both ernpirically (68) and theoretically (.TL)
that this degree varies as the inverse of the naxirnun solid
solubility of the impurity. Thus, for example, Hondros and.
Seah (68) obtained enhancements of 3 for Fe-S wt. % Si
(maximum solubility 23 at. %),460 for Fe-0. Z wt. % Sn
(maximun solutility
10 at. %) and 10,000 for Fe- 0 .0044 at. eos
enough temperature
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(naximun solubility

0.1 at. %). This can be useful in
predicting the order of enhancement fronr a given impurity.
It is irnportant to note that the effects of nultiple
inrpurities are uncertain with regard to any interactions,
although Seah and Hond.ros (7I) have found rhat Sn and S in
Fe are non-competitive.
Finally, the pervasiveness of this segregation
nay be illustrated by'the fact that even one part per
nillion (ppn) of certain impurities can, under the right
conditions, saturate all' the grain boundaries QÐ. Thus,
for all practical purposes, equilibrium segregation is
always present to some degree, and its effect on a given
property of the grain boundary will depend on the sensitivity
of the property to enhanced. solute levels.
2.4.2 NON-EQUILIBRIUM SEGREGATION
As inplied by the title, these compositional
variations are generated by non-equilibriun conditions,
such as excess point defect concentrations causing point
defect-solute pairÈ to migrate to the boundaries (which
act as sinks for the point defects). Thus, un1íke
equilíbriun segregation, it will ultinately disappear if
given enough time. Because of the special driving forces
which can cause it, it is much less common than equilibriun
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segregatio.n. However, it occurs on a nuch more detec.table
scale (figure 18 b), extending as far as 40 microns into
the grain interior (72). Thus non-equilibriun segregation
is commonly measured by a microhardness increase (up
¡o359oattheboundary)d.uetotheenhanced,so1ute1eve1.
:

The wid.th

of the segregated regions can be so wide that the

,:,1.-,
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hard.eningfromoppoSiteboundariesmayover1apforsma11er

grain sizes (72) . It should be nade clear that the
hardness increase due to such segregation is much greater
than any microhard.ness increase attributable to the
boundary without solute presentr.i.e. due to its inherent
natureaSahigh1yd.efected(orstrained)region.(The
Samefactho1d,sforequi1ibriunsegregation).InSome
cases (73), boundaries also appear to d.emons trate a
softening effect, like1y because of the creation of a
vacancy- free zoÍLe around them attained when the material
is quenched from near the melting point. As with the
equi1ibriumSegregation,theenhancement1eve1saTe

grealest for small amounts of impurities. The illustrative
1evel of figure 18(b) comes fron calculations by Anthony (74)
based on work in which the base solute level was of the
order of 10 - 100 ppn (73, TS).
The nost acceptable model of this segregation
has been derived primarily by westbrook and. co-workers (73, Ts).
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It is believed to be caused by the migration of solute
vacancy pairs to the grain boundary during rapid. cooling
(t'he effect is markedly reduced by slow cooling (76)).
unlike equilibriun segregation, size nisfit does not
appear to play the major role, e.g. segïegation was foun<l (75)
in Zn with A1 inpurity (atomic radii 1.38 and 1.43 R,
respectively) whereas Teverse segregation or boundary
softening was found in pb with ca impurity (atomic radii
L.7 5 and. 1. 97 R, respectively) . rt was discovered. .Ehat
the presence of this segregation coincided with a distribution
coefficient less than one (ratio of solidus to liquid.us
concentration at a given tempeïature), which, in turn,
was demonstrated to empirically corïelate with a 1arge,'

positive solute-vacaîcy binding energy. rn addition, it
coincided with an activity coefficient (an indicator
for the different atomic interactions in a solution) greater
than one. This indicates a preference for solute-solute
bonds in the systen, i.e. good cluster stability.
Thus
the folLowing picture emerges; a large d.riving force is
obtained upon quenching due to the large number of non-

equilibriun vacancies. This, in.turn, results in many
solute-vacancy pairs (because of the strong binding
energy) which migrate towards the most efficient vacancy
sinks, the grain boundaries. As these pairs near the

i.:-: :
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boundary their density i-ncreases and collisions take

place with increasing frequency, forming d.i-vacancies and
relatively inmobile solute clusters. These clusters are
thought to give. rise to the increased hard.ness (which,
incident alry, is higher than would be expected. frorn the
increase of solute in solid solution). Grain boundary

softening is also explained by the sane nodel (74, TT) on
the basi-s of the relative nobilities of solute and solvent.
Thus, when the solute-vacancy binding energy is of the
order of the thernal energy and. the sorute is quite nobile
in the solvent lattice, a net flow of solute away from the
bound.ary can occur because

of vacancies using solute atorns
as a diffusion path. since non-equilibriun vacancies are
the nedia for solute transfer, the effect saturates for
a solute concentration of a few hundred ppm, which is the
order of the naximum non-equilibrium vacarLcy concentration
normally attainable. This also explains the red.uction in
hardening with a slow cooling rate, since the non-equilibrium
vacarLcy concentration (and, âs such, the driving force) is,
at a given instant, extremely small. This favors the more
nobile single and di-vacancies to migrate to the boundaries
instead of the solute-vacancy pairs.
One other theory has been proposed. (7g), based
on the same vacarLçy-solute mechanism, which predicted. naximun
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segregation with a slow cooling rate (contrary to the above).
This r^ras apparently also conf irmed experimentally (Tg).
Ilowever, the experimental rnethod used. (chernical dissolution
of a few microns around the boundary for atomic adsorption
spectrophotonetry) suffers from the fact that it would
have included equilibrium segregation as we11, and excluded

of the non-equilibrium segregation. This points out
the difficulty in separating the tr^Io types of segregation,
which, however, must be done in view of trr" wid.espread
much

occurrence of equilibrium'segregation.

A good example of
the misinterpretations possible without this dual consideration appears to be provided by a study of binary cu
al1oys both quenched a4d furnace cooled from temperatures
ranging fron 500 to 1000oc (g0). Although the a"ra, were
ostensibly a study of equilibrium segregation by means
of microhard,ness tests on the boundary and. in the grain

interior,

the authors stated that "no very great difference"
was found in the results for the two cooling rates,
contrary'to the preceed.ing discussions for either segregation.
such unexpected results rnay be explainable via the above
dual consideration. Thus, quenching would enhance nonequilibrium segregation, particularly from high temperatures,
while slow cooling would enhance equilibrium segregation,
particularly from 1ow temperatures, resulting in equivalent
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hardness increases even though obtained by different
mechanisms. The situation becomes even more conplicated
whên the behaviour of bound.ary defect densities is also

considered. For exampre, rapid. quenching can set up
sufficient stresses to causè a very large increase in the
density of GBD's anð./ or GBD- red.ges . The nultitud.e of
subsequent possible interactions with varying amounts of
solute segregation that then arises is very 1ikely the cause
of some contradictory stand.s that have been taken with
regard to the influence of these interactions on mechanical
behaviour (81, BZ) .
Mention should be made of one other type of
non-equilibriun segregation that applies to super-purity
metals and has only recentry been detected by Kasen (gg).

high temperature, isochronal anneals to cond,uct
resistivity stud.ies on A1 of varying purity (0.S - 4 ppm).
His results indicated that the nigrating grain bound.aries
during the anneals swept up solute as they moved, through
the lattice. The enhancement that was calculated for
this segregation coirespond.ed to equilibrium segregation
for a base solute level of s000 ppm. since these levels
hlere actually only a few ppn, ârr'additional enhancement
above equilibrium levels Ìvas obtained (roughly J000:1).
He used

The unusual solute profile associated with such segregation
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(figure 18 c) is narkedly asymmetrical due to the build-up
of solute in front of the moving boundary. It may be
pointed out that the profile of figure 1g (c) applies at
high temperatures, and the room' temperature profile will
be affected by the cooling räte. Furthermore, the
effect practically d.isappeared at the 4 ppn 5o1ute 1evel,
thus it should not be significant in netals containing
more iinpurities than th'is.
rn sections z.z and 2.3, we have seen that the grain
boundary region is f.ar fróm the simple, unstructured region
it was once thought to be. Instead, in most cases, it
is a region of both order and disord.er, with both its
ohrn crystal defects and those from the grain interior
present upon it in varying numbers. This vartation in the
detail of the boundary region may vary, not only from
one microstructure to another, but from boundary to
boundary within the nicrostructure, and even from one
portion of a boundary to another. Nevertheless, this very
complexity can make it possible to postulate detailed
interpretations for certain grain boundary phenomena.
such concrete proposals, if proven, will be much more
valuable than the general explanations often given
particularly for the role of boundaries in rhc pertr¡ stages
of yielding.
þ.,
Ë,,'
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3

DISLOCATION GENERATION FROIVI GRAIN BOUNDARIES

Having examined the basic stiucture of the grain

boundary and' the crystalline imperfections associated. with
it, we can now focus our attention on the manner in which

this region can prod.uce d,islocations at row tenperatures
and why it does so in preference to the grain interior
sources. In view of the relatively recent emergence of
this fielcl. and the controversies in which it is often
embroiled, it would perhaps be appropriate to first examine
the previous experimental evidence for such generation.
3.1

EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE

As seen in Table 3, the direct visual observation
boundary generation has been quite extensive. The
reliability of the evidence was d.one as objectively as

of,

possible, but obviously cannot be considered. as final and
conclusive. It was fe1t, though, 1:hat this would enable
qualitative worth to be placed on the various
studies,. For example, it was found that numeïous cases
have occurred in the literature where a reference was mad.e
to some other confirmatiËn of bound.ary generation, even
some needed

rìi

though such generation was only casually mentioned or
indirectly inferred. 0n the other hand, it appears. that
numerous studies have been conducted

in which it
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tacitLy or expressly assumed that aTry d.islocations or
dislocation pile-ups associated with the boundary had
originated, at grain interior sources. This was often
done even though the visual evidence suggested. otherwise,
Iikely because of the relatively new nature of the idea of
boundaries acting as sources. In stil1 other studies,
pictorial evidence of like1y bound.ary generation is incidental to the main purpose of the study and is not
commented on at all.
In compiling Table 3, an attempt
was nad.e to ind.icate such circumstances where possible.
Several examples of boundary generation are shown ín
figure 19.
Leaving the inplications to be discussed 1ater,
some of the points that can be extïacted from Table 3 are:
1. The stud.ies conducted insid.e the electron microscope
have conclusively shown that both grain and twin
boundaries are the rnajor dislocation sources in tirin
foi1s. At the same time, extensive GBD movement can
take place in the boundaries of such foils.
Boundary generation has been quantitatively d.ocumented
in only one material, Fe-3Si, but the qualitative
evidence for other materials shows that a wide range
of metals and a1loys possessing the three najor crystal
structures (BCC, FCC, HCP) are capable of boundary

ó8

Figure 19. Examples of,dislocation generation from grain
boundaries in
(a) Ti-641-4V (Odegard and Thompson, 109)
(b), (c) Fe-SSi (Tandon, 737)
(d) austenitic stainless steel (McDonald and Arde11,ó01"

(e) 304 stainless steel ,(tiurr, L20)
(f ) Ni (Malis et aL, 54)
(S) Ni- 11. 5A'1 (Baro and Hornbogel , !26) .
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of these have been indicated by bo th
etch-pitting and electron microscopy, e.g. Nb (103, 134)
and low carbon steel (116).
Boundary generation occurs preferentially at triple
points (39, 42, 92, 98,' 103, 105, 115, LI7 , L23, 133) .
Generation occuïs normally from only one boundary of
a grain and from one side of that boundary (91, 10S).
When generation does take place into both grains, it
is collinear (or nearly so) (91, 10S).
There is a higher percentage of yielded grains in
large-grained material (90, gg).
Some

7. Generation from boundaries appears to occur more
readily in fine-grained material, e.g. less than
100 pm grain dianeter, especiaJJ-y for pure metals (2,
105, 106, 110, IL4, LI7 , L22, 135, 53, 136, 42) .
8. Interior sources occur more and more frequently as
. grain dianeter increases (109 , I04).
9. Boundary sources in surface grains appear to operate
at stresses slightly lower than those in interior grains
(e3).

10. There is some d.oubt as to whether the source operation
stress is dependent on grain.diameter (9j, 106) or
independent of ir (90, 105).

1L. Generation appears to occur preferentiarly in grains
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of high etastic nodulus (96).
12. Boundary generation can be caused or enhanced. by elastic
, and plastic incompatibility and elastic anisotropy
(100 - L02, I07,108).
13. The classical theory of.yield propogation across a
grain bound.ary by means of d.islocation pile-ups against
it has been observed. in conjunction with boundary
generation (100, 101, 103, LLZ, IZ4 , 12,6, 13S) .
L4. Generation of partial dislocations can occur in metals
of both low and. high, stacking fault energy (II7 , Z, LZ4,
126, I2g , 130, 42) .
15- Although the majority of evidence for dislocation
generation from grain boundaries has been observed. at
or below the macroyield stress, a number of studies
indicate that it qan also occur at higher strains (rLT,
r20, 60, L?r, r27).
e that the bulk of the more
quantitative data has been confined to only one material,
Fe-Ssi, and has been d.erivecl by only one experimental
technique, etch-pitting. The difficulties of obtaining
reliable quantitative data from electron microscopy of
bound.ary generation wilr be discussed. 1ater, but suffice
it to say at this point that they are both numerous and
severe. It should be noted that some preliminary electron

:
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microscopy of Fe-3Si in this laboratory does appear to

confirm boundary generation in that material (LST)
F'inally, it should. be mentioned that several studies have
hypothesized. that bound.aries could act as d.islocation
sources, in ord.er to explain other experimental results

(8ó, r34,138-r4q.
3.2

GRAIN BOUNDARY DISLOCATION GENERATION MODELS

Fron the first

detection of boundary dislocation
generation, models of vârying degrees of complexity have
been proposed to explain how the generation process occurs.
These models have been categorized by Tangri et aL (179)
as those which require low tenperature GBD glide to activate
the source, and those which nay require GBD glide only
to keep the source active. In other word.s, in the first
category GBD glide is necessary before the source operation,
while in the second it nay only be necessary gur.ng the
operation. This glide is over relatively short distances
in the, bound.ary and thus should. not be confused with the
proposed. large scale gliding (sliding) that Gifkins and
Langdon (108) have shown to be erroneous.
3.2.I lvtODELS NOT REQUIRING GBp GLIpE
The earliest, and most well-known of these models
is that of Li (L44) and it is exceedingly simple. A grain

.1,,,,r,,,,,,,
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boundary ledge may be viewed as an adsorbed edge dislocation

(figure20a)which,underanappropriatestreSS,T,may
be' expelled

into the lattice (f igure 20b). One characteristic
ofthismode1isthefactthataresidua1GBDwi11be1eft
atthebound.aryif]theBurgèrsVectoroftheGBDatthe
ledge is not that of a lattice dislocation. It is irnportant . .
to note that the ledge involved is actually the C-ledge
defect discussed earlier, a defect which, unlike pure
ledges, does not necessarily have to be present in the
grain boundary. This is'a najor weak point in Lirs theory
thatyie1dingcou1dtakep1acebyemissionofdis1ocations
fron all ledges to form a network near the boundary which
would control subsequent dislocation movement. A1so,
the ledge itself must be oriented so that it lies along
the intersection of a slip plane and the boundary plane ,
but Price and Hirth (145) mention that this is generally
the case. The dislocations produced from such sources
would be pure edge and, most inportant, the souïces would
be noni'regenerative, that is only one dislocation would
produced from each one.
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A similar use of C-ledges has been incorporated

into two more complex models by 0rl0v (146), one regenerative
and the other not. The non-regenerative nodel (figure zra),
denoted the Orlov I nodel, uses the two ledges (A and B)
of a boundary facet which can travel into the crystal as
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Figure

20.

(a) A grain boundary ledge viewed as equivalent
to the extra half-plane of an edge dislocation.
(b) Annlhilation of the ledge by emission of an
edge dislocation into the grain interior (Li,r44)
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Figure 2r.

(a) Grain bound,ary facet AB on the surface of a
crystal oriented so as to posess trn/o primary
slip planes, I and II.
(b) Annihilation of the facet by means of the two
ledges travelling into the crystal as edge
dislocations on the two slip planes.
(c) Formation of a nehr facet A,B, on the opposite
surface of the crystal (Orlov, 146).
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edge dislocations on either of two equally - likely

slip systems (I and II). Under an applied stress, o, the
dislocations travel into the grain on both planes, âs shown
in figure 21 (b) . Traversing the grain, they form similar
ledges on the opposite gruin boundary (figure 2Ic). In
a continued response to the stress, these ledges also
enit edge d.islo.cations, but on the opposite slip plane to
that used. to create the ledge. Again, these emerge on the
top boundary and the process continues until the facet
disappears (A conpressive stress would have the opposite
effect and the facet would. grow until stopped by some
obstacle). In essence, then, plastic deformation occurs
through the repeated operation of single dislocation
sources and the long range movement of the generated dislocations.
The regenerative model (0r1ov II) is even more

':.'

complex. Starting again with the facet AB and two equallylikely slip systems (figure ZZa), we can see that the B
ledge (abcd) travels into the grain as a dislocation loop
(efgh) on plane I (figure 22b). This loop annhilates
the original ledge and creates two ne'hr ledges, (cei) and
(dbh). Since these are A-type ledges, they can travel
into the grain as dislocation loops (ej kl) and (mnop)
on plane II (figure 22c). The segments (kl) and. (mn) of
these loops recreate a B-type ledge (cqrd) as they meet

)::
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Figure 22. (a) Grain boundary facer AB with slip planes r and rr.
(b) Removal of ledge B by emission of arÌ edge
.

dislocation on plane I.
(c) Re-creation of the ledge B by emission of
d.islocations on plane II (Orlov , t+0,1 .
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and annhilate each other.

The entire process then begins

anew. Since a similar process is occurring at A, the'end
result is four adjacent dislocation souïces. It is also
interesting to note that the process essentia1-1-y results
in grain boundary migration,' i.e. the upper grain has
grovrn at the expense of the lower one in figure 22.
Given the large number of grains in a polycrystal,
to expect that some small per
centage would be oriented so as to possess t14lo equal slip
sys tems . Other dif f icult'íes do aris e , however . The f irs t
model require! that the free slip length of both dislocations
be the same. Similarly, in the second model, aîy obstacle
which stops any one of the four disl.ocation "trains" should
hinder or even stop the operation of the entire process.
For small facets this could quite easily be the interaction
of the dislocations from each ledge. A similar cessation
could occur if cross-s1ip and tangling occurred. As in
the Li mode1, residual GBD's would be left at the boundary
since. the ledge could only be oriented on one of the two
slip planes. The accumulation of these would also hinder
the source sj-nce they would not necessarily be glissile
it would

seem reasonable

in the plane of the boundary. As before, the ledges would
have to lie along the intersection of the slip plane and
boundary.
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Another nodel incorporating two slip planes
has been suggested. by Gleiter et aI (12S). In this model

(G1eiter I), it was proposed. that generation of an equal
number of screw dislocations on each slip plane (figure 2S)
would enable continuity to be naintained at the boundary.
No nention r^ras made, however, of the details of this
process.

A similar, more d.etailed model has since been
proposed by Price and Hirth (145), although generation on

only 1 plane .is necessaïy. As shown in figure 24, the model
simply proposes that, for every amount 6 (Burgers vector)
the screw ledge shears, orre screr^r lattice dislocation is
ernitted. Continuity at the bound.ary is maintained by the
simultaneous creation of compensating GBD's which are
glissile in the boundary (figure 25). The authors note
that the generated loops wil-1 eventually intersect other
portions of the boundary, creating ledges which will act
as a drag on the continued propogation of the loop. If
the character of the ledge is nixed., its area will decrease
as the edge component vanishes due to Li-type behaviour.
Although there seems no reason why pure ledges could not
act as sources, the authors conclude that the GBD-nacroledge
defect would be more like1y since it possesses a higher
eneTgy.
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(b) Generation of scïev/ lattice dislocations in
equa:l numbers on both planes (Gleiter, I.ZS).

Figure 24. Generation of a screw lattice dislocation from
a grain boundary ledge by shear of the ledge .by one
Burgers vector (Price and Hirth, 14S).
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Figure 25. Creation of a compensating screw GBD by the
shearing 0f a grain boundary so as to create a
lattice screw di s location.

Figure 26. Enission of

dislocations into the grain
interior by cross-srip of screv/ GBD's from the
boundary plane onto a slip plane of the lattice
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3.2.2 MODELS REQUIRTNG GBD GLIDE
The earliest of these nodels l{as that of Berghezan
and'Fourdeux (84) who simply proposed that glissile screl\I
GBD's could cross-sIip onto a lattice slip plane (figure 26).
Presumably, if the first lattice dislocation(s) were
stopped a short distance fron the boundary, others could
cross-slip onto adjacent slip planes. As in the Li mode1,
the GBD Burgers vector would have to be that of a lattice
dislocation or a residual GBD would be left behind.
This latter concept leads into the well-known
nodel of Gleiter et aI (39), which shall be denoted the
Gleiter II nodel. As illustrated in figure 27, glissile
GBD's of Burgers vector b-, travel along the boundaty. until
a kink (f) is encountered. Under the stress concentration
of the GBD's piled-up behind it, the first GBD would
dissociate into a GBD with Burgers vector b-, (which would
continue along the boundary) and a residual GBD which would
be left at the kink. As more dissociations took place,
the loca1 ized stress field caused by the accumulation of
these residual GBD's could nucleate lattice dislocatíons
Perhaps because
and expel1 then into the grain interior.
of the complexity of this process ' it has been gradually
revised (126, L47) to one of sirnple dissociation into a

lattice dislocation of Burgers vector

b-^ and another

GBD
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Figure

27

Emission of lattice dislocations at a grain
boundary kink (P) by dissociation of glissile

GBD'

(G1eiter, I47)

Figure 28. Emission of partial lattice dislocations at a
grain boundary kink (K) through the reaction of
glissile GBD's (Singh and Tangri , 136).
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which nay or may not continue along the boundary (an option

that the original nodel did not offer). The imprication
of'the nodel is that the original GBD Burgers vector must
be larger than that of a latticê dislocation, a proposition
which may not be all that li'kely to occur in view of the
general experimental findings that GBD's possess Burgers
vectors either less than or, at best, equal to those of
lattice dislocations. 'rn addition, large numbers of GBD's
are required to move relatively large distances in the plane
of the boundary to create'the necessaïy pile-up effect.
Singh and Tangri (136) have adopted this nodel
to account for generation of partiar dislocations. This
would result if continued GBD glide past the kink did
not take place and the GBD's dissociated into two matching
partials, one of which was held at the boundary (figure
28)

.

Malis et aL (54) have avoided the difficulry of
requiring GBDrs with large Burgers vectors by suggesting
GBD cgnbination to form either perfect or partial dislocations. They have also proposed a means whereby only
one païtial of a shockley pair would, be enitted from the
boundary. This involves the orientation of the applied
stress with respect to the Burgers vectors of the partiats.
As illustrated in figure 29, the stress could be oriented
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Figure 29.

Possible orientations of the applied stress, r
to the Burgers vectors of the Shockley partials

of a dissociated dislocation (Ma1is et ãI,

54)
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so as to create equal forces on the two dislocations
(tt), or to have no force on either the leading partial
(t,g), or the trailing partial (rÐ . For this latter
case, if the stress exceeds the critical tear stress
required to seþarate the partials (14s), the lead.ing
shockley is enitted into the grain, creating a large, nonequilibrium stacking. fau1t. Thus there would be no
need to generate partiatr dislocations, it would only be
necessary that a generated perfect disl0cation be oriented

correctly. Naturally, there would only be a smal1 range
of orientations where the resolved. force would be small
enough to effectively "pitt" the trailing partial, and this
is indicated in figure zg. rn addition, the perfect
d.islocation would have to be slightly dissociated, but
this has been calculated as being possible even in high
stacking fault energy metals like A1 (149). There is
also consíd.erab1e evid.ence that the stacking fault energy
of a material is substantially red.uced at or near grain
and twin boundaries (1s0 -.1s2). one of these studies (152)
shows what appears

to be a classic experimental example
of the above "pinning" effect on d,issociated shockley
pairs in a coherent twin boundary of a cu-.lgco a11oy.
some of the characteristics of these models which
could be used. in their identification have been conpiled.
in Table 4. Because of weak contrast and/or high densities
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TABLE

4

IDENT]FYING CHARACTERISTICS OF BOUNDARY SOURCE

MODEL

MODELS

CHARACTERISTICS

Li (1441

0r1ov I (146)
0r1ov II (146)

Gleiter r (r47)

- r'equr res a C- ledge
. .'- produces edge dislocations
9+1I gne diilocatíon per 1ed.g.e
- diminished
or no contrast afã'er emissto,
,',,',
- requires a C- ledge
- produces two adjacent edge dislocations ,.,
on two slip planes
- requires a C- ledge
'i";"'
- multiple- productioñ of ed.ge d islocations
on two slip planes
of residual GBD's
I - accumulation
likelihood of dislocation tangles
,

ilTËil

-

Price and Hirth (14s) -

3:iå*iiä ïå"i:.3*:,;f

scïer^r disrocations emitted.
nurnbers on two slip planes

meãium-

in equal

r.t"* d.islocations emitted on one
slip plane
increased GBD density around. source
after emission begins
GBD-macroledges fãvored as sites
possibility of ledge shrinkage
when of nixed character

B.

Berghezan and Fourdeux(g4) - screhr dislocations produced

higher GBD density (in pileup forrn)
on one side of source
- strong GBD contrast Ilattice

Gleiter II

(S9)

Burgers vector)
- requires GBD pileups
- emission occurs from boundary kinks
- reduced or no GBD contrast on one

:t*:";'.:iï;;:?".;it:

in pileup

Gleiter II modifications - as Gleiter II, except;
(136, 54)
- strong GBD contrast not necessaïv
- generation may be on one plane
or on adjacent planes (ovèr_
lapping stacking faults-)

:',.,.
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in the boundary, many of these identifications (such as
residual GBD's or boundary ledges) are rather difficult
to detect.
ThereisoneotherposSib1eboundarySourcewhich
hasbeenmentionedinthe1iterature(88,64)and.thatis
theoperationofaFrank-Read.Sourcewhichis1yingonthe
grain boundary plane. This source could be oriented so
aStooperateeitheroutofthebound'aryp1ane(figure30)
or para11e1 to it (figure 31). For the former, the GBD
out on the lattice plane in the
direction shown. However, as the loop expands out from the
nodal points and begins bowing back upon itself, the
segments AC and BD would encounter the grain boundary and
stop, thus preventing the original segment from regenerating
itself.
The AC and BD segments could react with the
boundary and dissociate, âs seen in f igure S0 (b) , thus
resulting in an expanded loop
A similar problem exists for a d.islocation
segment, AB, bowing in the boundary plane (figure g1) onto
a lattice slip plane which is parallel to the boundary plane.
The ability of AB to sweep around to complete one cycle,
critically depends on the size of the grain boundary
segment CDEF and the location of AB within that segment
Thus, for figure 3L, the expanding loop would encounter
theboundary1edgesCFand.EF,againpreventingregeneration.
segment A-B would. bow
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Figure 30. Operation of a grain boundary Frank-Read source
(AB) rhat is not para11el to the boundary p1ane.
[,
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i
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Figure 31. operation of a grain boundary Frank-Read source
(AB) that is para1let to the boundary plane.
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such a source could, however, operate if it were on
segment such as GHJ or if AB were very sma11.

a

:

Fi'ally, one other boundary source should. be
mentioned for completeness, arthough it is not truly
pertinent to this study since it operates after initial
yielding has taken p1ace. Detailed. work by Marcinkowski
and co-workers (153 - 15s) has examined the effects of
lattice dislocations intersecting grain boundaries. The
results indicate that the cutting of a boundary by a slip
band results in the production of GBD,s due to the differing
orientations of slip planes in the two grains. As in the
orlginal Gleiter Ir nodel (sg) such aggregations could
nucleate further lattice dislocations due to their intense
stress fields.
3.3

STRESS CONCENTRATION FACTORS FOR BOUNDARY
GENERATION

There.are two well-known means whereby prastic
Strain: can be produced. The first is via the unpinning
and movement of grown-in dislocations in the grain interi.ors. Their subsequent nultiplication through such
mechanisms as

the Frank-Read. source and d.ouble crossslipping produces a sufficient mobile dislocation density
to maintain the strain rate inposed by the testing nachine.

è

The second is the nucleation of dislocations through

stress concentrations achieved by large dislocation pile
ups or lattice spacing mismatch at the interfaces between
second phase particles and thb natrix. (The latter can also
occur if large elastic noduli differences occur between
particles and the matrix naterial).
As has been recently reviewed by Tangri et a!
(179), stress concentrations can also occuï at the grain
boundaries via GBD pile-ups, differing elastic moduli in

the stress direction for ad.jacent grains, or from steps
being present in the boundary. If sufficient concentrations
to nucleate or generate dislocations are reached before
either of the above operations can take place, or , if the
above cannot naintain the strain rate, grain boundaries

will act as dislocation sources. we have alread.y seen ampre
experimental evidence that this does occur, therefore it
is appropriate to detail the nature of such stress enhancement at grain boundaries.

3.3.T

THEORETICAT AND EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE FOR

To begin with, the r.act that dislocation generation
from grain boundaries occurs in only some mateïials and,/or

.

nlcrostructures would indicate that the operating stresses
for boundary sources are generally higher
those for
,ahu,
¡

::-:l
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the common grain interior nultiplication mechanisms.
A classic example of this is the marked increase in yield
stress achieved. when lattice dislocations are fu1ly pinned.
leaving only boundary sources operable, e.g. (116)
For a staïting point, we know that the stress
required for homogeneous dïslocation nucleation , that is,
.
nuc1eationintheabsenceofarLycrysta1defect,hasbeen
estinated as ranging from G/}tt (156) to G/SO (1S7), where
G = shear modulus. Hirth (158) has calculated that this
stress is red.uced. for nücleation at a surface (heterogeneous
nucleation), and. a grain bound.ary is very similar to an
internal surface. Hirth considered the nucleation of both
perfect and imperfect dislocations, which rnay or may not
prod,uce a step at the surface, for singular, non-singutar
'and vicinal surfaces. The singular and non-singular
correspond to atonically smooth and rough surfaces ,
respectively, while the vicinal surface is one of low index
plane facets separated by monatomic ledges (159, 160).
From the previous considerations it is apparent that the
latter closely resêmb1es a grain boundary surface. Hirthrs
calculations for copper and aluminum are shown in Table 5.
He found no significant difference between the singular oï
non-singular surface, hence this d.istinction is omitted..
ì It can be seen that the nucleation stress for the
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TABLE

CRITICAL SHEAR STRESS
OF DISLOCATIONS
A.

IN

5

FOR HETEROGENEOUS NUCTEATION

COPPER

AND ALUMINUM AT ROOM TEMPERATURE 158

PERFECT DISLOCATION

CRITICAL SHEAR STRESS

I. Surface nucleation with step

formation
2. Surface nucleation without
step formation
3. Vicinal surface nucleation

B. IMPERFECT DISLOCATION
1. Surface n.r**an

sreD

formation
2. Surface nucleation without
step formation
3. Vicinal surface nucl.eation

AL

CU

G/

tt

G/e

G/

to

'.r/ I5

G/ 22

G/ 28

G/

to

G/

G/

ts

G/ 24

G/ L7

G/ 48

tz

OA

most favorable case of the vicinal surface (which correspond.s

to the grain boundariy) is of the order of G/ zs. Hirth
pointed out that a reduction of so% for the values in
Table 5 occurs if Frankfs expression (1ó1) for the elastic
energy of the dislocation loop is enployed instead of
Nabarro's Q62). Thus an overall range wourd. be G/zs
G/ s0

It should. be noted that the vicinal surface
calculation involves a surface energy term. since the grain
bound.ary energy can be as much as four times snaller than
the surface energy, it might be thought that a serious
error would occur in applying the results of Table 5 to
grain boundary. However, for the case of cu (surface
energy roughly 3 tines the boundary energy), approxinate
calculations indicate that this would only lead to a L0%
increase in the value of critical stress.
If we nohr examine the models for boundary generation,
we may first note that the binding energy of the GBD to
the boundary must be overcome in alr nodels. rt is apparent
that the Li, Orlov'I and Ir and price and. Hirth models
closely resenble the situation of surface steps in the
above calculation. Although it is not c1ear, the Gleiter r
nodel is also likely to fall into this category, Apart
from those GBDts arready present in the boundary, it has
been postulated. (3g) that GBD's may have to be nucleated.

oq
J¿

within the grain boundary to forn the pile-ups in the
Gleiter II nodel which lead to lattice dislocation
generation. This would likely also apply to the Berghezan
and Fourdeux nodel. In addition it is possible that

unfavorable dislocation reâctions may be required at the
head of the pile-up to emit the lattice

d.islocations.

The Frank-Read source on the grain boundary differs from

the above in that it only requires a single GBD, which
could conceivably be left fron the heat treatment and
thus not have to be nucleated, (Indeed., such a source
could be postulated as a GBD source for the above models).
However, if we consid.er a facet size of 100 R (13) (CDEF
of figure 31) and assume that the facet must be roughly
three timès the source length to be regenerative, the
operating stress must be G/15. Thus even a ten or hund.red.fold increase in. facet size would still require substantial
operating stresses.
Keeping the foregoing theoretical estimates in

mind, a perusal of Table 3 ind.icates that most of the
boundary generation has been observed. at very 1ow stresses,
generally below the macroyield point. A case in point

for Fe - 3si (91) showed that generation occurred at appì.ied
stresses from G/sg0 to G/7s0. Even for the few cases where
clear generation has been seen well above the macroyield
point, the applied stresses are sti11 :îe1at ively low. For

9ó

example, the stress

', r'-',t.t-t.

to deforn fine-grained Armco iron to
5% elongation is G/g00 (16s). of nore pertinence
to the
present study, the applied. stress value for boundary
generation in lJi has been observed. to be approximatery
G/3000 (54). Thus stress concentration factors of the ord.er
r,

........,|.of10-100appeartoberequiredforboundarygeneration.
::..:.:

s

.3 .2

(Kr,)

This stress concentration would arise from pileups of glissile GBD's. ',However, it is by no means obvious
that GBD glide over even planar boundary segments is easily
possible. Although the Burgers vector of the GBD nay lie
the boundary plane, the previous stud.y of bound.ary structure
indicates that this plane is rather "rough,, on an atomic
level, unlike the smooth slip planes of the grain interior.
unfortunately,
''o work of any soït appears to have been
conducted- in this regard, perhaps .because GBD glide is
relatively easy and obvious at higher temperatures, where
non-conservative motion can occur.
Assuming'that glide over planar boundary segments
Þ porsible, it would be valuable to have some id.ea of their

length in a given specimen. unfortunately, this is experimentarry difficult since the length can vaïy ccnsiderably
and a tremendous variation can exist in any given specimen.
About all that can be confid.ently stated is that different

I

.
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types of heat treatments will 1ike1y produce prepond.erances
oJ certain lengths, ê.g. a long, high temperature anneal
wíl1 1ikely produce large grains with straight bound.aries

that are as symmetric as possible with respect to the
misorientation across them. rt is essential to remember
that the boundary is a curved, surface in three d.irnensions,
hence these slip lengths will be iimited in two d.imensions ,
as per figure 3I.
Before exanining the limited experimental evidence
for smal1 scale, low ternperature GBD glide, it would be
advantageous to recal1 the pertinent boundary defects

discussed earlier.

rGBD's do not appear to have been

considered for this role, although they have been for high
ternperature sliding (165). The pure GBD, G-ledge and c-

ledge all possess sinilar contrast and are therefore hard

to visually d.istinguish. rt is desirable that they could
be, however, since the first tlro can move conservatively
while the latter cannot
: The original work for the Gleiter II rnodel
(59; I25) contained several rnicrographs purportedly
illustrating the GBD pile-up concept. some aïe obviously
of GBD's, but show no pile-up distribution. Others, by
the regular spacing of the defects and their straightness
are more likely GBD-macroled.ges. Two encouraging figures
do show apparent bowing of GBD's around. a particle and a

:.
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configuration resembling a Frank-Read. source. The authors
furthermore state that no such d.efects were observed in
:
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increased in

number

with increasing defornation. j'shoïtly thereafter, however
,
Gleiter, in a study of bound.ary migration (sg) found sinilar
configurations which he d.ed.uceci to be monatomic steps.
'..,.'....''.'...
.. . .. :.
:.--'.::Simí1arspira1d.efectsweÏeidentified'bySchoberand.
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Balluffi

(166)
cr.J Ddruçerl-nerrlng
Bardeen-Herring sources,
\¡vv, as
sourcesr i.e.
1.€. sou:
sources of
GBD's with their Burgers vector normal to the bound.ary
(c-ledges). Furthermore', the spiral step configurations

.

and other normal GBD's observed by Gleiter (s9) occurred
in undefornred specimens (both s1ow1y and rapidly coored),
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indicating their like1y formation d.uring heat treatment.
As mentioned earlier, the situation is nad.e even more
complicated by glissile GBD's possessing a snall step
(G-1edge defect) and Gleiter found that even very srnal1
steps could produce noticeable fringe displacements in the
boundary. Thus even Schober and Balluffi's identification
coul<i be erroneous.

uzzicheili and lvfascanzoni (65, L6T) have also
indicated evidence for GBD g1ide. In one stud,y of the
room temperature deformation of a steeT (L67), they purport
to show Orowan loops left by GBD's gliding around. particles

in the bound.ary. unfortunately, the figures are extremery
vague and unconvincing. rn a more detailed
¡tudy (6s),

:
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they found

.:....-...
_:ì.ll:1..r. ..

configurations in a rapidly cooled steel
which appeared to indicate extensive 91ide. sinilar
conf igurations were duplicated in specimens def orned 0.5%
at 250"c (figure 17a) but not between room temperature
and 200oC. This latter resurt is somewhat contradictory,
since all specimens received
rvvv4vvs
identical Ilçcl-L
¿svllLl\-c¿l_
heat treatments
LIçALJlle
GBD

1

'.',1'.,.",-:,.,',

a'l

' 'ì''r
':":
.,:-,...,.....:,,.

,,,

.''.,::¡.¡;..1.::,and,aSmentionedabove,suchconfigurationswereSeen
.. ...
in the undeformed state. Again, one good. micrograph shows
what the authors clain to be a Frank-Read source on the
boundary, but which shows the fringe shifts characteristic
of the Bardeen-Herring source. rn any event the d.eforrnation
temperature is 0.3 of the nelting point, uncorÌfortably close
I
I
to the region where true boundary sliding is considered.
feasible. The ""iork of Malis et al (54) on pure Ni showed that
the frequency of bound.ary generation increased in microstructures
:..,.:,,11:,:,,i::;r 't^Iíth higher iiensities of GBDrs, but no mention was made of
.
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Figure rg (g) shows a GBD pile-up connected with boundary
generation, but it is difficult to decide whether the GBD's

are causing the generation or are resulting from it. In
summary, the experimental d.ata does not enable aTry reasónabry firm conclusions regarding GBD glide to be reached.
at this time. About all that can be said is that the

100

cover r.ar too nuch boundary area to be caused solery
room temperature GBD gIide.

by

If localízed pile-ups occurred, the stress
,
intensification could conceivably be estinated from the
pile-up length, âs done by. Esherby et ar (1óg) for grain
interior pile-ups:
r _ r\tl/'=
Kn = to
'tx'
where r

,o
b
G
n

,Gbn.rr/2
\1Tao*'

,.1ì
Lr'/

= intensified'rstress at a d.istance x ahead. of the
pile-up
= difference between the applied stress and. the
ocal frictional stres
= GBD Burgers vector magnitud.e
= shear modulus for the bound.ary region
= number of dislocations in the pile_up
There are two difficulties

associated with tiris

calculation. one is simply the f.act that equation (1) is
only valid for points on the same slip plane ahead of the
pilt:-up. Thus for the case of ,Ì slip plane lying at an
angle to the boundary plane it is obvious that some decrease
of the concentration will occur, the severity d.epending upon

its inclination. secondly; it has been pointed. out earlier
that GBD's prod.uced in the boundary can have a variety of
.i
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Burgers vectors, most being substantially snaller than

those of lattice dislocations.

A1so, since the shear
modulus is a measure of the atomic bond strength in a given

crystallographic d.irection, it would. intuitively seem that
this parameter' shourd be lower for the relatively dis ordered boundary region (and rikely d.ifferent for d.ifferent

misorientations). The reduction in G and 6 would., for a
given pile-up 1ength,,1ead to a considerable increase in
r, leading to the possibir'-ty of the pile-up being all but
invisible and. making rhe length difficult to judge (It
should be noted that little is known concerning the
boundary frictional stress (169), which will be involved

.in ro).

At the same time, lowering of these thro quantities
1 would make it favorable for GBD
nucleation before lattice
dislocation nucleation, since the nucieation stress for
dislocations is directly proportional to both G and 6- (1sg).
such an occurïence has been expeïinentally observed in
Fe (114) and Ni (42) . Despite these difficurties, it is

at least apparent from equation (1) that substantial enhancement of the applied stress could occur from GBD pile-ups,
e.g. a pile-up on a boundary segment 1000 R rorrg would.
o
result in a value of K = 10 at a distance 10 A
in front
n
of the pile-up. At a d.istance 100 R ahea¿ of the pile-up
the value of K' would be down to 3 and the effect would
vanish entirely 1000 R ftor the pile-up (only a tenth of

a

.

.
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nicron). This latter figure demonstïates the relativery
short range of the concentration.
3

.3

.3

STRESS CONCENTMTION FROM ELASTIC
ANTSOTROPY

(Kr)

Most materials possess varying d.egrees of elastic

anisotropy (170), that is, different elastic moduli in
different crystallographic directions (a notable exception
being tungsten, ltoo = L.02). Given the large number and,
"111
varying orientations of 'the grains of a polycrys tal., it
is reasonable to expect that some snall fraction of grains
which are

astically "hard" in the d.irection of the
stress axis will adjoin grains which are elastically,,soft,,
The effect of such a pairing is illustrated, in figure sz,
where the term non-isoaxial is used to d.enote the d.iffering
crystallographic directions (and hence elastic strengths)
in the d.irection of the applied. stress. under the applied
stress, o, each component of the bicrystal would want to
exte.ndrby an amount proportional to the stress divided by
the mod.ulus for that cornponent. since ER is greater than
EB, 6o would be smaller than ôn (figure szb). However,
the components are atomically boncled acïoss the grain
boundary, cD, and the extensions along this plane must be
identical to preserve continuity. Thus A extends somewhat
e1
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Figure 32. The elastic extension of a non-isoaxial
bicrystal under an applied, st.ress, o.
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more and B somewhat less at this point (figure 32c).

Therefore; the stress acting on A must increase
while that acting on B decreases, i.e. a "partitioning" of
the applied stress occurs. The enhancement is maximum
at the interface and d.rops'to the lever of the applied
stress at a distance of roughly one-tenth the component

width (169), naking it a nuch longer-ïange effect than i(rr.
rt is to be noted that this effect of elastic anisotropy
occurs in addition to the normal incompatibility enhancement which occurs at the interface of any rnisoriented

crystals of an anisotropic material even if the elastic
strengths in the stress direction are identical (isoaxial
crystals) . A value for this type of enhancenent of 1. ó
may be calculated from Hook and Hirth's data on isoaxial
Fe - 3Si bicrystals (100).
Data by Chuang and }4argolin (l0Z) appears to
indicate that this factor could be as much as 4, but
comparison of their experimentar procedure with thât of
Hook and Hirth (100) indicates that sone seriously incorïect assumptions hrere used in the calculation of
the stresses which furnish the value.
Returning to the effect of elastic anisotropy,
carrington et ar (96) conclusively demonstrated its
existence by rvork which showed that a substantial najority
of dislocation generations from Fe-3si grain boun<laries

,.i:..,_:

,.: ,
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occurred into elastically hard grains which were adjoined
by substantially softer ones. The theoretical aspects

of this factor have been studiecl by Hook and Hirth (101),
Ijasselrnan (I73) and Abe (I7 4 - 179) . Hook and Hirrh (101)
state a simple. relationship for Ke according to the
relative areas of the crystals:
oA-

or
*

rl
--E
"F

At

AA
-^..-.-

*

lg o,

(2)

E
Ij^
ft

where AO, AB, Af aïe th€j cross-sectional areas of crystal
A, B and tire total bicrys taL, respectlvely. studyi'g

this relationship, maximization of. KE requires that AB
be nuch greater than Ro, and. it has been shown that this
occurs when the ratio of Ao/Au is 10 or greater (L7g)
Kf then approaches the naximum anisotropy ratio, A = Ent/
/ Etoo. Thus for cu, the maximurn K, is s.0g and for r'ri
it is 2.26 (179) . The validity of equation (Z) in
determining Kg is readily demonstrated by inserting tire
appropriate values of Er/Eo from Hook and Hirth's data
(101) for AO = AB, and comparing the calculated I(, with
that calculated from their observed stresses on various
operative slip systems. The two are iclentical.
Hasselman eTs) came to a similar conclusion
with regard to the naximum value of Ku when he studied
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the effect of length to width ratio in elliptical grains
of E.._-E-..-^. Stil1 another
maxsurrounded,by grains of .-min'
cbnf irmation is poss ible us ing Ke11yÌ s f ornula f or
localized stress enhancement lühen a modulus difference
exists between two grains (1g0j:
'*=K_-1rAGl(c-) (Ë)
-'
rdtl/?
--E ;

T

r

where r

(s)

= maximurn stress
't

r = applied stress
AG = modulus difference
cv, = geometrical constant
d = grain size (presumabLy diameter)
p = grain boundary radius of curvature
Using a value of q, = 5.7 for an ellipsoidal grain

(181), identical values of modulus difference, and
identical grain length to width ratios, KE values fron (s)
are'the same as may be taken from Hasselmanrs curves (173).
Finally, Abe has extensívely studied the effect
of elastic anisotropy on theoretical polycrystal arïays
(I7 4 - 178) util izing a nurnber of variables, such as
grain shape and varying degrees of anisotropy. some of
his pertinent findings are:
.:

1

,:.tì

: ?t

1LVtn'7

a) for a square grain network of alternating elastic
strengths (figure 33a), the stress is discontinuous
across boundaries parallel to the stress axis,

as in the case of biçrystals.

It is continuous
acros-s boundaries.perpendicular to the stress
axis except near intersection points such as 0.
The elastic strain behavcs in an opposite manner
save that no triple point anomolies occur. These
d.istributions are schematically sketched in
figure 34.
b) the maximum stress occurs at boundary intersection
points.
j

cl

the stTess discontinuity is most severe for
square grains, least for circular grains
d) as plastic flow begins, the elastic modulus discontinuity becomes "smeared" and the stress
discontinuity vanishes.
e) although the maximum stress (and. hence Ke ) stays
¡, the same, various conf igurations can increase
the stress differential across the boundary. Abe
found this to occur when the grains became
elongated in the direction of the stïess axis,
for triple point configurations such as figure
33 (b) or for configurations such as figure S3 (c) ,
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l

Figure 33. square - grained polycrystal array under an
applied stress, o, and Et t E0 , EZ. (The significance of the dashed area in (a) is shown

in figure 34).
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Figure

34

Distribution of (a) strain, and (b) stress,
in the dashed. aïea of figure 33 (a), under an
applied stress, o. The third dimension in each
case is ind.icated. by the axis on the 1eft.
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where noduli of graíns in the direction of the

stress axis r,\rere considered
Thus it appears that the maximuln value of i(¡ is
'
1ike1ytheanisotropyratio(a1thoughHasse1manQ73)

,.,,.,,,,,,,,

somewhat vaguely

alludes to a further enhancement for the
case of a large, hard grain surrouncled. by snall, soft
grains so that a "cascade-effect, occurs). A maximurn
value for a fairly anisotropic metal such as Cu is s.3.
Even if norrnal elastic incompatibility effects are
includ.ed, this is only raised to around 5 .
.
one other interesting effect of elastic anisotropy
is that of dislocation attraction toward. the soft grain
accompanied. by repulsion from the hard one, caused by
imageforces(171).Inotherword.s,theStrainfie1dof
a dislocation in the hard grain extends across the bound.ary
into the soft grain where the energy/unit displacement
is 1ower. Thus the d.islrrcation further lowers its energy
by moving tohlard. the boundary." In the context of boundary

dislocation geneïation, th'is means that the generated
d.islocation will have an add.itional force to overcome
besides lattice friction and boundary dislocation bind.ing
energy. An estimate of the profile of this force has
been made by Tangri and. Tand.on (1gZ)
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STRESS CONCEi{TRATIOt{ FROM LEDGES (K^)

The most significant stïess intensification factor
.
for boundary generation is thg notch-effect created at
ledges when under stress, since even the most wellannealed material is highly unlikely to have perfectly
planar boundaries. unfortunately, there has not been a
great deal of work done in this area, arthough Gleiter
et ar (39) implied that it accounts for GBD generation
at boundary ledges. Thq basic hypothesis was verified.
by Marsh (183), who considered. steps on crystal surfaces
and. determined. the stïess concentration by photoelastic
study of large scale models und.er a uniform stïess (figure
35). The equivalence between the macroscopic stepi of
the models and the microscopic steps on real cïystals
is, of course, purely geometric, hence the laber of this
factor. Thus no account is taken of such factors as a
pure step versus a GBD-macroledge.

The geometry considered, by Marsh is shown in
figure 35. He tested steps on a semi=infinite surface
l

with values of o = 4so and 90o (both common crystal steps)
and found that the results followed. a relation of the
form:

K^-1+K11ì
UI

L L/2

(4)
,l

''-'- :-- .:-

7L2

Figure

Nomenclature of a crystal surface step under

35.
a

uniform applied stress, o, as considered

by Marsh (183).

Figure 36. Standard ized" nomenclature for an elliptical
crack in a solid under a uniform stress, o
(Paris and Sih, Ig4, 1gS).
:

root
rodius
r

C

.<-__-_

C

C

TT3

It should be noted that in (193) this is erroneously
expïessed as Kc =h + K {f;lL/2.
'
The results are shown (in an extended form) in
figure37.AscanbeSeen,th9resu1tsforthe90o
stepswerequitec1osetotherangeofStreSSintensifications
Griffith cracks. This approxirnate
equiva1encecanbefurtherind.icatedbycomparingequation
(4) to one stated by 'Tirnoshenko and Goodier (184) for an
elliptical crack:
produced. by normal

''

KG=F=l+z(i)

(s)

or especially to one stated by Paris and Sih
KC
.."..ì .: :: l:
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q 1/)
+
(T)-''
1
2
=
ä¡.rl

(185

):

(6)

ot is the maximun stress at the ïoot of
the crack, and the remainder of the terms are as indicated
in figure 36. Finally, the shear stress contours around
the step (figure 38a) bear a resemblance to those around
tr: ^-^^1â
^ cracK
Irlgure 3Bb), at least f,or steps with large
values of h/r (roughly those greater than 100)
Tlra
c+^ñc
,,caJ
t^.'
Itf^-^L
^^--:---1^-a
,.rrv steps
used by
Marsh
were equivalent
to those
on a semi-infinite solid. For a boundary step this would
Where

.

:

IT4

Figure 37. stress intensification factor Kc for various
step dimensions (after Marsh, 1gS).
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Figure 38. (a) shear stress distribution around. a step
for an applied stress of Z0 units.
(b) shear stTess distribution around a doubleended crack (Marsh, 18S)
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that neighbouring steps in tire bou'c1ary plane (either
paral1e1 or perpenclicular to the step in question) wourd
be r'at enough away so as to irave no i.nfluence on the
stress concentration. Marsh
"*p"rimcrìtally found that
this distance was a ¡ni'imum of 5 tirnes the step height.
ilìean

earlier considerations it woulcl appear that both
cases could exist in typical randor¡ higrr a.gle grain
bounclaries, e. g. step heights of from s ^ seveïal hundrecl
o
A have been seen (2, rz0, sg). IVhen the spaci'g of the
From

ledges becomes sma11, ia' i, quite possible that acld.itional
stress enhancement of up to five tines for elliptical
cracks spacecl at a distance which is equal to their length.

Tangri et aI (179) have estimated KC for typical
boundary steps in cu and Ni by using as ïoot radius
values tlre interstitial holes in the FCC lattice (0.415 R
for tlre octohedral irole and 0.zzs R for the tetrahedral
hole - R - atom radius). Their results aïe shown in
Table ó for step heights of 100 R un¿ 1000 l. The imporranr
point is that values of Kc can be large enough to generate

islocations without the aicl of either K., or KE, thus
making it theoretically possible for bounclary generation
to occur in practicarry all metals (assuning for the present
that the value of ï used in (179) is ïeasonable). Indirect confirmation of this comes from eviclence that
d
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TABLE ó
--_-.-.:-.:VALUES FOR VARIOUS LEDGE GEOI,,IETRIES IN

ANp NTCKEL (179)

t CRI r (Rr

(h/

r\4

r4.7

4.5

77.2

18.3

5.6

74 .2

1000

0.5
0.3
0.5

44.7

72.2

s3.2

1000

0.3

s7.7

1s.4

42.s

100
100
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surfaces (and likely surface steps) can act as souïces
of dislocations (187, 188). rt can be seen fron figure
38 (a) that the range of the .rtress concentration is of

the order of the step height, although it is apparent
that the decay is quite rapid away from the root radius.
Fina1ly, it is interesting that equation (j),
used in the previous section to estimate Ku, can also be
viewed in a different sense. That is, if the d and p
in this relation were to refer to the microscopic
geometry at a boundary step instead. of the macroscopic
geometry of the entire grain, the result would be a
combination of the Kc and KE factors. Thus, for cu with
Oo
d = 1000 A and p = 0.S Ã, an enhancement factor of 1g
results. This appears to have been done by Ðouthwaite
and Evans (99), although they v/ere not at all clear on
defining the above parameters. They dicl state, however,
that the stress concentration ¡,¿ould be sufficient to
nucleate disloçations, so it is obvious that they were
certainly not considering the relation so1e1y in terms
of K-.
rn addition to the detailed picture of the grain
boundary and. its associated defects, we have now seen
propos.als for its operation as a disl0cation source
and experimental confirmation of such activity.
This
dislocation generation alnost certainly requires a clegree
.t

,tr
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of stress intensification at some point in the process,
and there appear to be several factors which, singly
or in conbination, can furnish such an intensification.
It would be useful if some exþerimental observations ,
as specific and quantitative as possible, could be made
concerning this generation, and discussed, via a coordinated,
consideration of all the factors presented. thus far.
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4
4.L

EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURE

MICROSTRUCTURE DESIGN

'
From the foregoing consiclerations it is apparent
that the probabilíty of grain'boundary d.islocation generation can be enhanced by sèveral factors. These would.
logicalIy include such points as a very low density of
grain interior sources or very strong solute pinning
thereof. Even more important, however, the boundary
must be capable of geneïation. rvrost of the nodels ind.icate
that this would be favoied. by the presence of led.ges,
GBD-nacroledges, GBD's, kinks and triple points (al.though

the glissile

GBD

models would favor lower ledge and. kinl<

.densities to form longer pile-ups). However, it ii, to be
expected that the density of these should not become
too high, lest nutual interaction strangle the sources.
That is, for a high density of GBD's along with a high
ledge density, the GBD's could not- form pile-ups because
of the ledges and the ledges coulcl not act as sources
because of the randonly-oriented GBD's on top of them.
Thus some compromise microstructure is d.esirable,
one between the two extremes of a heavily-deformed material

(wherein the boundaries contain a tremendous number of
defects) and a ful1y-annealed one (wherein the bound.aries

contain very few defects). one indication of such a
compromise is the previously-noted tendancy for generation
i

I.1.:;.:.:

:ì;:-:-.:'..:

1,)1
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to occur in relatively fine-grained material. These
generally contain boundaries with a reasonable clensity,
of the above defects, ret the material is almost conpletely
recrystall ized,. An illustration is the previous Ni
work by Malis et a1 (54), where fine-grained Ni of this
general description showed substantial boundary generation.
L:nger heat treatments produced larger grain sizes ,
relatively defect-free boundaries and no boundary generation.
Tlreref or ê, ã sinilar procedure was forlowecl in this study
an{ the general mechanico - therrnal treatment given was
one which would produce a large amount of stored energy,
followed by varying degrees of recrystallization and a
ninimum of recovery in the boundary region. Thus the
general pattern was one of massive co1d.-ro1ling followed
by a short time, low temperature anneal. The resultant
f ine grain sizes a1:;o aided the electron microscope
requirenent of reasonable lengths of boundary in a thin
foi1.
4.1.1

COPPER

The copper used

1n

this study was of

99.999%

purity, the najor inpurit ies being oxygen and arsenic.
The as-Teceived material, in the form of I.25 cm diameter
bar, was first cleaned in a solution of nitric acid and

.,:t'::.:;.;':

LzZ

I^Iater. It was then given a preliminary anneal of t hour
at 600oC under a dynarnic vacuum of 10-4 t,r l0-5 torr.
The dynamic vacuum system (figure 39 ) was used for the
majority of he'at treatments for a number of reasons.
First, the dynamic vacuum would Ì'emove any outgassing
taking place. Second, the cooling rate obtained upon
:

cornpletion of the anneal was of the same nature for

naterials.

a.11

That is, the tube furnace was sinply ro1led.

back fro:n the stainless steel specimen tube (figure Sg).

Third, because of the large size of this tube and the
fact that a vacuum was present, the cooling rate for the
material within it was relatively.slow compared to, say,
the normal air cooling of material enclosed in sili.ca
or Vycor tubing (e.g. from s00oc to 100oC in 30 nin.).
It was hoped that these similar, slow cooling rates would
make any boundary segregation, however slight, be of
roughly the same magnitude, and, at the same time, result
in at least some solute pinning of grovrn-in dislocations.
The copper was then co1d.-ro11ed to a thickness
of 5 mm, given another anneal of t hour at ó00oC, then
cold-rolled to a final thicknesS of 0.5 mn. Samples
were annealecl for t hour at temperatures of 250o, 350o,
450o and 550oC. They were electropolished in a solution
of L/3 nitric acid - 2/3 methanol at room temperature

tìrt,:

I¿5

Figure 39. Dynamic vacuum furnace used for Cu, Cu-lSn
and Ni heat treatments; A - specinen tube
B - tube furnace
C - vacuum systen (nech*

anical and oi1 diffusion

pumps).

:.:

I¿4

at a yoltage of 4 - 5 yolts, then etched by brief
irnnersion in a solution of 5 sm
50 n1 HCI and
FeCl-,
J-

and

'l flfì m1 IJ n
r.uu

ilr nzu. Average grain diameters for these preliminary
treatmenls were estimated by êomparison with ASTM nonferrous stand.ard.s. Thin föits for electron microscope
examination were prepared. (as detailed shortly) and.
exanined to determine the most suitable microstructure
as per the stated guidelines. The average grain diameter
of this material was then also determined by the planimetric
nethod..
'

4.I.2 COPPER - TIN
The al1oy of Cu - 1 wt. % Sn used in this study
was prepared previously (18g) fron the above Cu ancl high
purity Sn. Roughly 80 gm., in the form of scrap pieces,
were first cleaned in a HN03 - HZO solut.i.on. They were
then placed in Vycor tubing,,evacuated to l0-5 torr,
flushed five times with Argon and finally seal ed with an
Argon þressure of 100 nm. The material was then meLted.
by placing it .in a' hor ízontaL tube furnace for 30 min.
at 1100oC. It was solidified by moving rhe tube to
the mouth of the furnace for a few minutes, then aír
cooling. The resultant ingot was sectioned and polished
on emery paper and cloth wheels impregnated with diamond
paste. Small clusters of what appeared to be inter-

,
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dendritic porosity were observed in some regions, so
the material was resealed, renelted and recast in a
v'ertical position. If anything, the porosity was r^/orse,
so the 12 mm. diameter ingot was hot-ro1led at 75OoC to
6 mm. thick strip. This c'onfined the porosity to the
outer edges of the strip, which l,üere to be nachined off
inthepreparationoftensi1eSpecimens.TheoxideIayer
hlas ground off and the strip cleaned in HNO, - HZO. It was
then annealed in the vacuum furnace for 10 hours at g00oc
and cold-rolled to 0.5 ûun strip.
Samples were then annealed
for t hour at 500oC, 1 I/Z hours at 500oC, 30 nin. at
5500, 5750 and 600oC, and 40 nin. at 6250C. Polishing,
etching, thin foil examination and grain diameter
deternination were conducted in the same fashion as for
the pure Cu, i.e. using the same polishing and. etching
solutions.
4.L.3
:

NICKEL

The nickel used was of gg.98% purity, with the

major inpurities being C < .01 wt

% and.

Mn, Fe, Cu, Cr,

S, Si, Mg, Ti and Co each < .001 wt %. It had been used
in a sinilar, previous study of boundary generation (54),
and it r^ias decided to fo1low the treatment used. there,
if possible. However, this had involved cold reduction

,.,,
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to 0.r25 rnrnr producing a naterial with an average of
only 4 grains through the thickness. since it has been
often stated. that a ninimun of 5 grains ís requirecl (190)
for true polycrystal defornation behaviour, it hras
decided to cold-reduce the'âs-r€c€ivecl sheet from 1.5
to only 0.5 mn. (The same rationale was used. for all

nrn

specimen thicknesses). samples were then annealed for
20, 30 and 45 min. at 500oc. specimens were electro

polished in a solution of L/s FINO' - z/i methanol at
40 - 50 volts and etched by brief immersion in a r:1

solution of I-lNOj and acetic acid. Thin foil and, grain
size studies were then conducted in tire same manner as
the previous materials.
4.T.4

ALUMI},IUM

of 99.g9g% purity (major
impurities likely c and o) in the form of z.s cn d.iameter
rod sectioned into four quarter sections. Kasen (1g1)
has d-erived a methocl for achieving fine grain sizes in
supeï-purity 41, and achieved. an avg. grain diameter. of
30 nicrons in gg.gggg A1 (which was unstable at room
temperature, however). using this method as a basis,
the A1 r.{as cold-rolled to strip varying fron 0. j5
0.5 nn thick, with imrnersion in liquid nitrogen betvreen
The A1 used was
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passes. Kasen then gave the rnaterial a very short
anneal (a few seconds) in a salt bath at 400oc. However,
since the reproducibility of a niicrostructure becomes
more favorable with longer annealing times, the fírst
heat treatments of the At used. in this study r,\rere conducted in a heated oi1 bath (Dow corning Flui_d. zr0 - FI).
Treatments of from 2 ^ 15 min. at temperatures from r70
_ .o
200"c were given to the A1 (which was kept in the liquid
nitrogen as much as possible to preserve the naximum amount
of stored energy). spec'imens were electropolisrred. in
702 methanol

-

at 4 - 7 volts anci etche<l by
imnersion for several minutes in a solution of 4s1z
ethanor - 45% Hzo - 10eo HF. lvhen none of these treatnenrs
proved satisfactory, ãrr annealing medium of a molten pb
bath in the stainless steel crucible of a salt bath
furnace was used. The specirnens ,nrere held in liquid
nitrogen, dipped in the pb, then quenched into water.
Difficulty ï/as occasionally experienced with the pb
forning an t'erìvelope'Ì arouncl the A1, although no bond.ing
occurred. Anneals'of 2 sec. at 340oc, l, z anð,4 sec.
ô
at 365"c
and less than 1 sec. at 400oc were carried out.
30% HNO3

The time for the latter anneal hras d.iff icult to estimare
since it was conducted by d,ipping the specirnen as quickly

as possible in and out of the pb.

1?A

lLO

This short tirne also led to a rather high
mortality rate among the specinens, either fron incomplete
dipping or striking the sicles of t.h" crucible, As
with the other materials, thin foil exarnination and
optical metallography was then conducted. The eventual
final mechanico - thernal treatments for the different
materials are summarized in Table T.

4.2

TENSILE TESTS

Tensile specinens for all naterials were machined
from the cold-rolled strip with a stanclard s cm. gauge
length jig on a Tensilkut cutter. The wid.ths h¡eïe generally
of the order of 1 cm. After cleaning and the final
anneal, temperature-compensated Kyowa strain gauges
Ii/ere affixed, if neces sary, and tensile tests conducted
on a table mod.e1 rnstron testing machine (figure 40a).
All tests vrere done using the Instron servo chart Drive
Accessory, activated either by a strain gauge on the
specimen or a strain gauge extensometer placed. on the
specimen during the tests (figure 40b). While the
normal rnstron chart drive system synchronizes the crosshead speed with a set chart speed. (thus ind.irectly
indicating specimen elongation), the servo systern directly
indicates the strain on the chart. This occuïs because
the strain gauge (or strain gauge extensometer) forms

.....:.
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TABLE

7

FINAL MECHANICO - THERMAL
MATERIAL

99.999Cu

Cu-

lwt

?Sn

99. 98Ni

99.999A1

TREATMENTS

FINAL

TREATMENT

Annealed material ro11ed at room temp-

erature to 90% reduction in cross _
sectional area and. annealed one hour at
45OoC under a dynamic vacuum
Annealed. material ro11ed. at room temperatuïe to gSeo reduction in cross sectional area and annealed. 40 min at
6250C under a d.ynanic vacuum.
As received material (likely annealed)
ro11ed at room temperature to 70% reduction
in cross - sectional area and .annealed.
one hour at S00oC under a d.ynarnic vacuum.
As received material rol1ed at liquid
nrtrogen temperature to 99%+ reduction in
area and annealed by dipping in molten
Pb at 40OoC, followed by i^Iater quenching.
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Figure 40. Tensile testing appararus:
(a) Table model Instron set for testing specinens
with strain gauges attached;
A - external balancing and calibration box
B - Servo unit
(b) specirnen in grips with extensometeï attached.
Support bar (on platforn) fits into slots in
the grips for transportation and installation
'I
without bending the specimen

(a)

( b)

:.::'":-
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one arm of a wheatstene Bridge and. specinen elongation
thus unbalances the,bridge. This unbalance impulse is
anplified and used to d.rive a geaî system so as to

directly move the chart. At the same time, a feed.back
loop continually rebalances'the incoming signal, Hence
a continuous load-strain diagran is obtained during a
continuous tensile test
The strain gauges attached to the specimens

were used for the 10w plastic strain tests, si_nce the
sensit'ivity of the servo 'system was much greater with

this configuration. That is, the five-position attenuator
on the strain gauge pre-amplifier of the system corresponded
to full-scale strains (20 cm. of chart paper) of 5 x L0-4,
1 x 10-', 2.5 x 10-J, 5 x 10-r and 1 x T0-2. The same
settings .for the extensometer corresponded to ful1-sca1e
strains (2s cm. of chart paper) of 1 x r0-2, z x r0-2,
5 x L0-2 and 1 x 10-1. As seen in figure 40(b), a set
of grips with a rémoveabre support rod. was used.. After
placing:the specimen on the machine and removi-ng the

'1.:

support rod, the stiain gauge leads weïe sold.ered to
the leads fron the external balancing circuit (wheatstone

Bridge) of the servo system. After zeroing and calibrating
the load on the rnstron console, the strain was zeroed.
on the servo unit and calibrated by shunting a calibration

resistor (in the external balancing circuit)

into the

1.
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system. The tensile test was then conducted to
the
appropriate plastic strain, which was taken as the
d.eviation
fron the elastic loading line
For rhe higher strain tests (1 x I0^Z) and
10w tenperature tests, the.rnstron G51-16M
extensometer
(1 cm. gauge length) was used. The procedure was
nuch

the

as above, save that the calibration was conducted before the test by attaching the extensorneter
to
a special calibration microneter and. displacing the
salne

extensometer arms a set p.istance to correspond
to ful1scale chart displacement.

All tests were conducred at a cross-head speed
of 0.005 cm/min in order to al1ow a reasonable amount
of time for the 10w strain tests. specimens of cu
I4/ere first pu11ed to plastic strains of
L.zs and. 6.2 x
-A10 to determine if the microstructure r^/as conducive
to boundary generation. Then specimens .hrere pul1ed
to
strains of 1, S, 5 and 7 x 10-4, l, Z.S and 5 x 10-S,
and
-)
1 x to,', ãL1 via strain gauges affixed to the specimens.
In the same fashion specinens of cu - 1 sn were pulled
to 3 and' 7 x \0-4 and Ni and. A1 specimens to 3 x 10-4.
This ïoom temperature testing corresponded to 0.zz of
the
nelting point for the cu and cu - 1 sn, an. 0.r7 of
the
melting point for the Ni. However, for the A1 this
would have been 0.32 0f the rnelting point, right
in the

,i-:r:

t
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range which was mentioned earlier for the onset of high
temperature boundary behaviour, i.€. large scale sliding.

AccordinEry, tensile tests were conducted via the
extensometer at -450 to -SOoC;,(0,25 of the nelting

point) to a strain of 4 x 10"4. This was achieved by
immersion of the specimen and grips in a bath of d.ry ice
and a1coho1. Fina11y, specimens of all four materials
were pulled to a strain of 1 x r0^2 with the extensometer
to establish the macroyield deformation behaviour (the
A1 again at -45oC). It,should be noted that, due to
the somewhat unpredictable nature of the heat treatment
given to that ma-terial , arL A1 tensile specimens r4rere
first polished, etched and optically examined oveï the
entire gauge length for arry signs of large unrecrystall ize:ð,
regions before testing. parameters measured included.
o^y, the nicroyield stress (first deviation from linearity),
oo.z, the 0.2% yield stress, E, the modulus of elasticity
(from both the loading.and unloading lines).
4.3

ELECTRON. T{ICROSCOPY

The very nature of grain boundary dislocation

generation in the early stages of yielding hindered the
quantitative collection of data concerning the density
and distribution of lattice defects related to the
phenomenon. That is, the defects r4iere smal1 enough to

:jl i :'.r':':+:.
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requíre at least moderate electron microscope magnifications
for detection, €.gr x10000 - x20000, producing a field
of viehr on the nicroscope screen of '-he order of 10
microns of specírnen surface. At the same time, the
defects weïe as much as 100 microns apart. Thus, selection
of random areas for density measurements would have been
statistically prohibitive and plate collages would. have
required an enormous number of plates, to say nothing of
the difficulty of co-ordinating the individual plates of
such large co11ages. This 1ow d,efect density also
necessitated the exarnination of large areas of thin foi1,
(especially at the low strains) rneaning that thin foils
with very large electron transparent areas were desireable,
if not necessary. Also, because of the relatively I'soft"
nature of the materi,'rIs (particulary the Cu and the A1),
great difficulties were anticipated in that cleformation
resulting from foil preparation could obscure the true,
bulk deformation defects.
, In summary, then, the electron microscope
requirements were twofold; to procluce thin foils with
large electron transparent areas. rvhile at the same tine
minimizing foil handling, and to develop a reasonably
fast, efficient means of scanning such large areas and
recording the pertinent information. The attempts to

-

fulfill these requirenents will be discussed in some
detail because of their crj.tical importance and their
novel character.
4.3.7 TI]IN FOTL "PRODUCTION
All thin foils were prepared with an Astromet
Dual Jet Electropolisher (figure 41). The polisiring
conditions for the various materials aïe summarized in
Table 8. The najor point of interest in the Table is
the "hybrid" technique. 'The normal procedure with thin
foils prepared on the above unit had. been to cut around
the first perforation as carefully as possible with a
sharp biological sca1pe1. However, as anticipated,
this resulted in a veTy high leve1 of spurious deformation
and related defects. One alternative which was attemptecl
?ras to sirnply "punch out'r the perforation using a special
punch that had been constructed for the purpose of making
grids for the electron microscope holders (figure 42).
This solution did. not work. Foils of Cu, Cu - I Sn and
Ni simply tore and buckled. The A1 fared somewhat better,
with tear - f ree, round discs be.ing produced. IlowevêT,
they hrere found to become slightly concave and spurious
defornation of a substantial 1eve1 resulted fron this.
Anor:her alternative was the use of the PTFE

FIRST
STAGE

PREP4BATION

SECOND STAGE

TIII¡I FOIL

8

THIRD

STAGE

flow, hlater

washed.

Copper and - . Tensile specimen chemically
Lacquered square electro-.
chernical polished
Copper- Tin thinned
to 0.25 mm in I/S acetic polished until perforation Hybrid
iir
%HNO
.-r"HrO.
-Hjo, Rþparatui
j HNO _ at ZSUC in f,/ 3 HNo r-2/ s methanot ar washed fn
acid -I/s H"pO
tñen neihanol
^-L/
with moderate ägitationrand
lvater -30'c, voltage=4-5v. (cu) or Foil washed'in trichlorowash.
F .ly: (Cu- lSn) , low j et f1ow. ethylene, merhanol and
Withdrawn through liquid N" erharrol.'
(1) and methanol washed
Nickel
Specirnen rubbed with 600 grit
Electropolished in sarne
Hybrid electropolished
emery paper. Lacquered square
solution until perforation sane solution at irigh in
electro-polished to 0.ZS mm in
(3) . Moderate j et flow and voltage (4). Washed as
48k H?PO/ -32% HrS0 n-20% H"O at
ethanol was-ited.
above.
50"C ãnd-g-10 v?(ZJ. Low ¡oet
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TABLE
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Figure 47. Electropolishing apparatus for thin foil preparation; A - cooling bath
R _ n^liShing
solution
v
-L/

J

C - stainless steel j ets with specimen

Figure 42. Punch used for attenpts to obtain thin foils

with reduced handling deformation.
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holder (figure 43) to produce thin foils from disc
specimens. This looked. very attractive, since foils
produced by this technique are virtually free of spurious
d.ef ormation. At the same time, a simp1e,. rapid method
had been deriv'ed for produaing the strain - free discs
need.ed. for the holder. As reported elsàwhere (IgZ), the
.:
method was basically one of grasping the specimens with
tweezers to which 3 mm diarneter d.iscs had. been attached
Mineral oil was used on the disc faces to act as a
sealant. The renaind.el,of the specimen was then dissolved.
away in a chemical polish, leaving behind a disc of
approxim atel.y the correct d.iameter (usually slightly smaller) .
In the latter stages of the study, special tweezers made
of PTFE material with removeable inserts rdere cor)structed (figure 44). Thin foil production by the PTFE
holder encountered several problems, however, when
extensive attenpts r4iere rnade on both A1 and Cu d.iscg
(th.e former punched, the latter prepared by the above
nethod). The rnajor one was that the disc-production
method. favored, and the goniometer electron microscope
holder required, thinner discs (.0.2 mrn) than the optinum
for the PTFE holder (0.5 mrn). This meant polishing from
only one side in the holder, which invariably resulted in
a foil quality far inferior to foils produced by the dual
jet method. Even without this, however, the most important
;

.t

:
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Figure 43. Electropolishing ho1<ler for disc specimens,
made of PTFE material (Teflon).
(a) Holder showing; A - Pt electrode
B - main body of holder with
removeable insert
C - cavity for disc.
,,
Note: polishing from one side achieved by placing
large PTFE disc over entire cavity.
(b) Specinen profile before and after polishing
(Brammer and Dewey, 19i).

Figure 44. Apparatus used. in hybrid technique of preparing
.
thin foils; A - PTFE tweezers with removeable jnm
ins ef ts
B - holder used. for washing thin foils
C - vacuum tweezers.
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drawback was that the PTFE holder generally produ

foils with much less electron transparent area than other
nethods using larger specimens. This proÞlen has often
been overcome to some degree by use of more sophisticated
apparatus for disc polishing which incorporate photocell
detectors, high intensity light sources ancl automatic
devices for cessation of polishing upon perforation.
Since such equipment was not available, it was decicied to
conduct the study as far as possible by the aforementioned
procedure of cutting out, the perforation as carefully
as possible and studying only areas relatively free of
spurious deformation. This was clone, but the problerns
became insurmountable at the higher strains and for A1
foils in any condition, annealed or Creformed.
Fortunately, the suggestion of a colleague (194)
resolved the impasse by leading to an adaption of the
above disc - production method. The að'aption was to
follow the same procedure but applied to the perforation
in the,thin foil produced via the dual jet nethod. Initial
thoughts were that'the application of sufficient pressure
to maintain a good seal would bað"Ly deforrn the foil,
but, as illustrated. in figure 45, it appearecl that the
concavity of the foil greatly reduced this possibility.
That is, the most delicate area around the perforation was

L4r

Figure 45. Scaled cross -'section of specimen - disc
configuration for hybrid technique '

46. Typical Cu f oils produced by cutting wíth
Figure
- -o--( .^ 1-^^ 1
:ri:':scalpe1(square)andbyhybridtechnique(disc)'
'i'''
lviillineter scale at top'
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not in direct contact with the tu/eezers, but was only
acted upon by the much safer hydrostatic pressure transnitted through the nineral oil, As sinple as the id.ea
souncled, its application nonetheless required a high
degree of del icacy, f or exârnp1e, in the above -mentioned.
application of sufficient, but not excessive, pressure.
In addition, centering of ther perforation with respect
to the d,iscs was very critical, since some etching often
occurred a short distance inwards (figure 45). To aid
in this, reference narl<s were ínked. on each side of the
square specimen. The dissolution of the remainder of the
specimen should preferably take only a few minutes, since
increasing time increased the likelihood of a i-rreakdown
in the oil seal at some point, invariably followed by
attack of the electron transparent area. The washing
procedure ü/as also important, since it was found that aîy
oil left on the foil greatly obscu,red the underlying
structure. Unfortunately, the only solvent that appeared
to satisfactorily dissolve the oil hlas trichloro
ethylene, which itself often left a residue on tlte foi1,
This trichloro though not as bad. a resid.ue as the oil.
ethylene film, when it did occur, could not be removed
by, prolonged washing in either nethanol or ethanol. It
hras hoped that glycerin could be used as a sealant, since
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it readily dissolved in alcohol, but it was also found
to slowly dissolve in acid (e.9, HN03 and HC1) and the
seal usually broke dov¡n before dissolution of the exposecl
portion of the thin foil
Great care was also taken in handling the foil
during the washing procedure. The ciisc was floatecl off
the tvreezers in the trichloro - ethylene onto a specially
constructed holding instrument (figure 44) normally used
for electron microscope replica preparation. Tt was
then transferrecl from wash to wash via this instrument
and air dried. It was finally lifted from this holder
by vacuum twee zers (figure 44) and placed in the nicroscope
hcrlder. The technique also proved amenable to electro
polishing via a pair of stainle.ss steel twee zers with
2 stainless steel discs soldered to them. Figure 46
shows a comparison of typical foils from the cutting
procedure and the "h¡'brid" procedu.re. This latter
designation was given since it was felt that inethod combined
aspects of the previous nethod.s, i.e. the large
the
.best
thin areas of a foil obtained from a large specimen (dua1
jet method) and the mininal foi1, handling obtained from
a disc specimen (PTFE holder). The value of the technique
hras important, not so much for the reduced magnitude
of foil handling, but for the location of the handling

744

induced deforrnations ' Thus, there hlere still nany
cases of tearing and cracking at the foit edges and, less

often, narrol4l bands of heavy slip passing through the
entire thin aïea. The former'iwas 1ike1y attributable to
foil washing and the latter to excessive tweezer pressure
or the insertion of the lock-ring on top of the foil
in the nicroscope holder. The maj or reductions in
handling came in the thicker regions where defect contrast
\4ras poorest and hence the possibility of rnaking an erroneous
classificatíon greatest'r rhis is onl;r logical' since'
for cut foi1s, travelling away fron the perforation edge
automatically meant travelling towards the heavilydeforned region extending from a cut edge, vIhereas, for
hybrid foils, this same edge had been formed by stressfree chenical dissolution.
Although the results inclicated that this technique
had great potential, there are a number of obvious
refinements that could be made. Of prirnary importance
would be a framework of some kind into which both the
thin foil and twee2ers could be clarnped, then adjusted
so that the discs r{reïe centered ,over the perforation.
The discs would then be brought in contact with the foil
via Some means whereby the clamping pressure could be
regulated. l'üith regard to electropol ishing, it was f ound
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that the stainless steel discs also hrere dissolved
away. A possible solution would be to have discs made
of carbon, or one of carbon and the othe'r of PTFE rnaterial

.

Fina11y, the sealant and washing.sol-ution combination should

be improved to'provide better (and nore consistent) foil
vis ibility.
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4. 3.

2

ELECTRON MICRO.MAPS

The technique devised for quantitative study

of the prenacroyielding process in the electron microscope
was basíca11y one of traversing suitable areas of the
thin foils at moderate rnagnifications, noting configurations
of interest and recording them on a rtmaprt (referred to
as an electron micro-map). The correlation between the
foil and the nicro-map r^ras achieved by press-f i'rting
plastic discs onto the x and y traversing controls of
the Phillip's 8M300 electron microscope (figure 47).
The discs hlere graduated into tenths of a revolution
The magnitude of the correlation was established as follows:
1. The selected area (SA) rnagnification mode was set at
the value which positioned the tilt axis of the specimen
closest to the horizonta1- on the lower microscope
viewing screen. In this situation, operation "of the
horizontal specimen traversing control resulted in a
near horizontal displacement of the thin foil on the screen.

t46

Figure 47. Graduated disc on; electron microscope speclmen
map correlation
traversing control for thin foil
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Figure 48. (a) Correlation betln¡een thin foil and micro-map'
(b) Mapping of defects by following the indicated
traversé and recording relevant defects on

the micro-map
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2. A sma11 particle in the thin foil was positioned on
ene of the photograph,ic plate reference marks on one
, sid.e of the screeno then noved across the screen to
the natching mark on the other side. Knowing the
distance between these'marks (10.2 cm) , the rotation
of the control (0.07 revolution) and the rnagnification
(x26,230) , the coïrelation of the control to the thin
foil was calculated as 0.1 revolution of the control
equal to 5.5 un of foil movement.
A general mapping procedure was then established as follows:
1. An area of the foil suitable for examination was chosen.
If grids l{Iere used to contain the thin foil (as was
normaLTy the case), the specirnen was rotated, while
on the low rnagnification SCAN node, so that the grid
bars coincided with the hori zoîtaL and vertical
displacements of the specimen. This vlas done at a
tilt iingle of 0o to avoid d.istortion of the grids and

the grid bar directions were set as the x and'y axes
of the map.
A convenient point, such as A in figure 48(a) üIas
chosen, and its map co-ordinates deternined as the
readings on the hori zontal and vertical controls (i.e.
0.4 and 0.7 revolution in figure a8(a) when A was
located at the centre nark of the rnicroscope screen.
The map scales l^/ere then iaid out accordingly. (It
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should be noted here that if no grids aïe present,
point A should correspond to some easily identifiable

, part of the thin foil for re-examination purposes).
3. The approximate centre of the thin area (point B) was
1evelled wi.th respect to the tilt axis of the microscope, i. e. so that specirnen movenent on the screen
upon tilting was mininized..
4. The foil edge was then mapped by switching to the sA
mode' proceedi-ng in the y-direction, and. marking the
x-co-ordinate of the,,edge at each increment, the increment size depending on the degree of map detail desired

for the edge.
5. starting from A, a traversing pattern, such as illustrated
in f igure 48 (b) r4ras f o11owed., and relevant def ects ,
their co-ordinates and their classification, hrere
mapped. The scale of the traverse (figure 4Bb ) r{as
governed by the scale of the defects being mapped,
through the magnification neces sary to distinguish
then.

ó. As the traverse proceeded, the specimen was continually
tilted in both directions about 0o tilt to detect thos
defects out of contrast at the central 0o position.
7.
itlhere desired or applicable, plates or collages were taken
according to v/hateveï criteria Ìrere d.eemed. neces sary,
e.g. sirnple observation, Burgers vector analysis, stereo

mlcToscopyr etc.
The feasibility

of the procedure was tested by
a brief study of lattice defect densities in rapidly
ands1ow1y-coo1edCu(195).,.Thenomenc1atureand
def inition of the defects record.ed in the present study,
somewhat simplified from that of (195) , are listed. in
Table 9. Those defects recorded in a given map hrere a
matter of both interest and. exped.iency. For example, for
the former, twin boundary generation of lattice dislocations
was generally not record.ed after initial maps d.emonstrated.
that it appeared to be more a function of a factor (or
factors) other than the speclried plastic strain. For the
latter, GB segments were only recorded over sma11 portions
'i of maps wherein this density was fairly high, and elininated,
altogether when the density reached the point where almost
all segments showed some defect activity. For much the
same reason, the boundaries themselves vlere not ful1y
recorded for most maps (although, again, small portions
were recorded for several) . ltthere possible, grain size
estimates by the planimetric method were made on maps
where the boundaries had' been record'ed' Grain bound'ary
sources that were only a few hundr"¿ R apart were crassified
as one P-orF-defect. This hras done to enable a consistent
classification to be nad.e, something which could not
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TABLE

9

MICRO-MAP NOMENCLATURE

Note: numeric subscripts used on maps to designate different
defects, e.g. IAZ.
SYMBOL

,, r:i.'i
..t..

Denotes areas of grain interior dislocation
activity not obviously connected to the
grain bound.aries.

GB

Denoted grain bound.ary segments (seniplanar portions) containing observeable
boundary defects (GBD's, ledges, etc. ) .
*
Denotes emission of lattice dislocations
f.rom a boundary triple point

I
TP
'
F

'..

'..::i'':")
':";',';':''i,,
-.:::
.'-.'.

--..-:

.'.:,

INTTION

IA

.:..

I

DEF

P

Denotes emission of stacking faults (partial

dislocations) fron a grain boundary (including arry from triple points) .
Denotes emission,of perfect lattice dislocations
from a grain bound.ary (includ.ing triple points).

:..

TBP

r:r.
"..
'''''ttú

Similar to P-defects, but referring to a
twin boundary.
" Asid.e from obvious cases of disrocations bowing
out from
the bound-ary (figure 19, p.68), this will include disroc
ations which are merely in contact with the boundary when
there is little or no dislocation activity in the nearby grairr
]-nter10r.

1i...

:..
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be done for adjacent sources when the source site

not visible (e.g. f igure
close together.

19f

) or the sources

As intimated previously, the

rnaj

was

r^rere very

or dif f iculty

in this procedure was the necessity to exclude from the
stud-y lattice d.efects due to foil hand ling. The origin
of a given d.efect or defects was particul arry difficult to
deternine in thicker regions of the foil where contrast
I^Ias severely reduced or when the specified plastic stTain
was relatively high. To ,aid in this , the f ollowing observations were regarded as generally characteristic of
thin foil regions that had been subjected to high handling
STÏCSSES:

1) The presence of cracks or tears in the foil edge.
2) The presence of deformation bands, acconpaniecr by slip
traces which indicated their formation in the thin
foil (1e6)
3) The presence of a high density of extinction contours
which indicated a high degree of foil rumpling.
4) The presence of extensive dislocation arrays or tangles
not expected from the level of stress (if any) reached
in the bulk specinen.
5) The presence of a number of long dislocations nearly
parallel to the foil surface (196).
Any region of the thin foil which contained an
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appreciable nunber of any of the above mentioned characteristic
f-'atures was designated as a Deforned. zone and was not
employed for mapping. As ,the transition between such
zones and the normal thin areas was found. to be gradual,

defects lying in the vicinity of these zones r^iere carefully
studied in relation to the surrounding matrix before
mapping. Finally, after thorough examination of the micrographs, defects suspected to be due to handling were
distinguished with asterisks and vrere ignored for defect

density calculations. sone isolated spurious defects
were occasionally observed outside Deforned. Zones an¿
sirnilarly excluded. Any lattice d.ef ect whose origin or
nature was deemed particularly contradictory or unclear
was so indicated by a question mark and. its status d.ecid.ed
only after considerable thought. rt is a well-known fact
that lattice defects annhilate at the foil surface much
more easily in the thinnest regions (196), therefore,
where possible, it was attempted to choose areas of a
similar proportion of thin to thick regions
'
The micrormaps
r^rere record.ed

on graph paper to

a scale of 1 cm. = 0.1 revolution, of the cont'ol (rend.ering
a nap nagnification of x1s00). A few of the Al maps were
drawn to half this scale because of the larger grain size
in that material. Tracings of the nap weïe nade and,
together with pertinent micrographs, assembled into a

Í.:,i:.:.: i:...ìl
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collage which was regarded as a cornpleted iirap. For greater
clarity these were made somewhat oversized (27.5 by SS cm.)r

but for this thesis

'hrere reduced and photographed

to fit

standard-sized pages (27.25 by 27.5 cm.), thus producing

varying maps nagnif ications.. For the calculation of
defect densities, the areas of the maps were measured with
a planimeter and, where appropriate, the grain boundary
lengths were measured with a distance recorder normally
used for regular maps.
It should be pginted out that the maps possessed
rather poor accuracy with regard to exact locations due to

play in the specimen traversing controls and
some geometric distortion upon tilting
(even when the foil
r^ras levelled with respect to the tilt
axis )
Thus aîy given d.efect, grain boundary or foil
edge could be perhaps as much as several microns from its
true location and the maps should not be used for such
calculations as exact interdefect distances or radii of,
curvature for boundary segments.
It nust also be ernphasized that the defect
densities are comparative only. Ìvlany def ects Ïrere undoubtedly lost to the foil surface in thinner t"giorrs.
In thick regions, many were undoubtedly overlooked
(especially in the foils of higher strain). There nay
have been defects from spurious defornation which resembled,
tl,vo factors;

'

i;,::'j
',-

i.,r.
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in all Tespects, those frorn bulk straining, or they may
have been present in the anneared rnaterial (incornplete
recrystall ization) . some of the clefect definitions were
obviously rather general e.g. IArs and GBts, and there
r^iere often large variations'in the nunbers of ind,ividual
defects r^rithin these areas from one case to another
However, this generality (a1ong with such factors as the
previously mentioned classification of closely adjacent sources
as one source) enabled large lengths of boundary in a
large number of foils to'be studied quantitatively in at
least some respects. Final1y, and most importantly, they
r^rere determined for a very thin slice of the deformed
neta1, i.e. a section through (approxirnately) only & of
the total volume of a grain of average dianeter.
3 GENERAL MTCROSCOPY
In addition to the mapping, a number of individual
boundary generations 'hrere car'efully studied in both rnapped
regions,and areas outside these. Because of varying foil
conditions and defect contrast, no set amount of data
was obtainable from every configuration. Amongst the
information that was sought was
1) The intensity of the generation (number of dislocations
generated and. the distance travelled into the grain),
4. 3.

:
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2) r\ny evidence f,rr either single sources or multiple
adj acent sources,
''"t tt' tt"t..'

3)' Character of the generated dislocations (edge, screw,
m
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..:: ,
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4) Burgers vectorsrof the d.islocations, in the sense of
whether or not they hrere identical for all dislocations
in a given configuration ,
5) Ljor faults, confirmation via bright f ield-d.ark f ield
fringe asymmetry,
6) Any related boundary',defects (GBD, IGBD, GBD-macroledge,
etc. ) or topography (led.ges , tïiple points , kinks ) ,
7) Any evidence for boundary type (coincid.ence, 1ow ang1e,
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8) Any configurational ð.ata confirming oï refuting
boundary origin of the dislocations, i.e. as opposed.
to grain interior or twin boundary sources,
9)/ Any
---/ evidence for the
presence
L¡rv yr
vJçll\-s rjr
of ç-Laa5
elastic
LIç sf,I'a]-n
strain concentÏatlons,
concentrations
I" 0)
Any evidence for enhanced generation in particularly
oriented grains ,
11) Source location with respect to grain size or shape,
'2) Any possible connection to foil handlinp..
-r +r^^,,
^ I rr
^L most of
the- electron mlcroscopy techniques
^ uhough
'.r
associated with the above are quite well-known, e.g. for
3) - 5), it would be appropïiate to comment on that used

for 9) since it does not appear to have been used. extensively
. .t'.. :;
. ,.'..',',.'.

.:

:
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prior to this study. Briefly, the presence or absence of
significant elastic strain concentrations was d.etected
by,the relative sharpness of Kikuchi lines in selected.
area diffraction patterns. These lines result fron the
inelastic scattering of etrectrons and, because they are
rigidly "fixed" to the specimen with regard to the
diffraction pattern, they have been often used for
accurate orientation determination or orienting foils for
taking stereomicrographs (196). However, a few authors
have also noted that thes,e lines should be sensitive to
the presence of elastic strain (Ig7 , 1gB), much in the
same fashion as are x^Tay powder photograph lines or
d.iffraction peak prof iles. Accord.in Ery , d.if fraction
patterns with strong Kikuchi lines r^Iere taken for some
boundary sources. They wêTr.: taken with a very small

diffraction arpeture at three locations; at the souïce,
at the grain boundary away from the source, and in the
grain interior. of course the latter tv,ro hrere taken,
as much as possible, away from any other possible souïce
of elastic strain.

:
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5.1

RESULTS

MICROSTRUCTURES

As nentioned, final heat treatments of t hour

at 250r 350, 450 and 550oC hrere given to the cold-rolled
Cu. The ASTM average grain diameters ranged from 10
35 microns. Electron microscopy examination of the structure
fron the 25OoC treatment showed. a substantial number of
grown-in dislocations in the grain interiors. The iS0oC
treatment produced relatiVely clean interiors and many
boundary segments with substantial numbers of defects.
There was, however, a very high density of annealing
twins which was undesireable due to spurious dislocation
generation occurring from them (to be discussed shortly).
This rtras greatiry reduced in the 550oC treatment, but the
grain bound.aries were quite d,efect-free. Thus the 450oC
treatment was accepted as the ,best compromise of a reasonabLy
annealed structure with defected grain boundaries and a
tolerable density of annealing twins. Its ability to
produce grain boundary generation of lattice dislocations
I^Ias confirmed by electron micrbscopy of the specimens
d.eforrned to I.25 and. 6.2 x 10-4 (figure 49).
The Cu - 1Sn presented. a somewhat different problern.
Examination of the first trial treatrnent (1 hour at S00oC)
showed a very high annealing twin d.ensity along with many
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Figure 49. Grain boundary emi-ssion of a<110> perfect
lattice d.islocarions onto {11í} slip planes;
(a), (b) Cu, plastic strain of L.ZS x 10-4
.
(c) Cu, plastic strain of 6.2 x 10-4.
GB = grain boundary, TB = twin boundary

(o)

(b)

(c)

1s9

grohrn-in dislocations.

slightly decreasing the tirne and
increasing the temperature proved helpful in that the
interiors became cleaner, while the boundaries still

...:,,,,.,

containedSomedefected.segments.HoweVer,thec1eaning

of the grain interiorc upp"åred quite slower than that
-^' so the 40 min. at 6Z5oC
of the grain boundaries,
treatment

I

,,,:

,.,.

\^IaSaccepted'asanothercompromisebetweento1eratingthe
occasional cluster of grown- in d.islocations and. boundaries
containing some number of defects. The annealing twin

::.':,,.

,..:r:-

''",1

density was much the ,"rn"'
the Cu.
",
Because of the reduced cold-working from tjre
previously-used. treatment (54), the Ni required. a somewhat
longer tirne (4s min.) to produce an acceptable mi.cro
.
structure sinilar to the Cu and Cu - 1Sn.
The initial

treatments of the cold-rolled A1
in the oi1 bath r4rere unsuccessful, with the best reçrysta11 ized,
structure possessing an average grain dianeter of roughly

microns' rather too large for a .r"easonable amount of
grain. boundary length in a given thin foil.
The initial
tïeatments in t.he Pb bath inproved on this only slightly,
but the quick dipping at 400oc produced better results,
with many portions of the rnicrostructure being of reasonably
small grains
10rJ

These microstructures

are

shown

optically in figure

,.,,,.,',,,,,,
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'
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50 (Cu, Cu - lSn, and Ni) and figure 51 (41). The average
grain dianeters yi,a the planinetric method were 18 nicrons

for the Cu, 22 microns for the Cu - lSn and 25 microns
for the Ni. At the same tine,'it can be seen that the
extrenes r.rf individual graiñ diameters I^Ias quite large in
each, being of the order of 1 to 50 - 100 microns (the
lower range for the Cu - lSn, the higher for the Ni and
the Cu falling somewhere in between).
The notion of an aveïage grain diameter was
rather difficult to appl/ to the 41. Not only was there
a very Iarge variation in individual grains (1 - 450 rnicrons)
but large variations in average diameter for areas of the
same specimen (figure 51 b-d) ¿tnd ov'erall variations from
one specimen to another (figure 51a vs 51b-d). It should
be noted that the Al I4Ias very difficult to ful1y etch
and thus figure 51 is somewhat nisleading in that some
grains have undoubtedly not been revealed.
5.2

TENSILE DATA

The nain þarameters calculated fron the stress-

strain curves are presented in Table 10. Because of only
moderate equipnent accuracy, occasional rnicrostructural
variation amd/or a somewhat linited number of tests, they
are presented for comple'i-ion on1y. The lower ory for Ni,
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Figure 50. Microstructures of;
(a) Cu - etchant of aqueous FeCl
3
(b) Cu-lSn - etchant as above
(c) Ni - etchant of equal parts HNO,-acetic acid..
Markers = 100 nicrons.
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(o

(b)

)
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Figure 51. Microstructures of A1 (etchant of IO% TTF - 45% HCl 4s% Hzo). (a) and (DJ - taj aTe from different
specimens. Markers = 100 microns.

(b)

(o)

(c

)

(d)
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TABLE 10
TENSILE DATA

- bracketed numbers indicate number of tests used for
average value

-

EXT indicates extensometer used
RT = room tenperature

Copper

= L.3 xg/nnz çzz1 Ë = rz.0 x
lr,
oO.Z = 5.6

103 xg¡nnz

çzo1

kg/mrn'(4) .

o.,(EXT) = 4.7 tglnm¿ (t)
- breakdown with respect to full scale strain of ãr,
(measure of recording sensitivity)
e full scale - 5 x L0-:,
= I.4 tglrnrnz ¡O¡
l*,
C full scale = f x 10-3,_";; = L.2 tglmnz¡fO;
ò

rul1 ,.u;; = i ,. ìorã,
t.;';r;;,"1crì-'
i,,;Y
c ful1 scale - 1 x I0-1, ,_;; = 2.0 kg/nmz(3)
.
e full scale - z x L0-2, ;li{nxrl= z.ss xg/nn?çt1
G

Cu- 1Sn

ã-., = 2.9 l<g/nn"(z)
_ttLl
1
on ? (EXT) = 10.5 'kg/mm" (1)
E < 27.4 x 10J kg/ntn¿ ç+) - from unloading line
becaus e E1oad, values r4rere either greater than E
un10acl
or could not be measured.
aa

j

Nickel

l*r,= 1.05 kg/nnz ç+1 " E = 26.4 x

= 6.2 kglmm'(1)
ä-. (RT) = 1. 1 u.g/nnz çs7 E = 9. 0x10 3 kg/^^Z (J, RT)
;'^" tnooK) = 0.6 ue/^ 1(4,EXT) E= 6.5x1 osyg¡mmz
ãi'.r(zs0oK) = r.z kg/nnz(1,EXT) (z,EXT,zsool|
oo. r (ËXl)

Aluminun

103 tglnmz¡r¡
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Figure 52. Stress - strain curyes of
obtained from specinens with

low plastic strain,

a
a

strain gauge attached.

Cu-lS n

6
S

(

lress

kglmmz ) 5
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)
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Figure 53. Stress - strain curves of a high plastic strain,
ob t ained from speci-mens with an extensometer attached.
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to the Cu, is rather surprising in view of the
consistently higher flow stresses in Ni at higher strains.
This is seen in the typical stress-strain curves for both
1ow and high strain regimes, shown in figures 52 and 53,
respectively. It should be'noted that the majority of
nodulus values calculated from the unloading curve were
significantly greater than those from the loading curve.
Therefore, the occasional cases where the reverse occurred
were not used for the calculations. Also, E and o' values
\^¡ere calculated only if there was a reasonable linear
portion.
compared

5. 3 ELECTRON

MICROSCOPY

Before presenting the results for each material,

are appropriate with regard to micro
graphs, dislocation generation and general boundary d.efect
densities. All nicrographs in these maps are at the same
orientation with respect to the maps (ai lowing, of course,
for the: slight rotational differences between different
magnifications). All distance markers are I micron unless
otherwise indicated and arrorvs aïe used to represent the
deduced direction of the dislocation generation where
deemed necessary. (These latter two considerations apply
to all nicrographs in the thesis).
some general comments
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It appeared that not every case of foil handling
or spurious deformation could be distinguished by any
amount of examination according to the criteria listed.
previously. This was demonstrated by the observation
in every annealêd materialr'of at least one case of
what resembled bulk defornation activity.
Examples for cu
and A1 are seen in figure 54, others are noted in the
micro-maps. With regard to spurious deformation, all
microscope examination was conducted with a liquid nitrogencooled device around the 'specimen to prevent arry structural
degeneration due to specimen contamination.
One very notable phenomenon was the generation
of dislocations from both coherent and incoherent segments
of twin boundaries. The generation was of both perfect and
partial d.islocations (figure 55 and Map 1), with the latter
occurring almost exclusively fron along the coherent
bound.aries (Map 1). The puz zring aspect of such generation
was.that it gave no strong indication of being dependent
on specimen strain, whereas the grain boundary dislocation
generation did.

It occurred in annealed as well as deforned
material and showed no regular increase with increasing
strain. This is illustrated in Table 11 (a compi.lation
of the defect densities from the,various micro-mi:ps) by
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Figure 54. Examples of dislocation emission frorn grain
boundaries in annealed material.
(a) Cu

(b) A1 (although.this configuration was
near an extensj-ve Deforned Zone).
.,,'.,.,..,t.t,

(q)

(D)

iog

Figure 55. Emission of (a) a<110> perfect, and (b) a<LIZ>
.¿o
partial dislocations from incoherent annealing
a,

twin boundaries1'
(a) annealed Cu
(b) Cu, plastic strain of 5 x 10-4.

(b)
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TABLE 11
i\,IICRO-MAP ÐEFECT DEi\iSITIES

-aI 1 clensities x Io-4/cn2
(?) - indicates sonìe doubt as to strain value due to poorlydefined stress-strain curve
NPI
not measurecl for this foil
H
hybricl teciinique of foil preparation usecl
+
recorded over less tiran total rnap aTea
+ú
number of activated grains/ (nurnber of whole grains plus
one-iialf of partial grains)
ann. =annealed, WQ=water quenched, eìl=plastic strain
l
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conparing TBF and TBP densities for slow- and fast-cooled
Cu (the latter included from (195) for tiris comparison

only). Contrary to what night logícally be expecte<l
in terms of generation due to cooling stresses, the
densities are substantially'greater in the slow-cooled
Cu. Twin boundary generation (both partial and perfect)
was observed in all materials (even the 41, where only, a
very few annealing twins r{rere found) . Th.e incidence of
partial dislocation generat.ion appeared higher in the Cu
and Cu - lSn than in the'i\i. The generation did seem to
show a dependence on tire metho<i of foil preparation.
For example, for cut foils the densities were: Cu,
.7 x tO4/cn?, .p = 1 x 10-4 - 4.4 x 104/cm2,
e= 3 x 10-4 - I0.2 x L04/cm2, whereas for hybricl foils
p
they were: annealed Cu - 1 Sn - 2.5 x L04/cmZ, annealed
A1 - 0.4 x tOl/c 2, annealed Ni - zero, Ni, ED = 3 x 10-4
a.. 2
- 3.7 x 10-/cn-.
There were. definitely overall preponderances
of certain grain boundary line defects, ãt least ones
that were visible at moderate magnifications. IGBD networks
such as illustrated in figure 56n hlere rarely observed.
Somewhat more often, defects l^Iere seen that sirowed distributions sinilar to those discussed in sec. 3.3.2 concerning GBD glide (figure 57).
Large pure ledges or large GBD-macroledges hrere
I
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Figure.56. Apparent

IGBD

network in annealed Cu-lSn.

Figure 57. Seni-regular con.figurations of boundary defects
(a) Cu, plastic strain of 7 x 10 r
(b) annealed A1

(c) Ni, plastic strain of

3

x10 -L

(o)
(b)

(c)

only infrequently spotterl". Randomly-oriented GBDf s were
quite frequent, particularly at higher strains. By Lar
the most abundant line defects rtrere the siraight [or
only slightly curvilinear) GBD-nacroledges in which only
the GBD strain field was visible and the ledge was too
small to be directly resolved. These can be seen in
most rnicrographs in thÍs section.

It is important to note that misleading fringes
appear in many micrographs in somewhat of a "fingerprint"
configuration over a portion or all of the print. These
are not from thin foil contrast but from some part of the
reproduction process, i.e. either in the electron microscope plate or the printing procedure. Examples are seen
in figure 54 (b) , figure 57 (a) (top left) , figure 57 (b) ,
(upper portion) or figure 57 (c) (upper right) . These can
be particularly rnisleading where they cross the images of
grain boundaries, since they can be nistaken for finelyspaced dislocation networks of weak-contrast.
, It should be pointed out that, although some
of the densities in'Tab1e 11 are based on comparatively
small areas , the entire f oil r^ras examined in choos ing
the nap areas. Mapped areas were, in almost all cases,
representative of the entire foil (excluding Deforned
Zones).
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s.5.

1

C0PPFR

Micro-Maps 1 - 7 illustrate

the yielding behaviour
of 'the pure Cu. The variations in defect density with
strain are seen in Table 11. GBfs (boundary segments
showing defect activi ty) , steadily increased from a
fairly low value in the annealed material to the 7 x 10-+
strain,ãtwhichpointtheirmeaSurementwaSd.iscontj.nued
^

:

,:,1.,;

I

,,,.,

because almost every segment possessed some defects

In addition, it was noted that, oî the whole, this was
accompanied by an increaSe in the number of defects in a
given segment, e.g. GBt of Map 1 vs the Pl - boundary of
Map 5. At rp - 1 x t0 -A- (Map 2) signs of microyielding
(aside from the GB increase) r^rere few, consisting of only
the occasional, isolated boundary generation (total of
A
)
I.7 x 10-/ cm'). At rp - 3 x 10-/l- (Map 3), this generation
hras much more widespread (6.6 x I04/cm}) and a significant
amount (roughly 30%) was of partial dislocations. Some
signs of interior dislocation activity also appeared. Map
3 also illustrates a mod.erate tendancy for both GBsegments and boundaiy sources to occur in the same general
region. At 5 x 10-4 (Map 4) the boun ð,ary generation had
increased (total of 8.0 xtO4 /cmz) , but not as drastically
as in the previous strain increment. Partial dislocation
generation was stil1 a significant factor (37%) and
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Micro-Map 1. Annealed Cu (cut foil).
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Micro-Map

2. cu, plastic strain of 1 x 10-4 (cut foil).
The P4(?) defect was judged to be a remnant
of the recrystallization process. The pz
activity was (as shown) only a single d.islocation
bowing out of the boundary.
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I

Micro-Map 4.

Cu, plastic strain of S x 10-4 (cut foil).
Pl is one of the few apparent generations
observed from large ledges (at A). Note the

Ft_S -defects occurring on two slip planes.
Only a portion of F, is shown since it

of a substantial length.
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interior activityf though noninally decreased, was of a
more intense nature, è,g. IAS of Map 4. By ,p = T x l0-4
(lvlap 5) total boundary generation had decreased sonewhat
due to the complete lack of observed partial dislocation
generation. Interior activity was greatly increased and
showed. definite signs of occurring within the same region,
as did the P-defects (though not necessarily together).
It is noted that this was a hybrid foil and the decrease
in Deformed Zones from those of Maps 1 - 4 was dramatic.
The boundaries themselves, were recorded for this nap and
the anisotropy in grain size and shape is obvious.
Application of the planimetric technique to such maps
produced an average grain diameter identical to ijnat obtained optically. lvlap 6 d.enonstrates that interior
activity r^ias quite wid.espread by the 1 x 10-3 strain aLthough the dislocation dístribution within the IA's
u/as somewhat diffuse, as seen. The presence of extensive
interior activity 1ed to difficulty in distinguishing true
P-defects and they r^¡ere therefore not record.ed. Sonewhat
surpr'ising1y, ãt least one, and 1ikely two, F-generations
were observed. The spread of interior activity is enphasízed
by Map 7,. e*
the macroyield
region).
-'-----t
\ ---p - 5 x 10-5 (into
The u..,m,rlution of dislocations was much more intense and
the first signs ofcell formation hiere apparent. However,
boundary generation was sti1l observed, even of partial

-.r'lill
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Micro-Map 5.

cu, plastic strain of T x 10-4 (hybrid foil).
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Micro-Map 6.

Cu, plastic strain of 1 x 10-5 (hybrid foil).
FZG) is questionable as it emanated from

the intersection of three twin boundaries.
It was counted as a boundary source, since
this r,vas the only case of its kind- and thus
did not resemble other twin boundary sources.
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Micro-Map 7. Cu, plastic strain of 5 x 10-3 (hybrid foil).
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dislocations (figure S8): The NA designations on this
nap refer to the few grains which were not active at all
Thus the percentage of yielded grains is very high
compared to earlier strains (Tab1e 11).
5.3.2 Cu - lSn
The annealed Cu - lSn (Map 8) showed a moderate

density of GB-segments. The most notable aspect was the
presence of the scattered grown-in dislocations (at A
and B) mentioned earli-er 'in this section. Even so, they
were classified as lA (?) (indicating uncertainty as to
their origin) for reasons which will soon become apparent.
In addition, at least one P-defect was observed although
this was annealed rnaterial.
At rp - 3 x 10-A- (Map 9), the GB increase was
quite smal1. Boundary generation was substantial (6.s
A)
x L0- / cm"), with 40% being of partial dislocations. The
pvzzling aspect of this map was the large nurnber of
relatively intense IA's. Some areas of comparable activity
'hrere present in the'annealed material (though none hrere
in Map 8), but not as numerous as here. Large numbers
of the dislocations in these areas gave the appearance of
being segments of grown-in networks. Thus the difficult
question of whether these were caused by bulk specimen

r ¡Is

Figure 58. Two partial dislocation sources in Cu,
plastic strain of 5 x 10-3. The direction of
emission is deduced nainly from the dislocation
spacing and curvature. Note also the TBp
emission from a coherent twin boundary.
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Micro-Map 8. Annealed Cu-1wt%Sn (hybrid foil).
*

P1 r4ras given this designation (indicating
a spurious origin) because of the nearby
Deformed Zone. Though not visible in these
prints, GB" showed signs of a faint IGBD
network
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Micro-Map 9. Cu-lSn, plastic strain of S x 10-4 (hybrid

foil). The large arroïi indicates the approximate
direction of the applied stress. TP(?) could
have originated spuriously from the circular
depression, but the presence of the GBD-rnacroledges
rn the boundary [not clearly visible) 1ed to
its classification as a true source. F1 emanates
from a twin - grain boundary intersection and is
be about 0.5 cm to the right. P, is a good
example of two sources (A and B) that are separated

yet have been classified as one to naintain
the consistency of classification. The dislocation
characters of these sources are 10o from scïew.
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deformation, foil handling, the heat treatment or some
combination of any of these.
i
The 7 x 10-4 strain (Map 10) did little to
clarify this matter. IArs were again present in numbers
greater than in the annealeö material but less than in the
3 x 10-4 naterial. This strain exhibited two distinct
deformation modes. A foil made from near the end of the
specimen gauge length showed a uniform d.istribution of

f.airly intense dislocation activity, both in grain interiors
and grain boundaries (fi$ure 59). A foil made from nearer
the center of the specimen showed a much different
behaviour (Map 10). There were many GB-segments, but
most possessed a rela1-ively moderate def ect density. The
most striking aspect was the tremendous increase in
boundary generation (a11 of perfect dislocations), many
of which were almost classic examples in their retention
of a planar array well into the grain. They occasionally
I^Iere clustered on a very 1ocal scale (Pf _O and PgO were
on the sane boundary segment) or on a somewhat broader
scale (the region of Prs to O 7 to Pn). Some F-def ects
,,
were observed outside of the Map.10 area and a few were
seen in the region of intense activity mentioned above
(figure 60). As seen in figure 61, many perfect dislocation
loops were seen to enenate from tne grain boundaries of this

189

Figure 59. Collage of extensive dislocation activity,
both at boundaries and in grain interiors, in
Cu-1-Sn, plastic strain of 7 x 10-4.
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Micro-Map 10. Cu-lSn, plasric strain of T x 10-4 (hybrid

foil). The large circles on Pt_O aïe inages
of the obj ective arperture over the main beam
and the strongly diffracting bearn for a twô
beam disappearance condition for the dislocatj-ons
which occurred at a tilt angle close to that
for this plate.
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Figure ó0. Emission of partial dislocations in the same
Cu-1Sn foil as fiþure 59, plastic strain of
7 x 10-4

.;

Figure 61. Emission of perfect dislocations

in the
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region, but i¡] a ciifferent fashioi-r tnan in
5.3.3

ivlap 10.

NICKEL

The annealed Ni (Map'11) showed a very high

clensity of GB -'segments with some, such as GB' Possessing

a fairly high defect density. Occurrence of the GBfs
in groups was also noticeable. As in the other materials,
an unexplainable P-defect was observed (P1), although
the dislocations are somewhat faint. It should be noted
that the defect was rathe'r close to the Thick Area where
contrast was negligible and nothing (including possible
Deformed Zones) could be seen.

The Ni deforned to 3 x 10-4 (Map LZ) showed

a

large amount of P-activity distributed somewhat unifornly.
No F-d.efects were observed here oï elsewhere, contrary to
the previous findings (54), although it should be pointed
out that the Ni was the least examined material and that
TBF's r¡/ere observed. The P-def ects tended to consist of
on1y.1 or 2 ð,islocations, e.g. P4, P5. The GB density
r¡Ias much too high to record. and some segments, such as
that of PS, appeared to be totally obscurred by defects.
Despite the smal1 generations shown here, more intense
generation hras observed elsewhere in the Ni (figure 62).
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Micro-Map 11. Annealed Ni (hybrid foil)
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Micro-Map L2. Ni, plastic strain of j x L0-4 (hybrid

foil).

. ,

Pl is the single dislocation just
bowing out fron the boundary (barely visible).
TP1, P1 and P r, âs per requirements, ÌÁrere
classified. as one source (further emission
nay be taking place at A). The few d.islocations of
, r\¡erE from an unusual srnall grain which was
O
surrounded by a much larger grain. A sinilar
grain was also observed in a Cu specimen.
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Figure 62. TP activity in Ni, plastic strain of 3 x 10-4.

Figure ó3. Partially recrystallii-zed region in 41,
: plastic strain of 3-S x 10-4 at ZS}}K.
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.3.4

ALUMINUM

The annealed A1 (Map 13) was nost- notable in that,

or¡er the entire area searchecl, not one GB-segment

\,\ras

observed. This observation generally held even in severe
Deforned. Zones, althougir Solne defected segments, such as

figure 5ó (b) , were seen in or near these areas . TP Z* and
P'I^* of Map 13 serve as good illustrations of spurious defects.
They are located neara Deformed Zone and a large hole in
the foi1. There is good evidence of 1oca1 foil buckling
(the sen¡i-circular contorlrs), and there is at least some
indication that Pl* is oriented along these contours.
There are no similar characteristics for TPt but it should
be remembered that there was evid.ence in many AI specimens,
both optically and in the electron microscope, for the
occurrence of sma1l areas where recrystallization was not
quite completed (figure 65).
Some GB-segments

strained. to

started.. to appear in the

This strain
uncerta,inty, incidentally, was due to the fact that the
extensorneter was used and, unlike the stress-strain curves of
f igure 52, this stress-strain curve hras very f oreshorteired
with regard to strain (1 cm corresponding to 4 x 10-4 strain).
In addition, the elastic loading line was quite irregular.
These few GB-segments were of fairly high defect densities
and showed extensive networks resembling the previously3-

5 x 10-4 at 250oK (l,lap 14) .

A1

1^n
LJI

Micro-Map 73. Annealed A1 [hybrid foil)
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Micro-Map 74. 41, plastic strain of 3-S x I0-4 at

'

ZSO0X

(hybrid foil). PS_O consisted. of only one or
lwo dislocations starting to bow out from the
boundary [although the nearby interior dislocations may have originated. at the boundary).
TP., , P, and P . are obvious sources, but rnay be
I'
L
¿
spurious because of the nearby Deforrned Zone
and their close resemblance to the source
of figure 54Cb) . P? posessed a screhr character.
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mentioned regular configurations of GBDrs, c- or G-ledges

IA - defects l^rere the dominant ones in this material
being quite widespread. The dislocation distribution
within each was generally in the form of sma11, scattered
.

tangles.
lvfap

i.
.

i: ì,t, , ,,,t,

15 is of Al deformed at room temperature

to a 3 x 10-4 strain (specimen strain gauge used.). It
is both puzzling and. intriguing. The puz zling aspect is
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generation. This ltlas one of the few "punched" thin foils
and all but a few areas showed. obvious signs of spurious
def ormation. one of these, unlike the lr{ap ls area,
showed almost no activity.
However, in favor of the activity
'i being authentic, is the absence of overt signs of foil
hand.ling. There was an extensive Deforned Zone to the left ,
but extensive tilting showed there was none in the
immediate vicinity to the right or below the activity.
One notable feature was the occurrence of at least some
of the generations (particuLarly nr,r) at unusual variations
in tlie boundary dimensions. Such curvilinear bound.ary
topography was largely unique to the Al and is also evident
in the boundaries of Map L4. The intriguing aspect of
this activity is that these would be ratiler unusual cases
of boundary generation if indeed. they are legitimate.
They are all quite intense (even the IA regions) and. 3
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Micro-Map 15. 41, plastic strain of 5 x 10-4 . at

(cut foil).
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of the 5 sites generate into both grains, quite uncommon
amongst any of the other sources observed in any material.
Almost all of them show signs of high strain concentration.
Fina11y, to aid in the comparison between d.ifferent
materials at the sane strain, sone of the more pertinent
ð.ata has been extracted. from Table 11 and is presented
again in Table 12.
.5 INDIVIDUAL BOIJNDARY SOURCES
Alnost all of the generations from the nicro-naps,
plus any others that were photographed outside of these
areas, were analyzed according to the guidelines stated
ín sec. 4. The results of some of this analysis are
compiled in Table 13. Such data as d.istance generated
into the grain and number generated were relatively easy
to measure and were recorded for most. Other factors r{rere
rather more time-consuming or difficult to appiry, hence
they hrere performed for a limited number of generations.
Perhaps somewhat surprisingly, both the length
and number for Cu appeared to show no strong dependence
on strain. SimiLarLy, there was.no outstanding differences
for these parameters between the different materials, save
for the A1 deformed at room temperature (cf. Map 15). One
difference that is quite apparent is that between the
generation of perfect and partial <iislocations. Note also
5.3
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TABLE L2
COMPARATIVE DEFECT DENSITIES

- all x 1o'4 /. 2
- note that only the 1ow temperature A1 data is included
ANNEALED MATERIAL

Cu Cu-lSn Ni A1
GB 3.2 3.7
48.8 0
PLASTIC STRAIN OF 3 x 10-4

Cu Cu-lSn Ni
GB 27 .s 6.6
NM
F 2.2 2.6
0
18.4
P 4.4 L.s
TP 3.9 2.6
7.3
rA 3.3 10.6n
7.'
PLASTIC STRAIN

Cu
GB 39.0
F00
P
7.6
TP 0.7
IA

4.3

( all others zero)

A1

1.8
0

1.8
0.3
3.0

0F 7 x 10-/lr
Cu-lSn
58.0
54.5
s.0
*
9.9

- recall the suspect nature of these configurations
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TABLE !3
DATA FOR INDIVIDUAL

SOURCES

0F EMISSI0N INTO THE GRAIN(microns)
- bracketed numbers indicate number of defects used for average value
)t - indicates emission was cornpletely across grain

AVERAGE DISTANCE

- includes all strains
P-defects
cu 0.e(31)(1
-* )
cu- 1Sn 1.

Ni

0

(38)

(0)

0.4(16) (o)

7.2(i)

(o)
^7(230oK)
A1(2eooK) L.4(S') (o)

F-defects

s.2(2s)(r4
s . s (4

)

) (2" )

-*

AVERAGE NUMBER OF DISLOCATIONS EMITTED

- includes all strains
P-defects

Cu
Cu-,lSn

F-defects

4.0 (2s)
s. 0 (38)

Lz . s (20)

20. 0 (4)

A1(23ooK) s.3(7)

ArQsoorl
Ni

17.

ó

(8)

3.e(1ó)

AVERAGE DISTANCE EMITTED AND AVERAGE NUMBER FOR Cu

" P-defects

Strain
1x10- +
3x10-4
5x10-4
7x1,0-4

.---------------ì-

length
0.4 (s)
0.6(11)
2.4(7)
0.2(s)

F-

number
3. 0 (s)
3.3(10)
6.3(T)

length
3. 0 (1)
4.e(s)
z.s1s)

defects
number

"40 (1)

10.0(s)

1i.1(B)

2.4(s)

PERCENTAGE OF PARTIAL DISLOCATION EMISSION

- measured over equal areas, ãLl strains included
Cu - 18/75 = 24
Cu-lSn- 2/36 = 6 oó
%

I
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TABLE
BREAKDOWN

OF TRIPLE POINT

13 (continued)

SOURCES

- includes all strains

43
Cu- l-Sn 2I

Cu
Ni

s7

(31")
s (38)

L2

6

(zs)
4 (4)

72

ls

e

s
3

4

(16)

8/ 62)
(4sl ss)

(3

(so/so)

A1 too f,ew defects of reasonable authenticity
ratio of GB triple points to GB-TB triple þoints
- total 0f 4 runs
- areas surveyed for each material not equal
(a) counting around a grain
GB-TB % of each
GB

1s
Cu
Cu- 1Sn 2t
16
Ni
(b) counting along

(c) total

3s
4s
30

(s0/ 7 0)

/ 68)
(3sl6s)

( 32

random boundaries

GB
12
Cu
Cu- 1Sn 1s
L4
Ni
27
Cu
Cu-lSn 36
30
Ni

GB-TB

3e
36
2L
74
81
s1

%

ol

each

(24/ 7 6)
(30/ 7 0)
(40/ 60)

(27/74)
(37/ 69)
(s7 / 6s)

CHARACTER OF EMITTED DISLOCATIONS

,

all materials, ãL1 strain
rl
p-defects - 7 pure edge,.8-lOofrom
edge, 4-200 from eð.ge, 2350 from edge , 3-45o , 2-30o fron screw, 1- l-0o fron
screw, 1 Pure screw
r-defects - 2^20-250 fron edge, 3-30o from

edge

BURGERS VECTORS OF GENERATED DISLOCATIONS

- Cu and Cu-lSn, aLL strains.
P-defects - 40 sources all identical, 2 rnixed
F-defects - 6 sources all identical , !2 mixed
i

:
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the larger number of F-defects that completely traversed
the grain. It is also apparent that generation of partial
dislocations uias a significant portion of the total
boundary generation, at least for the Cu.
The breakdown of TP-generations definitely shows
that there was more of a tendency for F-defects to occuï
at these points than there was'for P-d.efects. Triple
point generations also accounted for a f.airLy significant
portion of the total generations (43% in Cu, 2I% in Cu
lSn and. A.1, 27eo in Ni). The breakd.own involving grain
boundary triple points (GB triple points) and grain boundary
twin boundary triple points (GB - TB triple points) would,
of course, have been influenced by the relative proportions
of each. These ratios weïe determined for the Cu, Cu - lSn
and Ni and are included in the Table. The counting for
this 'hias conducted in two ways; counting completely around
a single grain or counting along random grain boundaries.
As seen, both gave approximately the same ratios. Conparing
these ratios to the TP generations, it is apparent that
GB triple points are consistently more 1ikely to act as
souïces, but not by a very wide nargin. Finally, there
r^Ias no marked association of F-defects with sharp kinks.
0f the 13 that were not from triple points, only 4 were
I

r

from boundary k1nks, the remainder being from smooth segments.

Dislocation characters were deterrnined by obtaining

r':-

: :.:-
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a good ?-beam vanishing condition usirg, if possible,
low index operating reflections (g = 002, 111, ZZ0).
This r^ras done because Loretto and France (199) founcl that
apparent disappearance can occur for larger I values,
such as 3II, even for þ.6- =. 1 (g.E- = 0 being the true
disappearance condition). As shown in the pt_O defects

of l,{ap 10 (p.190), these beams r^/eïe superimposed on a plate
of the defect wherein the dislocations were visible, This
14ras done at a tilt
angle as close as possible to the
disappearance condition ço avoid changes in the orientation
of the dislocation lines tirat can occur over large tilt
angles. The most serious difficulty was often that of
deternining the true dislocation orientation, i.e. at the
source itself . Thus, most determinations r^rere conducted
on cu - lsn boundary sources, since only in this material
hiere sources well-delineated.. For example, the corrective
rotation necessary between the diffraction pattern and
defects of Pr-6 I^Ias roughly 90o. Hence the Burgers Vector
of these d.islocati'ons Ïias roughly parallel to the two
supeiinposed circles, indicating that the orientation was
20 - 50o from screr4r, using those dislocations nearest the
boundary. However, closer examination'showed that they
I\Iere actually emenating from GBD-nacroledges that were
almost at right angle.: to 6, i.e. they were l0o fron pure
edge dislocations
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An angurar error arises from the fact that the

'slip plane lies out of the plane of
the foil. calcul.ations
on typical sources indicate this error to be small for
dislocations with edge or screw character and a maximum
of I - r2o for dislocations with 4so character. The F-d.efect
d.eterminations also have to consid.er the fact that partial
. :,,,
dislocations nay vanish for S.6- I 0 (196). Another reason
r^---.
^ L^---^
forusingtheboundarySourceitse1fforcharacterdetermination is that dislocations often rearrange thenselves in
the thin foi1, destroying their original orientation.
Table 13 also demonstrates that essentiallv each
boundary source of perfect dislocations (p-defects)
involved ones with identical Burgers vectors, whereas a
, majority of those involving partial dislocations (F-d.efects)
I4rere of dislocations with different Burgers vectors. However ,
it should be pointed out that this latter was generally
a case of only a few disrocations of one Burgers vector, with
all of the remaindeï possessing another, e.g. figure 6ó(a)
showsanF-defectwithsixdis1ocationsofonecharacter
and tv,ro of another
Some other points that hiere determined were
1) The conf igurations of the generated dislocations of ten
.
made it uncertain as tó wether they emanated from a
single line on the boundary or closely adjacent lines,
.e.9. figure 64(d), due to a wide zone of strong contrast,
2) Generation was observed to occur from þoundaries with
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no defects (figure 6Ta), a rnoderate nunber of defects
(figure 64Ð or a high number of d,efects (figure 65c).
3) of 130 generations examined, only 14 were from the same

point on the bound-ary into þoth grains (4F, 10p) but
it should be noted that 6 of the p-d.efects r4¡ere from
the uncertain A1 foil of Map 1s. A good exanple of
suciranF-d.efectis.Figure67(d).Inorr1yonecase
r{ias the pair definitely close to being collinear
somewhat more

often, generation would occur into both

grains, but at point,s separate from each other,
e.g. the boundary of figure ó4(b), (c), (d), (e)
4) Although not extensively studied, there appeared to
be no obvious trend to boundary generation occurring
in eitirer very smal1 or large grains, or in pairings
of the tv¡o. This also proved true for the relation
of active boundaries to the stress axis.
5) The orientations of botrr source and. neighbour grain
with respect to the stress axis were deterrnined. for
three cases. rn one, the stress axis was < 110 > in
both (Pn of Map 10 - stress axis vertical).
rn another
it was < r22 > in the source, grain and 10o from < 001 >
in tÌie neigirbour (f igure 65b - stress axis vertical) .
The thírd had tire stress axis being < 001 > in the source
grain and 10o from < Lrz > in the neighbour (tire main
and rigirt hand grains of fig. 64a - stress axis vertical).
The accuracy of such estinations hras s'omewhat dubious
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Figure 64. Localízeð, grouping of bound.ary souïces in cu_1sn,
plastic strain of 7 x 10-4 ;
(a) expanded view of region showing some souïce locations
(b) - (g) close-ups of individ.ual sources
Note: (d) and (e) are the same. area, but und.er
different diffracting conditions
Dislocation characters are (b)-45o, (e) lower source,
pure edge, (f) AB source, 10o from ed.ge

(õ)

.ì:...t
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Figure 65. Examples of perfect dislocation emission
from
grain boundaries;

(a) Cu, plastic strain of 5 x I0-4
(b) Cu-1Sn, plastic strain of T x 10-4 (jOo from
screvr orientation)
(c) Ni, plastic strain unknown (pure edge orientation)
(d) Cu-lSn, plastic strain of 3 x 10 -4 (dark
field
micrograph, ã = ItS, pure edge) .

,:ii

?,L7

Figure 6ó. Exanples of partial dislocation emission from
grain boundaries;
(a) Cu, plastic strain of 5 x I0-4 (major set of

partials is 30o from edge)
(b),(c) Cu, plastic strain of 5 x 10-4
(d) Cu, plastic strain of 3 x I0-4

(d")

(c)

.1r

2r2

Figure 67. Exanples of emission of partial dislocations
from grain boundaries i
(a) Cu, plastic strain of 5 x I0-4
(b) Cu-1Sn, plastic strain of T x 10-4 (roughly
Z5o from edge)
(c) Cu, plastic strain of 5 x r0- 4 ( j0o from edge)

(d) Cu, plasric strain of S x L0-4

1.,,;:r,,,;,,.,.;,,;,.
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(c)
(b)

(r{.}
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Figure 68. Enlarged views of partial d.islocation sources;
(a) Cu-1Sn, plastic strain of S x I0-4 (dark
field micrograph, g = 111, T - top surface
of foil)
(b) same defect, bright field
(c) emission site for F1 of map 9 (p .rgl) ( arrows

at right indicare ifi directions)
(d) enission sire for F-defect of figure 67 (b) ,
faults out of contrast but enit from AB.

(d)
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due to the fact that the stress axis
was optically noted with respect to the perforation

in the thin foil- and this information used to estimate
r it on the area being examinecl' Hence a circular
perforation would have been completely useless in this

,,,rr,1;..,r,..,¡,,;,

regard

6) of 11 instances where the 0o tilt foil normals hrere
deternined. for both source and. neighbouring grains, 2
cases of a common normal rnreïe foun<i. The upper and
lower grain of figure 67 (c) r,trere misoriented either 8
or 82o about < 001 > I Neither aïe near aîy coincidence
, orientation (using Pumphrey and Bowkettrs compilation,
200). The misorientation for Ft (Map 9) h¡as about
o

7)

r i entat ion

.

by the standard bright
field-dark fj.eld technique of stacking fault identification
and all showed the required asymmetric fringe reversal.
An example is the faults of figure ó8 (a) , (b) , where
the outer fringes change from both dark in the bright
field (figure 68b) to one dark and one bright in the
dark field (figure 68 (a) . The unchanging fringe marks
the fault intersection with the top of the foil and
Numerous F-d.efects were checked

the reversed fringe the bottom.
Figures 64 - 67, which have already been mentioned
several times, are a compend.ium, as it were, of many of
I
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the more obvious boundary generations not arteady presented
in the maps. Figure 16 is a particularly good example of
both obvious generations and their clustering on a very
localized scale in the cu - lsn at ,p - 7 x l0-4. Figure
6a@) is an oveïall micrograph and figures 64 (b) - (g)
show no less than 10 generations in trris smalr arear T
into the major grain of the nicrograph and S into neighbouring
grains. (subsequent examination showed s more sources to
the upper left of figure 64(a) and 1 more to the right c¡f
figurc: 6r¡ (g), a total of lg) . It appeared at f irst that
the sources of (b) and (f) hrere identically aligned, thus
indicating the possibility of an interior souïce operating
against both boundaries (the only such case found, it
should be noted). However, careful examination appeared
to show a slight nisalignnent between them and there was
also no sign of arLy dislocation activity whatsoever
between them. Figure 64(b) is a particularly clear example
of the necessity of stud.ying the boundary itself rather
than. the generated d.islocations for character determination.
As with the three adjoining F-d.efecrs of Map 4 (p.L7g),
figure 64 (g) shows apparent generation on two slip systerns.
One consisted of the verti-cal dislocations and the other
consisted of the almost horizontaL dislocations just
starting to bow out from the GBD-macroledge, AB. Figure 6a(e)

:i::j:::!

]]-

.:

also shows 2 generations, hrith the more regular one emenating
from a quadruple point (one TB is almost out of contrast).
In figure 65, the two sources of figure 65 (b)
'
''''
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ttt'

cane -c-^*
from two apparent GBD-macroledges
^ññ
that weïe the only

'idefectsintheboundaty.Thestrainforthegenerations
,
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of figure 65(c) was indeterminate, since the specimen was
accident aIIy bent in the annealed cond.ition and. therefore
not strained. The general appearance of the thin foil
indicated the strain was likely of the order of a few
percent or 1ess. In figrlre 66(d); it should be pointed out
that the two F-defects originate from a boundary where it
ad,joins a very tiny grain, and the smaller generation
4ctua11y occurs fron the intersection with the grain boundary
of a twin boundary within this grain. (The F-defects of
figure 66a-c and. figure 67b originate from GB-TB triple
points). The F-defect of figure 67(a) occurs near to,
but not at, a GB triple point. The fault-like defect below
the right hand generation of figure 67 (ð,) ís a coherent
twin boundary. It should be noted that the. faults of
figure 67 (c) are out of contrast bethreen the visible
pile-ups at sources
turned out to be nisleading upon closer examination. A
\
case in point was F, of Map 9 (p.18/ which appeared (at
Some

cases of apparent

GBD
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a different tilt angle) to have GBDrs fron the boundary
segment just above it piled-up against its point of origin
H,or^rever, the GBD's can be seen in the dark field of figure
68 (a) to be actually piled. against a twin boundary inter:
section (which is visible i.n f igure 68b) . The area around
the generation point of the faults is actually quite clean. .
Figure 68 (a) incident aLLy, illustrates the find.ings of
McDonald. and Ardell (60) re boundary fringe attenuation
(p.+f ). Thus the top of .the grain boundary is as indicated
in figure 68 (a) . One case where a GBD pile-up does appear
to have occurred is seen in figure 68 (c), where dissociated
GBDrs (shown by changes in fringe intensity) seem to have
moved along the boundary from right to left and piled up
at the twin-grain boundary intersection. This is a
close-up of the generation point for the Ft defect of lvlap
9. The trace of the faults generated from this point
rnay be faintly seen under the directional arrow. A third
exarnple of the point of origin for partial dislocations
is seen in figure 68(d), which corresponds to the faults
of figure 67 (b) . Here the faults are out of contrast,
but.the intersection line AB is clearly visible
As previously mentioned, very few extrenely
large grain boundary ledges (either pure or associated with
a GBD) were observed. One of these cases of very large
ledges (3000 R or so) is seen in figure ó9. Although the

l'

2r8

Figure ó9. Lar'ge grain boundary ledges showing strain
enhancement, Cu, plastic strain of 3 x 10-4.

Figure 70. Partial dislocation pileup against a grain boundary.
sna11 white circles are obj ective arpeture images
for d.islocation character d.etermination (main set
of partials 30o from edge).

2L9

boundary resembles an annealing twin boundary, both

extensive tilting

and consideration of its placement

relative to nearby grain boundaries demonstrated. that it
I'\Ias almost certainly a grain boundary. This case is
particularly no'table in that strain concentrations at the
corneïs of the led.ges are clearly visible, yet no dislocation generation has occurred
No cases were seen of the classical concept

of dislocations piling up against a grain bound.ary and
causing dislocation nucle,ation in the next grain. (It
should be remembered, however , that few generated d,islocations
travelled conpletely across the grain). pile-ups did
occur (figure 70 - the end of the Ft - generation of Map
9), but they showed no sign of causing any significant
strain concentration at the boundary.
FinaLry, a few boundaty generations hrere checked
via the Kikuchi line technique. Figure TL shows the
diffraction patterns from the grain interior, along the
boundary away from the generation and at thè generation
itself, for the F-defect of figure 6T (c). Figure 7z shows
patterns fron a point on the boundary away fron the sources
of figure 65(c) and from a point ad.jacent to the right
hand emissions. rn both cases there are d.ifferences in
some of the Kikuchi line wid.ths that are detectable to the
eye (particurarLy in figure Tz). Figure 7L shows increasing

_
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Figure 7r.

selected area diffraction patterns for the
defect of figure 67 (c);
(a) in the grain interior

(b) along the upper right grain boundary
the triple point
(c) at the rriple point.
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Figure 72. selected area d.iffraction patterns for the p-defects
of figure 65 (c) ;
(a) along the grain boundary away from the source
ir
(b) at the right - hand sources
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Figure 73. Densitometer traces across Kikuchi lines from
figure 7I;
(a) Traverse 1 - drive speed = 9.1 cm/nin, chart
speed = ó cn/min

(b) Traverse 2 - drive speed = 1 cm/min, chart
speed = 3 cm/min.
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figure 72;
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speed = ó cmlmin.
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width (and hence elastic strain) in the order grain
interior, boundary away from the source and the source
itself . This is not the case for figure TZ whicit shows
a broader width for the bound.ary away frorn the source
To check these quaritative observations, a number of
traverses were made over portions of the original plates on
a d'ensitometer. The results (showrr in f igures 7s and 7Ð

confirm the visual observations. The locations of the
traVerSeSareindicatedonfigures7Iand72.Thefew
other instances in which,,this technique r4ras applied showed.

the same trend, that is, a decided. increase in elastic
strain from the interior to the boundary, but no d.efinite
trend on the bound.ary itself vis à vis the source and
locations away fron the source
much
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6

DISCUSSION

i
r4re rrave seen ample evicrence for the generation of
lattice dislocations from grai¡r boundaries in the pïêrrtâcïoyield
region, the rnagnitude of this activity in clifferent materials
and tire characteristics of individ.ual boun<lary sources. lte
. :..'
shall now examine tire irnplications of this evid.ence with respect to several factors. These will inclucle the valiclity
of the dislocation generation moclels and stress concentration
factors discussed. earlier, the pïopoïtion of total strairr
contributed by emission of dislocations from boundaries, and
the effect of various parameters, e.g. solute content, on all
of tirese.
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The conclusions based. on this data wil1, in ¿urn,

be used to speculate on the f iner d.etails of bound-ary dislocation source opeïation ancl its role in d.efor¡nation und.er dif f erent

conditions. First, however I some comments should. be
made concerning the initial microstructures of the materials
tested., since the number and distribution of lattice dèfects in
this state will als,o affect yielding. Because of the boundary
defect comparisons nade at different strains and in diff erent
materials, the validity of the strain detection should also
be commented unon.
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6.1 MICROSTRUCTURES
At the outset, it shourd be pointed out that the
basic criterion usecl for nicrostructure determination proved
Teasonably correct.
sence of relatively

That is, itreatments leacling to the pre-

high en'ergy grain boundaries (frorn the
point of view of both their intrinsic and clefect structures)
led to at least some grain boundary generation of lattice
dislocations in all måteria1s. That this included. hign purity
FCC netals (the cu and A1) tends to confirm the trend. established in Table i that sucir generation can be a phenomenon
which occurs in all metals under the right conditions. This
mechanico-thermal principle of obtaining high energy boundaries
entailed certain difficulties, such as the occasional presence
of undesireable "debris" due to the somewhat less than complete recïystallization.
These included., at various times,
small unrecrystalrized regions, semi-cel1ular dislocation
wal1s , and a relatively high grouin.- in dislocation and anneal ing twin density. (The treatments used also preclud.ed ar¡y
accurate determination of solute segregation, as v/e shall
see shortly.) The full anneals (complete ïecrystallization)
required to eliminate this "debris" would 1ikely have seriously impaired or elimina.ted altogether the boundary generation observed here r.ãs notecl at the outset of the experimeirtal
proceclure.
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6.2

DATA
The tensile data of Table r0 hras in reasonable
agreement with literature v.alues. Thomas and Averbach
(201)
found the yield stress based. on 10-5 strain to be r.T
kg/nnz .:
for99.999Cuof25umaVeragegraindiameter.FortheSame
material, oA (the stïess for earliest d.etection of plastic
strain, roughly equivalent to o*, in this study) was found.
to be- r.2 kg/nn?. using,more ,oonrrticated techniques, Bi1e11o
and lvlet zger (z0z) f ound that oA was roughly 0.
s kg/mnz f or
50 um 99.999 Cu. The value of orr=1.3 kg/nn? for
Cu in this
study is conparable to thes" oA values, considering the
rela
tive accuracies of the techniques ínvolved, i. e. oo is expected
to be subs tantiarry lower than omy since it is the stress
TENSILE

'i

,...I,I
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at

which load-unload microstrain loops fail to close,
rather
than a deviation from an elastic loading line which was

itself
often difficult to d.istinguish. Also, the strain sensitivity
used in (202) r4ras likely much greater than that obtainable
in this study. Ni data for oA is somewhat scarce, but Holt
(203) found a value of O.zs kg/mnz for 4g
um Ni of identical

purity to that used here. Consid.ering that Holt's strain
sensitivity hras somewhat less than that of (z0z) (ro-o versus

10-a" for (202)), this would. tend. to confirm the result,
seen in

,i.i:,i:

,.t:''"
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Table 10, of orny for Ni being slightly lower than
that for
cu, even though the flow stresses for the Ni weïe generally
higher. It should be noted. that Brown (204) also points

out a similar anomaly for cu, where OFIJC cu has , oA
value
more than an order of magnitude 10wer than
cu of_ substant ia:ry
higher purity.
rn A1, Rosenfield and. Averbach (205) determined a
yield stress at 10-6 strain of 0.6 kg/m'mz, again
comparable
to, if sonewhat less than, the values found in this
study.
rt should also be noted that modulus of elasticity
values
for all materials agree well with those of Tegar t (206);
for cu, rz.s x 103 kg/nmz Gz., x 103 kg/nnz in
this stud.y),
for Ni, z0.s x 103 kg/mnz (26.4 x 103 kg/nnz here),
and,
for 41, 7.2 x 103 kg/nnz (9.0 x 103 kg/nnz here).
The point of these comparisons is to indicate
that
the strain detection was ïeasonably accurate for the purposes
for which it was ernployed., i. e. comparisons of d.efect
densities
at a given plastic strain between different materials,
and
variations in defect densities in a given material
at
different strains.
6.4

CONSIDERATION OF THE MODELS FOR GENERATION
OF DISLOCATIONS
E

The phenomenon of grain boundary dislocation genera_
t ion may be examined fron two major viewpoints.
The first
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shall focus on the individual source, the second. on the contributionofthetota1ityoftheseSouIceStothep1astic
deformation process. The separation between the thro cannot
be clearly definecl since the former logically leads into the
latter as the influence of various variables are consid.erecl
lve shall start with a consicleration of the observed
'
boundary sources in terms of the rnodels reviewed earlier,
particu1atLyinterlnsofthosecharacteriSticSthatfurnish
the best chance of deciding which inodels are, oï aïe not,
viable (Table 4, p.86 ). , where appropriate, this viability
(or lack thereof) will be commentecl upon in terms of the
structural nodel of the boundary.
egarding the orlov mod,els, there is no concrete
evidence for emission of dislocations onto 2 slip planes intersectlng at a ledge along the boundary. A few cases of two
slip systems being activatecl were seen, rotably Ft_S of Map
(p -L79) and f igure 64 (g) (p.209 ) , but neither could have been
the operation of Orlov mod.els as per the above characteristic
since they did not share a mutuar intersection line at the
grain bounclary. one might also speculate that the complexity
of the 0r1ov nodels works against then. That is, the boundary
imposes very rigid geonetric restrictions on operations colr.ducted within its rather narrow d.omain, particularly with regard to the continuity of atomic bonding across the bouncJ,ary.
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Therefore, the rnore cornplex the mocle1 (tne more steps involveci
in its operation), the more likely it would. seem to risk running
afbul of these restrictions. The s'me 1¿rck of double emission
rules out the Gleiter r model,ialthough cross-slipping, an<i
tangling of the screl^I clislocations emittecl by this source
cou1deasi1ynasksuchemission.The,Price-Hi.rthmode1'.was
not conf irmed, despite its attractions as a relatively simple
regenerative model. Only 1 defec t analyzeð, for character v/as

of a scïehr orientation, and that was the
ect of

somewhat suspect pZ

15 ¡p . 2 0 0) ',1 More important , no s igns rilere
observed of any of the compensating GBD's which are required
for operation of this source.
There hras limited evidence for the moclels requiring
'r GBD glide, notably the Gleiter II nod.el modified for genera
tion of partial dislocations (s4). This was the F-clefect of
figure 68(c) (p.ztÐ, in which there was a definite appearance
of dissociated GBD's having moved along the bound.ary from
right to left and piled-up at the twin-grain boundary intersection. At the head of this pileup, the GBD's nay have
either combined or ,dissociated. into partial dislocations which
hlere emitted into the interior (Fr of tvlap g) and GBD rs (1ikely
the trailing partials) ivhich remained at that point. There
is also evidence for the creation of,other GBD 's which moved
short distance further left along the boundary. In view
clef
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of tire presence of a long length of ciefect-free bounclary to
therightofthepi1eup,[ocommentcanbenadeontIreorigin
of' the dissociated GBD's. If they were present on the boundary in the annealed state, however, it is noted. that the
source could not be classified. as regeneratiye, since there
would be no obvious means of providing more GBDrs. rt should
also be pointed out here that no other signs of GBD pileups

t.

:

at kinks or triple points, even though soine
d.efects would have matched well with a pileup, ê.g. the F-defect
of f igure 67 (a) (p.ZIZ) .
r{rere observed

'

The Li model of edge dislocation generation was
'
thus the only one supported by positive eviclence in a large
number of cases. The find.ings of Table 73 indicated. a markecl
preference for edge dislocation generation. In addition,
the Li model may be modified. to account for.d.islocations of
mixed character (as shall be seen later). Alnost all d.efects

from what appeared, to be lecige-dislocation associaAlthough many sources seened, to demonstrate a regen-

emanated.

tions.

erativer nature (which the Li model does not possess¡, closer
examination often showed this to be erroneous. For example,

the ends of the generated dislocarions of figure 64(d) (p.209)
do not lie on a straight line, âS should be the case if they
were on the same plane, thus they must 1ie on planes some
d.istance apart. This distance varied, but the largest separation

....

'. .'
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(between the third and fourth dislocations)

of

o

was

of the order

3004.

very goo<i examples of ilre Li nodel appear to be
the Pj- and P4- defects of lvtap 14 (p.198). The p-- defect
may have been a case of the'classical Li moclel in which the
c-ledge was simply expelled into the grain as a lattice dislocation, leaving no defect contrast behind (although a small,
pure ledge could have ,been present). The p4- defect, on the
other hand, appeared to have left behind. a residual GBD on
the led.ge from whicir it originated. A similar operation
to that of Li-type sources is, of course, the sirnpre bowÍng
out of pure GB segments as discussed in figures 30 and sr
(p.88 ). This is expected to occur occasionally, resulting
in a single dislocation travelling into the interior (as
with P, and Pq above), but with no associated. le<lge at the
Two

boundary

As noted in Table 13, a substantial portion of the
d.islocation generation can be of partial d.islocations, a
phenomenon

which persists

relatively high strains. The
stress orientation'concept to explain this (54) has the advantage of being applicable to all cases, regarciless of the
type of source. Thus, even though it was originally conceived
as an extension of the Gleiter II nodel, it can, in fact, be
applied to any dislocation, nucleated or simply expelleci from

LJ5.

the boundary, which posesses the pïoper orientation of Burgers
vector. The 5 cases of such generation that were anaryzed
fo'r character (Table 13) aïe all roughly:30o fron an eclge
orientation. Again, one must keep in mind. the possibil ity
that partials can disappear.for values of g.Éfo, a fact complicated by the presence of overlapping faults in all 5 cases..
Even considering this, the occuïrence of such nearly-identical

characters seems more than coincidental and. may, in fact,
be explained by slight modification of the stress orientation
concept. This modificat'ion arises from the fact that, although
there may be no direct component of the appried. stress acting
on the trailing partial of a dissociated pair, there will
be an indirect component. That is, the s.tress, in moving
the leading partial away from the trailing one, increases
the faulted area between the two and therefore increases the

attractive force between them which is due to the free eneïgy
of the fault. This will cause the trailing partial to move,
providing this attractive force exceeds the lattice friction
force before the stress for wi<ie, non-equilibrium splitting
of the partials is'reached. (The analogy would be sinilar
to pulling a cylind.er across a surface, with another cylinder
attacired to the first via a rubber sheet.) There shoulcl be
one case when even this attTactive force shoutci not be felt
by the trailing partiar, and that is for the case of the
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trailing partial posess ing a scre\^I character. since the attractive force of the faulted area acts normal to the tlisloca
tion line (figure 75 , it woulcr be nornal to the Burgers vector ancl not act upon the trailing partial. As seen in figure
75, this would'then mean thât the leading partials expelled
into the interior shoulcl show a character of sOo from edge, . '.'

¡,_-'

,

as vras observed.

,

,t'..'

There would then be three classes of F-d.efects:

t.:;,':,;,

1) The one discussed above, where there is no significant
effect of either Fapp' or Fy on the trailing shockley par-

tial (sr),
2) There is no effect from trnn, but the orientation is only
_ close to screw, therefore Fy has some effect,
3) Both Fapp and Fy have some effect due to the Burgers
vector of
% being slightly deviant from the ideal orientation in both respects
0n1y 1) will produce a peïmanent separation (permanent until the d.irection of the applied stress changes clue
to grain rotation, etc. ) , while the F-defects produced by z)
and 3) will be increasingly less stable. This stability
will be a function of the magnitudes of tuon and Fy relative
to the lattice friction force and any attTactive force between
tire trailing partial and the grain boundary: (The latter will
be <liscussed in more detail later). Thus the formation of
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Figure 75. rllustrating the orientation of the Burgers
vectors for the lead,ing (Sf) and trailing (Sf)
shockley partials whích are necessary for the
creation of F-d.efects at grain bound.aries.
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F-defects dininishes with increasing strain. At the same
tine, it is obvious that the statistical probability of t¡r-e
or'ientations irr.r"ur", from 1) to s) . Thus many of the overlapping faults that do occur a,t lower strains will ,,unfault,,
at higher straÍns. :counteracting both of these trends to
extent would be the tendancy for more F-defects with
increasing strain as more bounclary sources become operative
some

and the number of favorable stress-Burgers vector orientations

increases. The result would be a peaking of the proportion
of F-defect occurrence a't some internediate strain, which
was indeed observed (Table 11).
Summarizing to this point, there was substantial

evidence for the operation of, boundary source models of a
nonregenerative nature, but very little for those of a ïe-

generative nature. This does not rule out the existence of
Tegenerative sources, since the absence of identifying char-

acteristics can always be explained. (For example, the compensating GBD's required for the price-Hirth model could
easily dissociate into the IGBD nethrork, effectively rend.ering
them invisible.)
what d"oes appear,to have been established,
however, is that regenerative sources pray a very minor role
in low temperature grain boundary generation of dislocations.
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6. 4 CONSIDERATION OF STRESS CO},ICENTRATION

FACTORS

In examining the evidence for stress concentration

factors, it should be reiterated that such concentïation is
necessary, i. e. the experimential observations ind icated. that
dislocation nucleation accotrnted for the najor portion of
boundary source operation. This was particularly clear
in the 41, which posessed defect-free bounclaries in tire annealed state, yet showed defected boundary segments and clislocation generation therefrom in the deformed. state. For
the Cu and. Cu-lSn, the density of bound.ary clefects (GB-segments)
in the annealed state was not sufficient to account for any
substantiar portion of the sources observed, even with tire
unrealistic assumption that all these boundary defects r^rere
GBD's capable of simply moving off the boundary as lattice
dislocations. In addition, there were substantial increases
in the number of GBD's (as seen in GB-segment increases)
before the operation of boundary souïces into the grain interior, pointing to nucleation of GBÐts in a fashion similar to
lattice dislocations , as suggested by Tangri and . Tand.on - (1sz ) .
At the same tine, the stresses at which such nucleation must
have occurred indicated that total enhancements of tire order
of 50 for cu-lsn, 60 for cu, 100 for Ni, and.110 for A1 were
required.
As already noted, there was no evidence to indicate

a substantiat or widespread stress concentration clue to GBI)
pileups, i. e. \r. There were some configurations ( figure
57, p.L73, GBl,2 of Map 14, p.lgg ) which, by rheir semiregular distribution of defects, inciicatecl movement of bounclary dislocations (pure GBll,' c-1ec1ge or G-leclge). FIowever,
their presence in annealed material as well as d.eformed, and
their extent over boundary lengths of the order of severar
microns (regardless of bounciary curvature), suggests the involvement of non-conservative movement in their formation.
This would indicate fornâtion during the heat treatment.
There is also no concrete evidence that elastic
'
anisotropy (Kg) plays a major role in boundary source operation.
rf nraximization of this factor was critical for the operation
of large numbers of bounclary sources, the folrowing should
be observed (as described in sec. 3. 3. 3) :
1) A tendancy for sources to elnit dislocations into tire smaller
grain of a pair of grains where there is a large size
disparity. (Resulting from a maxini zatíon of equation
(2),,p. 104). rrtro such tend.ancy hras observed , ãrthougìr

isolated exanpres of this and the opposite behavior
Ì{ere both seen )Pr-l'lap s, p.178 , for trre former, and.
figure ó6(d) , p.2II , for the latter),
2. A tendancy for the active sources to be locatecl on boundaries parallel to the stïess axis and very seldom on those
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normal to it,

since the stress differential should only occur
across the former and be zero across the latter.
This was
no't observed, although irregular bounclary curvature and. uncertaintyofthestressaxisoiientationwou1d'havemade
such a trend moïe difficult'to
detect. As a rather more
accurate check, a brief stud.y was made of micrographs.of

etch-pittedFe-3Si(KEn'"*=2.I4),thathadbeenstressed'(I37)
into the premacroyielcl region and had. yielded by operation
of grain boundary souïces. The location of the stress axis
on the rnicrographs was accurately known. No trend was discovered - rz active boundaries were roughly norrnal to the
stress axis, 7 were parallel and g were of a mixed natuïe.
If anything, the boundaries normal to the stress axis gave
the qualitative impression of having the highest source dens ities ,
'3) Generation of dislocations into the elastically harder
grain of a grain pair. (This is where the higher stress
occurs, cf . f igure 32, p.10s) . For the three cases in
whichthisI4IaSd.onebyestinatingthecrySta11ographicd'irec

tion along the stress axis, the results hrere inconclusive,
with one pair having the sources .in the harder grain, one
having them in the weaker grain, and one with both grains
having the same elastic hard.ness.
The effect of Ku should. not be entirely discounted. since
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(unlike the case for Iq) it is a factor that is always
present to some degree. This degree nay be iirfluenced by
the anount of texture in the material, and it should be pointed out that a high percentage of {001}<001> cube recrystal_
lization texture was likely'present in the cu and cu-lsn (207). , This may have produced. many grain pairs with both grains being. ".,
oriented close to <001> in the d.irection of the stress axis,
thusminimizingtheire1astichardnessd.ifferenceSand'hence,
.

'

KE:

This appears tó leave KC as the principal stress
concentration factor, without which substantial grain bound._
ary dislocation generation would have been impossible. un_
f,ortunatelr, concrete evid.ence was somewhat scarce for this
factor as well - There was arnple observation that boundary
sources accounting for a large majority of boundary dislocation generation were located. at defects showing contrast
characteristics indicative of, ledges. unfortunately, these
ledges Ï/ere seldom actuarly seen, either through fringe dis_
placenent or a macroscopic change in the plane of the bound.ary..

since the fringe displacements would be greater than the actual
ledge height due to geometric distortion (5g), lack of obser-.
vation of any such displacements indicated the ledges were
rather smal1. For a representative magnification of xs0000,
moderate geometric d-istortion and. assuming displacements
greater

¿4I

than

lrnrn

nay not have been visually detected, a maximurn ledge

height of 150 - z0o Î ro" the boundary sources is obtained
At' th" same tine, some very large led.ges r^rere seen (figure
69, p.278, height ^,sooo l.) from which no generation occurred ,
even though bound.ary sourcei r,ùere observed elsewhere in the
..,.
foil . such cases will also have to be considered in the forn-. :.

ation of a more detailed nodel of boundary sources
It should be noted, at this point, that both the
Li-type nodel and ft , as the principal souïce model and stress
concentration factor respectively, fit well with the physical
model of boundary structure. Thus, this model pred.icts that
led.ges are not only always present on grain bound.aries, but
that for the type of mechanico-thernal tïeatments used. here ,
t-hey should be present in numbers far greater than any other
boundary defect

6.5

EFFECTS OF MATERIAT PARAMETERS

(SFE, EtC.) ON BOUNDARY

It would nohr seem appropriate to broad.en our consideracion of individual boundary sources to include the effects
occasioned by the differences in sFE, sorute, elastic anisotropy and initial boundary defect dens ity, for the naterials
tes ted

There is a decid.ed. difference in the natrix sFE of,
on the one hand, the Ni (zz}ergs/.*Z (20g)) and the A1

-

)A)

(163 ergr¡.2 (208)), and, on the other hand, the cu (41
.)
ergs/cm' (z0g))', and the cu-lsn (a few percent less than
the cu (210 ) ) . This appeared to effect boundary sources
in two respects. The first relates to the incidence of

F-defects, with none observèd. in the Ni and A1, and. many
observed. in the cu and cu-lsn. This may be explained.
in
terms of the model for enission of partial dislocations
from grain boundaries discussed earlier. That is, the
sFE has been observed

to decrease greatry veïy close to an
interface (rs0 - 152). ft would seem reasonable that the
yalue to which it decreases be somewhat proportional
to
the matrix value of sFE. rf this is the case, the permissible
d'eviation of the trailing partial's orientation from pure
screw which would sti11 al1ow wide separation, should.
decrease as the sFE ad.jacent to the bound.ary increases.
In other word.s, the Ni and A1 wourd. require orientations
veÏy close to puTe screr4r to produce an F-defeêt, while the
cu and cu-lsn would torerate a much wid.er range of
orientat ions
The effect of sFE was also apparent in the ronger

distances the partial dislocations travelled into the
grain interior (Table 13, p 203) . This may be explained
by
consideration of the previous nod.e1 of F-defect formation.
rr 1s apparent that the formation of an F-defect requires

¿+J

a larger stress than that for a p-defect because of the
attractive force due to the increased separation. The
additional stïess has been estimated by Tangri et aL (179)
as G/tzO for cu and G/zo for Ni, a rather sizeable value
Thus, after a perfect distroeation is nucleated, to relax
a stress concentTation, it may be propelled into the grain,
overconing lattice friction

and any attractive forces with

the boundary as it does so. For a leading partial
.dislocation, however, such emission is delayed until the
above additional stress is added.. Thus when the partial
is, in effect, 't'eleased", it will be und.er a greater
impetus than that experienced by the perfect dislocation
and will travel correspond.ingly farther
rt is somewhat puzzling that a large difference
exists in the proportion of partial dislocation generations
for the cu and cu-lsn (24e" and 6%, respectively) in view
of their s imilar SFE's . This dif ference may be ascribed
to the presence of s oLute/ impurity atoms at the grain
boundary. This presence has often been quoted, as making
the movement of boundary defects nore difficult during
annealing, thereby stabilizing then, e.g. Li anclChou (ZII).
Thus there would be more relatively

high energy boundary
defects in the cu-lsn than in the cu, i.e. more defects which
could emit dislocations at a given stress. counteracting
this, however, is the fact that this same.solute concentration
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could hinder the dislocation emission through pinning.
The former consideration wou1d. mean that, in the
cu-lsn,
the extra stress needed. for F-defect creation at some
ledges made such sites unattractive for operation in
view

of the large number of sites available. rn the cu, on
the
other hand, the smarler number of available sites meant
that many F-defects had to be created to contribute the
proportion of the total strain rèquired. from the boundary.
The latter consideration would explain the density
d.ifferences

for both GB-segments and'the total of F- an. p-defects in
the cu and cu-lsn at rp - s and T x 10-4. That is, at
-/ the
rp = J x 10-+,
relatively fewer cu sources could
nonetheless generate nore readily and therefore were
observed in greater numbers, while at en=7 x 10-4,

the

much more numerous cu-1sn sources had

finalry overcome the

pinning of the solute and thus greatly outnumbered
the
cu sources. There was substantial variation in the degree
of elastic anisotropy amongst the metals tested, with cu
( and. likely Cu-lSn ) having a maximur KE of g.0g, that

for Ni being 2.26 and that for A1 being L.Z0 (g7). A
rnajor role for this parameter cour.d. have accounted.
for
the fact that the incidence of confirmed. bound.ary sources
in A1 was very 10w, but the d.ifferent heat treatment for that
naterial had unfortunately given it a narlieciry different
boundary defect density a'd solute distribution than
the

24s

other metals. The tïeatments were siinilar for the cu
and Ni, r€t the Ni showed a higher souïce density than
the cu, indicating that some factor other than anisotropy
was responsible for the difference. As mentioned previously,
elastic anisotropy produces.maximum stresses at triple
points, but it should be pointed out that the increase
oVertheKEva1ueobtainab1ee1sewhereonthebounð.aty
appears to be only of the order of 5 - L0% (176 - 178). If
this additional enhancement, snall as it is, resulted in a

preference for triple point generation, the relative
proportions should decrease in the order of cu, cu-lsn,
Ni and 41. Table 1s shows that the respective proportions
rtrere actuaLry 43eo, zr% and 3T% for cu, cu-lsn and. Ni,

:again indicating the presence
of other factors (the A1
had too few defects for a meaningful conparison). perhaps
all that can be safely predicted. with regard. to anisorropy
is that, other factors being equa1, increased elastic
anisotropy will prod.uce more boundary source operation,
likely with a higher proportion from triple points
The difference in initial boundary d.efect d.ens ity
appears to be the principal cause for the high density of
'activated sources in Ni and, at the same tine, the cause
of the red.uced. number of d.islocations generated and the
reduced distances they travelled. That is, there hrere
likely many c-ledges and randon GBDrs on the annealed Ni

..,'
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boundaries that possessed lattice dislocation Burgers
vectors. These could have been emitted into the grain

interior at quite 1ow stresses, since dislocation nucreation
was not involved in their emission. This would help
rationaríze the relatively low stress at which bound.ary
generation occurred in Ni (as indicated by

or o n values),
with the high toral enhancemenr factor c-iooit"""¿"ä ro,
boundary dislocation nucleation in that metar. such
nucleation night still have occurred, e.g. pl of Map Lz
(p194¡' but it wourd have been reratively rare, âs was
observed. This is by no means a linear phenomenon, that
is, increasingly higher initial defect d.ensities on the
boundaries will not necessarily lead to increasingly greater
ease of boundary generation. As the defects become more
numerous ¡ a point will be reached where mutual interactions
will prevent their emission from the boundary and render
boundary souïce activation more difficult,
not 1ess.
6..6 BOUNDARY

GENERATION

INJHE

PREMACROYIELD REGION

The previous considerations of bound.ary sources
and the parameters influencing the operations of these

sources now enables a more comprehensive picture of the
pïemacroyield region to emerge. First, however, it should
be noted that the narked. independ.ence of strain shown by

dislocation emission from annealing twin boundaries would

,'.iii
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indicate that it was prirnarily due to either foil handling
or the heat treatment and thus will not be cornmented. on.
j
For the cu, the initial state of the
boundaries

of a comparatively low ,density of defects (Table 11,
p'170) which hlerê nonetheless capable of d.islocation generation
at rather low stresses. Thus the first prastic strain,
from o---(Map L)
-mY to 8,..'
Z) was
-p = 1 x 10-4,
waJ likely contributed.
, \¡'¡øY
by a cornbination of generation,from the most favorable of
these sources (hence only p-d.efects r4rere observed and a
high percentage of then r4rrere from triple points), along
with movement of favorabiy oriented segments of the
grown-in dislocation network in the grain interiors. other
hras one

boundary sources nucreated dislocations which d.id not
travel into the grain intêrior, prod.ucing an increase in
the density of GBD's (GB-segments). At a plastic strain

of 3 x 10-A* (Mup 3), all three of the above had increased.
The GB density increased more than.the total F- and. pd.efect density since, if the f,emission,, sources onry form
a small fraction of the "nucleation" sources , aîy increase
would lead to an increasing disparity in total numbers.
Dislocation multiplication occurred. in a few grain interiors
(rA defects). At s x 10-4 strain (Map 4), rhe cB density
had' again risen dranatic aILy. Emission of d.islocations
from
grain boundaries had become more widespread. and showed
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signs of occurring preferentiarly in certain regions (as
had been seen for the GB-segments at lower strains). A
larger portion of the emissions hras of partial dislocations
and the prominence of triple point activation was reduced.
as more and. rnore souïces on'the boundaries between triple

points

operative. The interior activity became
more intense in nature. As the strain further increased.
to 7 x r0-4 (Map 5), many of the overlapping stacking
faults (F-defects) unfaurted, greatly reducing their
density. At the same tinie, many interior segments hrere
multiplying, thus a smaller proportion of the strain was
requi'red from the bound.ary region and the source d.ensity
there remained relatively constant, with new source activation
only required to offset those souïces exhausting thenselves
(due to their non-regenerative nature). The IA d.efects
hrere l0cated in the same general regions, ind.icating (as
did the boundary sources) a non-hornogeneous distribution of
yield initiation sites. The strains of 1 and 5 x 10-3
(up to and past the macroyield point - Maps 6 and T),
merely confirned the increasingly minor slip contributions
of grain boundary sources. However, there was arnple eviclence
to indicate that such generation sti11 occurred, but was
generally much harder to detect due to the masking effect
of wid-espread interior activity in almost aIr grains.
became
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rt nust also be kept in nind. that at least sone of the
interior activity could have resulted from boundary
generation, yet would have been undetectecl because
of the
boundary source(s) exhausting themselves, i.e. there
would. have been no configuration of enitted
d.isl0cations
to indicate the connection between grain boundary an¿ interior
dislocatiôn tangle.
The tïansition of the yield process from marked.ly
non-homogeneous (e. g. Map S) to homogeneous (Map
7) d.uring
premacroyielding' appears, to confirm a type of two-stage

yielding nodel, âs suggested by Bonfield and ti (131).
The first stage consists of movement of grown-in
disl0cations,
grain boundary generation and subsequent work hardening
in
a small percentage of grains. This would have taken place
from the nicroyield. point to approximatery s - 7
x 10-4 in
cu (note the change from 10% to s0% activated grains

between

these 2 strains, Table 11). The second stage consists
of

dislocation multiplication within many grains (nainly
through
activation of interior sources in the case of cu). yield
initiation does not'spread via the classical d.islocation
pile-up - propogation nod.e1, which has been increasingty
questioned as having any integral part in
the yield. process
(I20, zLI) .
Thus, for the Cu, the overall role of grain boundary
sources in the premacroyield region is rather difficulr
to

itì
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ascertain. Boundary sources we.re certainly instrumental
in the first portion of this region, wherein a small
. percentage of grains yielded, but it is very difficult to
accurately determine their influence in the latter portion
,
where the remainder of the grains were activated.

In

viewofthehighpurityofthemateria1and.consequenthigh
nobility of the grown-in d.is1o'cations,' the influence of

:

',:

was not

"','.

likely very great
This v¡as not the case for the cu-lsn, where the
presence of the Sn solute produced higher stresses than
i" the cu at a given strain, resurting in a marked o*,,
and flow stress increase. The o*y increase (Z.S times that
a:'--a
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of Cu) resulted from the conbination of partial solute
pinning of grown-in dislocations and relatively few bounð.ary
sources which could operate at low stresses.
--l-:

-1

1

(The latter

resulting fron the solute pinning of nucleated dislocations,
-A
as discussed earrier). By the s x 1 0-4
strain (Map 9),
a number of the sites of lowest operating stress ha¿ been
'':
activatèd, providing roughly the same strain contribution
as in the cu at this strain. The GB-segment increase, on
the other hand, was much less than in the cu, probably
due to the solute atmospheres at the ledges making nucleation
rrore diff icurt - The increase in f low stress . r^ras thus
prinariry due to the greater stress required to unpin and
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the most weakly - pinned segments of the gror^rn-in
dislocation network. The indications of roughly similar
proportions of the 3 x L0-4 strain contributed by bound.ary

,,,,,,.

,

moye

and interior sources for the cu and cu-lsn would predict

sinilar IA - defect densities (and characteristics),
aS}raSthecaSeforthebound.arySourceS.ThatthishIaS
notSeenfortheIAdensities(Tab1e12),d.ernonStratesthat
most of these defects in the Cu-lSn vrere therefore portions
of the grown-in dislocation network and not due to d.islocation
nultiplication within thi,s network caused by the applied,

'

,.,¡,,,,.,.,,
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1r,:,1.,1r.,.,,-,
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By the 7 x 10-4 strain (Map 10), it was apparenr

that boundary source operation was playing a major role
in the yield process, i.e. there were a large number of
active boundary sources and no apparent increase in interior
dislocation activity. The distribution of sources hras
nore non-homogeneous than in the Cu, as shown by the number
of sources along the grain boundaries of figure 64(p A0g).
The boundary sources likely provided. the irnpetus for the
onset of macroyielding, as shown in the widespread bound.ary
and interior activity occurring at the same strain in a
different region of the specimen (figure 59, p.1Bg) . Some
interior nultiplication fron the grown-in network could
also be expected by this stage. With the stronger pinning
and higher equilibriun segregation furnished by a furnace
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cooling treatment, the observed yield drops in cu-sn
arloys (2rz) could be explained. as the sud.den activation
of, a yery large number of boundary sources.
Ni and A1 were only tested. at the one strain
of 3 x 10-4 G - 5 x 1o-4 in the A1). It was apparent
that the Ni first yielded prinarily through emission of
single dislocations fron the boundaries, but, by the s
x 10-4 strain (Map Lz), interior rnovement and. multiplication,
along with some boundary source operation, accounted. for
substantial portions of the strain. The boundary defect
density, which was initially high, had increased greatry,
and these defects would likely have interferecl with
source operation at higher strains. The A1 was not at all
suited for grain bound.ary d.islocation generation, since
there was no pinning of the groh¡n- in network and. no
sources with a 10w operating stress on the boundaries.
Thus the movement and multiplication of interior
dislocations governed yielding frorn the outset, although
the smal1, unrecrystallized. regions may have had. some
influence on omr and. the work hard.ening behaviour. However,
it is indicative of the pervasiveness of boundary sources
that some bona fide nucleation of both GBDrs and lattice
dislocations stil1 occurred (ps-0, Map 14, p.19g). The
TP1, Pt and PZ - defects of Map 14 and. those of Map 15
The

supply many intriguing prospects (e. g. for higher temperature
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source operation), since they r¡/eTe unquestionably
boundary
sources, but the uncertainty of their origin would
make

conmenting on these prospects particularly

this tine.

hazardous at
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6.7

CONSTRUCTIOII OF

A

MODEL' FOR GRAIN BOUNDARY

DTSLOCATION SOURCES

Tothispointwehaveestab1ished'thenajortype
of boundary soulce [Li-type) and t]r-e naj or stress concentration
factor (K.)
- tr- resulting in
tlc rravg
--. - operation.
have ct
described
-- soùrce
"r'-r *-tt"" ' lfe
.
^ ) -by _the role played
the operation
of these sources in th_e
yie1dingofsevera1nateria1sand'th-einf1uenceof'anumber
of paraneters on that role. rn constructing a more detailed
nodel of these sources, it rnust be kept on mind that use of
th-e word t'souïce, does ,ro't n"c"ssarily inply a
ïegenerative

:.

natLlre

The basic factors wh-ich- a source model must take
into account are that boundary sources operate at stresses

requiring concentration factors of the order of s0-100, and
do so fron quite sma11 ledges or ledge-dislocation
cornbinations.
Table 6 (p . 7r7) indicates that the rnaxinum Ka obtainable
at
o
a ledge of 100 A height is about
-r- 15. Thus even with a maximurn
Ke factor of 2 or 3 present,
the total enhancement is
30-45., and sone additional enhancenent lvi1l be necessaïy.
one possible neans of providing th-is is th-rough

,,

..
':-::.-.-:
,":',,t,:':tt:,1:,

a

variable value of th-e ledge root radius, r, since th-e ledge
h-eiglr-t appears to be linited.
Such- an argunent would be
supported by the relaxed structural unit model. Th_is
rnodel
indicates that th-e detailed. structure of a led.ge corner is
governed prirnarily by th-e relaxation of atons
into the lowest
L
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energy configuration as the different structural units
tr mesh " at the 1ed.ge corûer. The units
involved and the
ledge geometry are a function of the nisorientation between

,.:,:-

the two grains and the rocati'on of the boundary between
them.Bothofthe.se,inturn'areafunctíonofthenech.ani
thermal treatment. Thus, a non-homogeneous distribution of
grainmisorientationsandboundaryorientationswou1d.irnp1y

l

,'.

-t''-''

,:

.

asini1ard.istributionofthe1ed'gerootradii.This
would then 1ogically account for the operation of certain
boundaries before others, and the preferential occurrence
o'f active boundaries in localized regions, both a result
of the non-homogeneous nature of the mechanico-thermal treat.ment. The difficulty with unlimited variation of the ledge
root radius is thatr oû a ball model of atoms, it could.
decrease (theoretically) to an extremely sma11 value at the
juncture of the two atoms at the ledge coïner. This would.
produce very high stress concentrations at virtually every
ledge. There would then be nucleation of dislocation

at every ledge on every bound.ary, which is not obseryed
A possible resolution of this difficulty would be a lower
linit of root radius, with variations only above this value
(sothatthenon-homogeneouSdistributionofsourceScou1d
sti1l be accounted. for) . rn this regard, Tegart (zß) has

..,.:,,.:,
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stated t?at th-is sh-ould be th-e atornic spacing, approxinating
toth-e1argedash-edcirc1eoffigure76.Anotherreasonab1e
possibirity would be that of the sna1l dashed circle of
interstitial hole located innediately to the .right of th:is
circle. A similar possibility would be the tetrah-edral
...]interstitia1ho1e[whic}r-isnotintIrep1aneoffigure76).
Since this stil1 leaves a naximuil K. factor of
.
around. 15, the additional'stress concentrraro;t,n;ta
"rrrrnate
elsewhere. A significant portion of th-is could. come from the
interaction of closely-spaced ledges of finite dimensions
,
i.e., where the approximation to a semi-infinite solid. is no
longer valid. Thus the value of Kc for a given ledge woulcl
I
.' be enhanced by the presence of
I
nearby ledges. This would occur
'
in groups of ledges, such as atA and. c of figure T7 and not
at isolated ledges such as B and. D
j.:
These configurations would then account for the
!v¡
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They would also exptrain the broad contrast of the GBDmacroled'ges from which these d.islocations often emanate as
l-_^
berng due
to residual GBD's at each ledge or d.islocations

which had been nucleated., but had. not left the bound.ary, ê.g.,
souïce c, figure 77 shows one example of the latter

'' ''1i1r"
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Figure 76. Illustrating

a <100> grain boundary red.ge in
the Fcc lattice with possible root rad.ii of either
the atomic rad.ius (large d.ashed circle) or that of
the sma1l dashed circle. The latter is approximatery
that of the octahed.ral interstitial hole (after
Tangri, ZI4).

Figure 77. Schenatic illustration of di.slocation
enission
at groups of smal1 grain boundary ledges under an
.r applied stTess, r. Source A is exhausted,
while
source C is not.
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Further enhancement would come from KE, which
would nornally be present to some degree in an
aniso tropic

naterial, and poss'-bLy even from Kn, but not in the manner
discussed. previously. This Krr'might arise from
z or 3
glissile GBE's piled-up at each ledge coïner such
that a
cunulative pileup effect is felt (at B in figure
zg) which
results fron all the GBD's in the configuration. since
,

these GBDts are not ar1 in the same plane and are separated
rnto small groups, the effect would. not be as intense as

for

the norrnal case of a d.isl'ocation pileup on one plane.
Glide
of'these GBD's would. be easier than in the lattice if
the
Peierlts-Nabarro force arong the boundary prane was
ress.

A reduced. shear modulus along the bound.ary prane would

indicate this, since the peierl's-Nabarro stress is
directly
proportional to G. we know that the bounð.ary region
is one
of some disorder and we also know that G can d.ecrease
substantially with increasing temperat.ure, e.g., by as
much as
a factor of r0(215). since increasing tempeïatuïe results
in .in.creasing disorder in the perfect lattice, there
may be

an analogy between the red.uction in bound.ary modulus
and that
due to temperature. Even if such an analogy Ïiere
only
partially correct, the modulus red.uction could be
significant.
rt should be noted that the peierlrs-Nabarro stress increases

with d'ecreasing dislocation wid.th (and hence decreasing

Burgers

vector).

Thus GBDrs of

larger Burger.s vector

would

be moved nore easily.

'

The conbination

of these various ad.d.itional stress

concentration factors (enhanced KG, KE and Krr) could produce
total concentrations of 15 i 1s5, even if each l¡ere only of
the order of 1- 3,, using the original Ka value of 15. rt
must be remembered. that the enhanced stress would. consist
primarily of the compoirent d.ue to KC and, as such, would
decrease to approximatery the value of the applied stress at

a distance from the boundary of the ledge height.
rt night be pointed out here that the Kikuchi line
technique (p.2f\ appears to hold promise in the gross
detection of the elastic strain due to these concentrati.ons.
The prelirnínary attempts in this study demonstrated that the
boundaries, as expected., possessed higher elastic strains
than the interior. More important, the tests d,etected

variations in this strain along the boundary. This would
furnish a means of distinguishing between souïces which hreïe
exhausted (the strain relaxed below the level of the rest of
the boundary, figurê 72) or those which could geneïate more
dislocations (a strain level above the rest of the bound.ary,
figure 7r). Refinenents of this technique could also lead.
to the possible identification of sources of high potential
before they are activated.

.

l';

possibility that should not be discounted is
the pïesence of GBDis at ledge corners triggering the nucleation process. That is, the intense strained. regj-on near the
core of the GBD night supply the final inpetus needed to
shear the atomic bonds at the led.ge corner, which would be.
.:.,,
aLteady severely strained by the concentrated. applied. stress.
,
DistinguishingsuchGBDtswou1d.beverydifficu1tbecâuse
they would provide much the same electron microscope contrast
as that provided by nucleated dislocations which had. not left
the bound.ary o.r by compensating GBD's (both of which are disOne
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cussed next).

All of these would have been classified as
GBD-nacroledges in this stud,y.
Figure rg d.emonstrates the need for compensating
GBD creation with nucleation of lattice dislocations at pure
ledges (figure 79a1. such GBD's may be of c-ledge character
(tlgure | 9D) or possess both C_ and G_ ledge character
(figure 79c1 , The only other possibirity is for nucreation
into both grains (figure 79ð,1 if the slip planes in each vrere
:
suitably
aligned with the 1edge. This would be a rather rare
occurrence, but possible examples nay be the (d) micrograph
of figure 19(e) (p.OS ), or the Prr-defect of Map 10 (p.tgO),
with A indicating the dislocation being emitted. into the
neighbour grain to ptl. rt should be noted that these double
emissions would- appear more often . in etch-pit studies because

,
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Figure'7g. Illustrating the possible pileup effect of
glissile GBD's at closely space,J ledges under an
,
applied stress, r, such that the effect is rnaxinized
at ledge B.

Figure 79.- (a) pure grain boundary ledge, AB
(b) Lattice disrocation generation with c-1edge
compensating

GBD.

(c) Dislocation generation with both c- and G-ledge
compensating

GBD,

s.

(d) Disl0cation generation into both grains.
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the

1ow

optical nagnifications

not d.istinguish
between adjacent sources (such as figure ó4c).
Nucleation
of'nixed character dislocations could arise from the applied
stress acting at less than 90o to the ledge length (which
is
out of the plane of the papòr)
As previously mentioned., Table rz (p202) ind.icates
the cu and cu-1sn possessed similar boundary defect densities
in the annealed stater âS shown by GB-segnent densities.
At
the strain of J x 10-4, the bound.ary source densities v¡ere
also similar, but the GB'd.ensity was narkedly higher in the
cu: This could be a consequence of the red.uced. shear mod.ulus
leading to a reduced value of nucleation stress (G/zs G/s0)
in the vicinity of the bound.ary for the Cu. This rower
stress
used. would.

should mean that many d.islocations would be nucleated
at ledges
in the cu at row strains. A large portion of these would.
not
have sufficient iinpetus to escape the
'rcapt.ure cross-section
of the boundary", i.e., those,forces tend.ing to retain
the

dislocation at the bound,ary, resulting in the large increase
in GBD density from the annealed materiar. segregation of
solute to led.ges in the cu-1sn al1oy might raise the local
shear modulus substantially.

This would nean a higher
nucleation stress, hence fewer d.islocations nucleated. at
the
lower strains. The fact that thg density of emitted d.islocations (boundary sources) was sinilar to that of the
cu,

2os

indicates the cu-1sn led.ges were more ,,efficient'r
sources,
perhaps through a decrease in the above-mentioned
retentive
forces. rt is thus seen that the creation of
GBD's anð.
lattice dislocations occuï by the same process.
A consequence
of this fact would be that cnn-*".ro1edges of
strong contïast
(due to the nucleated dislocations retained.
at them) wourd
1ie along the same crystallographic d.irections.
These
directions would. be simply that of the ledge segments
with
the l0west root rad.ii. This was indeed. the case
and.

can

be

seen, for example, in the right-hand grain
bound.ary of
figure 64 (o-zos¡, the boundaries of figures
65(c) and 65(d),
and the boundary of figure 6g(d).. This
r,rras in narked. contrast

to the more random orientations of GBD-nacroled.ges
seen in
annealed material¡ ê.g.r GB, of Map 1 (p.LT6)
or GBA of Map 11
(p. rgs). These latter GBD-nacroled.ges
would have resurted
from lattice d.islocations which had. been swept
up by the grain
boundary d.uring annealing and. thus would
show no preferred.

orientations like the

above.

As nentioned above, .achieving the stïess
required.
for nucleation does not always prod.uce d.islocation
emission.
Tangri and Tandon (lsz) have proposed that an inage

force due
to elastic anisotropy could r:etain a generated
d.islocation at
the boundary. sample calculations for cu ind.icate,
however,
that this force alone could. not retain the
dislocation at the

tl,.ì
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boundary, since. the applied stress (enhanced by Kc and
KE)
would always be greater than such an inage force. In ad.dition,
such a force wou1cl only be significant when rnaximum
erastic
moduli differences occurred between tr^Io grains. There are,
however, a number of other fot.", available to retain
the

dislocations near the bound-ary. one would be the attraction
of the long-ïange strain field of the dislocation to the
regions of opposing strain in the boundary. This would
have
a marked influence oveï a distance of at least a few
hundred.
Angstroms out fron the bJundary (the width of the strong
contrast which arises fron the most severery strained. regions

of the dislocation (196)). A similar attracti-on would. be
the
reduction in core energy (n, 50%) postulated by Ashby (51).
An approxiinate estimate of this attraction may be made
as

follows. A relationship of the

form

,

Kc=#-n
1s assumed (182), where Kn is the total enhancement and
x is
the d.istance from the edge of the boundary region, which is
assumed to be z0,R wid.e. Thus at x = 10 l and
h = 100 R (ledge
! _

tJ

r

¡1

¡^vvn¡v¡¡

u

ø/

height) KG = 91, which ,is sufficient for nucleation. At
x = 100 f, KG = 1 and. the enhancement has effectively vanished..
A radius of 5 6 (t zo fl is usually taken for the coïe radius,
so it will be assumed that the attraction due to core energy

,:,:,..,;..,
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reduction disappears roughly. s0 xaì fron the boundary.
. K,_ = 24
at x = so R an¿ an average varue for x = Q - J0 I woutd'b"
around 70' Using a value of applied stress at which
moderate
dislocation generation from bound.aries r{ras observed. in
-A
vu (r
Cu
- c7 -kg/mn-? at .p - 3 x 10-*),
*app =
the energy avairable
to move the dislocation to x = i0 i.u'bu
calculated
as

À

roughly 10-+ ergs per cm of d.islocation line (using
KG = 70,
t"pp = J kg/mm¿, F = 3 x L0-7 mrn and. x = S0 x L0-7 mm).
At
the same tine, a reasonable estimate of the core eneïgy
is
10 - 20% of the total self-energy (216), furnishing
a value
9r'z - 4 x 10-5 ergs/cm of dislocation (zr.Ð. Therefore, if
this core eneïgy can be red.uced s'z at the boundary,
the
attractive energy will be L - Z x 10-5 ergs/crn or
10 _ 20"ó
of the available energy, indicating the attraction
to be
quite substantial. The above two tend.encies for
the dis_
l0cation to l0cate itself in the bound.ary region apply
to

all cases (these
the d.riving forces for d.islocation
"{"
annihilation at boundaries during annealing). rn ad.d.ition,
the s.egregation to the ledges. of solute atoms may hind.er
d.islocation enission d.ue to pinning or an increase
in
the

1oca1 lattice

friction stress.

rt should be pointed. out that the preference of
triple points as acti-ve bound.ary souïce locations inplies
the
presence of some extra stress concentration
over other
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locations along the bowrdary,' ltlhateyer the nature of this

it

must accotrnt

bouhdary

for the fact that little

triple points

and.

preference

is

enhancement,

shov¡n between

grain

twin bounclary - grain boundary triple points.

This additional enhancement rnay be ccinnected with the large-scale enhanced
strain contrast observed at some triple points, €.g. figure óg(c) (p.zts).

rf this
Ka

were the case,

factor,

such as

is

it

could conceivably be related to a

shown

nacroscopic . '.

by the large ledges of figure 69, where the

regionsofenhanced.straincontraStarefartoo1argetobed.uetothe
nicroscopic stress concentration factors d.iscussed previously. (Lack of
dislocation emission from thes'e led.ges is now seen to be due to an insuf-

ficient stress concentration
though the ledges are

6.8

from these

sarne

of a very large height

IMPLICATIONS OF

microscopic factors, even
compared

to most others.)

TTTE MODEL

in view of the preceding nodel
the jnterconnected roles of solute

and.

some comnents can be mad.e on

grain size. The relatively pure

metals, such as the cu and Ni used here, show signs of bound.ary so¿rce
operation almost exclusively in fine grain size rnaterial (54). This would
not be a result of the grain diameter per se, but of the defect structure

of the'grain boundaries associated with the production of such grain sizes.
The mobility of this d.efect structure is high in high purity
metals and.
the higher temperature anneals used to obtain the larger grain sizes would
result in the annhilation of most of the bou¡rdary defect stru,cture. The

of substantial anounts of solute in alloys such as Fe-3Si would
slow this an¡tritation process consid.erably. TJ.e result of this would.
presence

-
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be a decrease
atmospheres

j:
:_:

a

that is,

in the total nt¡nber of bound.ary defects, but the solute
at ledges rnight result in more large groupings of ledges,

in figure 77 and. fewer like A, B and D.
There would also be an increase in the average ledge height
due to ledge
Inore sources such as C

combination. This d'oes'not appêai to be a very large increase, as figure
19(b),p.68,showsthatbourrd'arysourcesinFe-3Siofnoderategrain

'"'

,

size bear a remarkable resemblance to those in the Cu-lSn, and the
ledges
are stil1 not discernible. The net result of this process would then
be

an increase

in the total rx.mber of dislocations

in large-graìrred
Fe-Ssi, sirce the process woulã be more accentuated than ix the filer
grain sizes. This appears to be confirmed in acoustic emission work
by
Tangri and Tandon (2L7) which

showed.

generated

a d.efj:nite increase, with an increase

in grain diameter, for the total acoustic emissions up to g0% of the
" macroyield. stress. (The stress
relaxation achieved. by each dislocation
nucleation produces one acoustic pulse, thus GBD as well as lattice
dislocation nucleation would be d.etected.) This process night be erpected.

to maximize at

some

grain size

and. decrease

thereafter, as even the large

ledge groupings an¡hilated.
The botlndary source nodel has

behavior,
continued

of glide

implications for high temperature

in that the sources could becorne partially regenerative. Through
removal of the cornpensating GBDrs (figure 7g) by a combination

and

climb, the

led.ge could continue nucleating

dislocations until

it vanished'. This removal of ledges was postulated some time ago by Strutt
and Gifkins (107) to account for the zone of j¡tense shear obseryed

, ,-

-
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along boundaries

in grain

boundary

slidjng experiments and may no-w be

feasibly elçlained.

role of boundary generation in the yield. process predicted
by the model could also account for done aspects of d.uctile-brittre
beThe

havior' Thus the preferential loðation of souïces on certain segments.
..
and in certain grains is due to the favorable 1ocal microscopic
conditionsr. ': .

':,,,,,,:,,',i',

-

,,.,

1,.

primari1yani¡ima1rootrad.iusatthe1ed.gecornerS'thedistribution

' . t::_.: r'.

of which is

:-i.;::i::

governed by the mecha¡rico-thennal

treatnent. For materials

in which solute strongly pins both interior sources and. all but the most
favorable boundary sources, this preferential source location
would be
greatly accentuated.. In the extreme, the bulk of the plastic
strajt must
be provided by only a few grains, even near the macroyield point.
A good,
example of such behavior might be in the deformation
of ceranic materials,t
-----

and

this has been

MgO (105,

confinned- recently by

etch-pitting work on polycrystalli*e

?rs). rn other words, strong pinning of grown-in dislocations,

re1ative1ydefect-freebourrd.ariesanda1jmited.nt.unberofs1ipSyStemS

likely conbine to produce

in this material i:1 only a
sma1l fraction of grains, producing a high density of
slip ban;d.s. rnis
subsequently led to crack initiation in such grains, ând fràcture
occurred
after very little plastic strain. (It was also noted that the generated.
dislocations appeared to be of edge character.)
The major

of

boundary generation

point from these examples is that better

"tt ,t,','
r,,,'.',.t,.

,;¡..:-,11..,

understand.ing

such phenomena can be obtained. by examining the detailed.
behavior

of

grain boundaries during plastic d.eformation and applying
the information
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obtaihed to prediction

of the rnacroscopic properties of interest.
rn surmary, the operation of grain bound.ary sources is at
oncê simple and conplex. Simple, in the physical operation of the model
(one dislocation generated per ledge) and complex in the rumber of factors
that produce the necessary stressl that govern whether or not the dislocation will be emitted into the grairr jrterior, and. that govern the charac-

teristics of the source when it does generate d.islocations into the interior. This cornplexity has been shou¡n to account for the very ind.ividualistic character of botmdary sources, particurarry pertaining to their
locations.

of this coinplexity, only a very snall fraction of
the'total ntunber of boundary ledges available for activation actually
become active, but this small fraction can have profound effects on
major
mechanical properties. It should be emphasized that an apparent reduction
in the role of these sources as plastic d.eformation proceeds, is by no
mear.s

the

Because

end,

of their ro1e.

Because

of the large rúrb"" of

ledges re-

naining dorrnant, grain boundary sources could again be called upon to
contribute plastic strain if they became energetically more attractive
than altemate sources. This leads to perhaps the

tv,ro

most important

points concerning this subject. All polycrystallile materials áre ultimately capable of dislocation generation from graia boundaries, and the

role of this generation

rnust always be considered.

native sources of plastic strain.

in the light of alter-
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,

7.0
These

CONCLUSIONS

najor points rnay be extracted. fron the preceed.ing text:

1) 'The hybrid technique of thin foil preparation resurted. in foils
relatively free of spurious defects due to foil hand.ling,

z)

The micro-napping technique piovid,ed. a means

of obtaini¡g compara-.

tive quantitative ðata as regard.s sparsely d.istributed thin foil
phenonena (dislocation sources involved in yielding
in this study),
3) operation of grain boundary d.islocation sources can occur in nost
netals- with the

4)

right microstructural

There ü/as no concrete evidênce

for

environment,

boundary dislocation sources

of

a regenerative nature. The majority of the sources obseryed. poss_
essed charactelistics somewhat simil-ar to the Li model of d,islocation
generation from grain boundaries (144),

5)

The occasional enission

of partial d.islocations from grain bound.arj-es
resulted when the Burgers vector of the trailing partial of a dis'sociated perfect dislocation

r4r¿rs

normal

to the applied. stress

(54)

parallel to the dislocation 1ine, i.e. of screr¡I character,
6) The matrix value of stacking fault energy has an influence on the
and was

occurrence

of this partial disl0cation

lncreases Ín sFE result

emission,

i.e. substantial

in a reduced incidence of occurrence,
7) Solute or impurity atoms stabilize telatively high energy bound.ary
defects, which car then become sources at low operating stresses.
This preferential segregation at such sites nay, however, make dislocation nucleation at these sites nore difficult because of an

'¿7'L

j¡rcreased

'difficult
make

local
due

shear rnodulus,

or

to solute pirming.

rnake

dislocation emission

more

These counteracting tendencies

the influence of solute or impurity atons on boundary

sources

' rather complex,
B) A high grain boundary defect density in the annealed. state is
initially favorable for boundary dislocation emission, but is
likely to hinder such emission at higher strains,
9) The premacroyield region consists of two major strain regimes,
with the first involving activation of those d.islocation sources
of, very low operating stresses located in a sma1l percentage of
grains, ffid the second. involving activation of

many more souïces

of higher operating stresses located in most grains.

The

strain

at which the transition occurs and the location of the dislocation
sources vary from material

to material,

10) A d.etailed model for grain boundary d.islocation

is

souïces has been

of closely-spaced ledges of
snal1 height (a few hundred R at most;. The stress for dislocation
nucleation at these tr-edges is achieved by concentration of the
applied stress. The rnajor component of this concentration arises
proposed which

based on groups

froln the ind.ividual ledge geometry and influence of ad.jacent ledges
(KC) and varies below a certain naximr¡n value depending on the

variation of ledge root radius. Other

elastic anisotropy (Ku)

triple points

and

and

nodified

components may

GBD

kinks, an ad.d.itional

pileups (ç).

arise

from

At

enhancement operates, and,

.':.. :: ::. t'.:..:' t: . :.
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with the root radius variation, accounts for the non-homogeneous
distribution of boundary sources. At low/temperatures, only one
dislocation can be nucleated per ledge

this requires the creation
of a compensating GBD. Enission of this dislocation ilto the grain
interior will be hindered by the. reduction in self-energy the
dislocation can achieve by renaining at the boundary. Emission
and.

also be hindered by elastic anisotropy image forces and by
pinnirrg and increased. lattice friction due to solute segregated to
may

the boundary region,
11) The characteristics of the gr,oups of ledges which comprise bogndary
sources (nurnber, distribution of spacing and heights) are strongly
influenced by the mechanico-thermal treatment which the material is
given.

i.,:.,r..

,

8.

O

RECON4I\ÆJ{DATIQNS

This study,

FOR FUTURE WORK

in its multi^faceted

consideration of botndary

sources and thej-r operation, suggests a m.rnber
on

different aspects of the

of

more

specific studies

phenornenon.

1)Itwou1dbeva1uab1etoconfirmormodifythesourcemode1presen!ed
here through nore accurate direct observation,

i.e.

by high resolution.

e1ectronmicroscopyofamateriaI,suchastheCu-1Sn,which
possesses well-delineated

active sources. This observation would

hopefully include the leclge m.unbers, heights and spacings,

and

i¡ pileup forrn). Tne
, influence of grain misorientation on any of these could also be
considered in such a study. The technique of weak=beam electron
microscopy should prove helpful, since it furnishes very narror.tl
the presence of any GBDts' ¡compensating or

dislocation contrast and could. be used to study closely.spaced

It mrst be kept in mind, however,
that the grain boundary region is one of complex contrast behavior.
' Contrast components due to the different orientations of the two
grains and the IGBD network will always be present. A1so, the
extension of the GBD core in the plane of the boundary reduces the
GBD contrast (2I9) and the GBD strain field is shared by both
grains, both of wh-ich add further conplications to the study of
defects or dissociated GBD's.

individual boundary defects.

2)

A relatively short project could

clarify the utility of the Kikuchi

line technique. This would involve more extensive measurenents

I

.

¿t+

bf actiye

bowrdary sources and

different portions of non-active

feasibility of
' relatilg the line broadening to the actual value of elastic strai-n,
segrnents.

It

would be useful

to

cleterrnine the

ortodeterminewhetherthestrainiscompressiveortensi1e.In

..,1,,,:

situth1nfoi1tensi1estraiàinginthee1ectronmicroScopecou1d
be used.

to test the ability of the technique for detecting potential

activation.
3) The influence of jnitial boundary defect density

:.:t

j ',',

.,

sources before

on the process

boundary dislocation generation could be deternjned

of

'

'.'r,',

in a mxnber of

hrays. Ore would be a stuäy of water-quenched versus slow-cooled

, high purity Cu, since fast cooling has been seen to greatly increase
the bor¡ndary defect density, ê.g. (81,82). Another way of changing
. only the GBD density might be to strain the Cu used in this study
at a low strain rate, moderate temperature and low stress,
that graín

boundary

sliding would increase the

GBD

such

density while

clean. The temperature
would have to be below that where large boundary migration takes
place, since this would drastically change other factors like led.ge
d.ensity. The material would. then be room temperature tested as
in this study.
4) It would be useful to ascertain the influence of varying levels of
equilibriun solute segregation on boundary source operation in Cu,
leaving the grain interiors relatively

by premacroyield testing of rnaterial which had. been given sufficient1y long heat treatnents at different terTperatures. Slow and rnoderateLy

.,., ,,
'.,'.,,.:

:'

:,,,t,¡,;.,

:ì':::
' .,',¡,,..,.t

¿t5

fast cooling from these.tenperatures
between boundary sources under

'

would provide a conparison

the influence of ful1 segregation

ancl

grain interior sources under varying degrees of pinning. At

the

saine

time, two different solute levels could be checked.

One

would be a hundred.ppn- or:so.;of-j.uterstitial:impr-rri.t/, slrch as C:or

0, to first establish the effects of foreign atoms at the bogndary.
Then, tests could. be conducted on an inteïstitial-free cu-low sn
alloy to establish the add,itional effects of increased lattice
friction stress. Auger electron spectroscopy would be useful
to such a study in d.etermining the 1evel of segregation and its

. distribution on different boundaries.
5) The influence of strain rate and. temperature on bound,ary source
. operation should be investigated by testing of a naterial such as
the Cu-lSn at strain rates arourd two orders of magnitude above
and. o'elow

that

used.

here, then at a temperature well belohr

(e.g. liquid nitrogen)

room

0.j of the melting
point (where non-conservative GBD movement can occur). This would
shed light on whether boundary sources are temperature sensitive,
temperature

and one above

how

the source characteristics change at higher temperatures,

how

the rate of stiess concentration influences these characteristics,

and

if at all.
These are

occasioned by the

could

but a few of nany conceivable studies, a fact

relativery

new nature

utilize a combination of direct

of the field. Other studies

and.

indirect techniques,

such as

276

elect1on rnicroscopy conbined with acoustic enission and/or etch-pitting'

or could include a larger variety of naterials,
netâls,or ceramics.

Above

such as BCC and

HCP

'

all, there is a decided need for reliable

quarrtitativedataonthephenomenoniofgrainboundarySourceoperation
both above and below the macroyièld

point.

Such data

is essential for

future clarification of the various defonnation theories for polycrys-

talline materiâls (micro-and macroyielding,
bor.rndary sliding, etc. ) .

work hardening, grain

..,
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